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Printed in Italy INTRODUCTION 
This brochure, published by the General Secretariat of the Council, is a compilation 
of the texts concerning culture adopted by the Council, by the Council and the Ministers for 
Culture meeting within the Council, and by the Ministers alone.  Texts emanating from 
meetings of the Heads of State or of Government/European Council, including extracts from 
the Treaty on European Union, are set out in three annexes. 
These texts have been compiled mainly for those who are involved in the preparation 
of texts for the relevant Ministers or in the implementation of decisions.  Action taken by the 
Member States and the Commission in pursuance of these texts is not dealt with in this 
brochure: further details will be found in the Commission's publications. CONTENTS 
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209 Resolution 
of the Representatives of the Governments of the Member States 
of 24 July 1984 
on measures to combat audio-visual pirating 
(OJ No C 204 of 03.08.1984) RESOLullON  OF THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF THE GOVERNMENTS  OF 
THE MEMBER STATES 
of 24 July I 914 
on measures to combat audio-.U.W pinliac 
(84/C 204/01) 
THE R.EPRESE~"TATIVES  OF THE GOVERNMENTS 
Of  THE MEMBER ST.\TES, 
Whereas  the  phenomenon  of  audio-visual  pirating 
and  of trade  in  illicitly  reproduced  works  is  on  the 
increase; 
Whereas  this  causes  harm  to  authon  and  other 
creative  artists,  interpreting  and  performing  artists, 
producen  of  sound  and  audio-visual  works,  in 
panicular  films,  and  radio  and  television  organi· 
zatioris  and,  more generally, to all  the theatrical and 
audio-visual profes,ions as also to national treasuries; 
Whereas  such  harm  includes  defrauding  of  their 
income those who have  invested  in  the production of 
sound  or audio-visual  '·urks, which· jeopardizes  the 
produetion  of  new  works  of quality,  in  panicular 
works where high  production costs  make it necessary 
to reach a very large audience; 
Whereas,  funhennore,  aru of audio-visual  pirating 
cn~iJ for consumen the great danger of a fall  in  the 
quality of the produru available to them; 
Whereas the detrimental efferu of such  acts oventep 
national frontien and whereas, therefore, the pmblem 
of  pir2ting,  has  both  a  Community  and  an  inter-
national dimension; 
Whereas the  need  to find  suiublc solutions  has  been 
recognized  repeatedly  at  international  level,  in 
p2nicular by the international Copyright Committees 
of  the  Berne  Convention  and  the  Univenal 
Convention and at the ColJoquia of 2.S  to 27  March 
1981  and  16  1.0  18  March  1983; whereas adoption of 
dac  Rome  Conventic,n  of 26 October  1961  for  the 
protection  of performen,  producen of phonograms 
and  broadasting  organizations,  the  Geneva  Con-
vention  of 29  October  1971  for  the  protection  of 
producen of phonocrams against unauthorized dupli-
cation  of  their  phonograms  and  the  Brussels 
Convention  of  21  May  1974  relating  tO  the  distri-
bution of programm~-canying signals transmitted by 
satellite testifies to this same  conc~m; 
Whereas,  nnenhelcss,  the  phenomenon  of pirating 
has become more and more 'idespread, and this may 
panly  be  attributed  to the  lack  of procedures  and 
penalties  which  can  be  effe~vely applied  1.0  pirates 
and uaden in copied material,· 
HAVE ADOPTED THIS RESOltlrJON: 
The Member States 
I. will  endeavour to ntify, quickly,  if they have  not 
y~t  done  so,  those  international  Conventions 
which  they  consider  likely,  by  the  reciprocal 
. rrovisions  which  they  contain,  to  facilitate  the 
initiation of procedures against acu of audio-visual 
pirating; 
2.  ,.iJI,  under the international conventtons to which 
they  have  uccded  or  will  accede,  strengthen 
where  necessary  their national  legislation,  and  in 
panicular cril1'inal1aw legisl2tion, so  as  to provide 
the  com~nt  scmces  with  .111  the  means 
necessary to seck out :.nd pro:e acu of counterfeit 
and  provide the  judicial  authorities with  the  legal 
weapons  that arc  essential  for  the  dissuasive  and 
effecti"le repression of such acu; 
- 11--12-
J. will  consider  at  the  level  of  th-:  authorities 
concerned any measurt  a,e  situation demands to 
ensure  that  close  cooperation  betweell  them  in 
comb.uing  2udio-visual  pirating  is  instituted  and 
developed;  · 
4. will  implement a  systematic policy of cooperation 
between  authorities  and  members  of  the 
professions  conumed with  a  view  to  following 
developmenu in  the phenomenon of pirating and 
connantly  adapting  to  that  development  the 
techniquf'S of prevention, detection and repression 
of acu of fraud; 
5.  will,  in  collaboration  with  the  international 
intdleaual property organizations, pursue a policy 
of  making  available  to  States  and  copyright 
holden  any  information  on  laws  and  case  law 
concerning audio-visual pirating; 
6.  acree co the examination, in  th~ context of cumnt 
discussions  on  copyright  and  in  the  appropriate 
framework,  of  any  proposal  of  a  contraaual, 
lqisla~ or :)ther  nature  which  could  help  to 
provide an adequate solution to the problems, and 
in  panicular  any  possibility  of  improving  the 
effecti•eness  of  the  procedures  and  penalties 
applicable to pira&es and uaden in copied material. 
\ 
\ Resolution 
of the Representatives of the Governments of the Member States 
of 24 July  1984 
on the rational distribution of films 
through all the audio-visual communication media 
(OJ No C 204 of 03.08.1984) 
- 13-RESOLtmON  Of THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF 11iE GOVERNMENTS  OF 
TI-lE MEMBER STATES 
of Z4 July  l 914 
oa the ntioaal distribution of films dlroup all chc audi..uual COIIIIDwUa\  'oa media 
{~4/C  204/02) 
THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF lliE MEMBER STATES, 
Aware of the threat posed  by the absence of agrecmenu on  the sequence of film  distri-
bution through the various media, 
Will tntltavour, within the powen at their disposal, to implement measures to ensure the 
rational distribution of films through all the aucio-Yisual communication media. 
- 15-Resolution 
of the Representatives of the Governments of the Member States 
of 24 July  1984 
on measures to ensure that an appropriate place 
is given to audio-visual programmes of European origin 
(OJ No C 204 of 03.08.1984) 
- 17-RESOLUfiON  OF  THE  REJ,JRESENTATIVES  OF ·THE GOVERNMENTS  OF 
THE MEMBER STATES 
of 24 July 1984 
on measures to ensure that an appropriate place is  given to audio-visual pro~es  of 
European origin  -
(84/C 204/03) 
THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER SfATES, 
Aware of the importance, from both the ·economic and employment poinu of view, of 
developing programme industries; 
Confirming their wish to contribute to the development of creativity and the expression 
of European cultures by every audio-visual communication means, 
Hereby agree to encourage, within the powers at their disposal,  the implementation, in 
appropriate forms, of measures which will ensure that in all audio-visual communication 
media, work and programmes of European origin are given an appropriate place. 
- 19-Resolution 
of the Council and of the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 18 December 1984 
on greater recourse to the European Social Fund 
in respect of cultural workers 
(OJ No C 2 of 04.01.1985) 
-21-RESOLUTION 
of the Council and of the Ministen responsible for cultur:al affairS,  mectina widaia  dK 
Council, 
of 18 December 1984 
on greater recoune to the European Social Fund in respect of cultural workers 
(85/C 2/02) 
THE COUNCIL AND 11iE MINISTERS RESPONSIBLE 
FOR  CULTURAL AFFAIRS,  MEETING 'WilliiN 1liE  -
COUNCIL,. 
H11ving  ~g•rtl  to  the  Tre~ties  establishing  the 
·European Communities, 
uking •ccount  of  Community  action  in  the field  of 
uaining and employment policy, 
referring  to  the  Commission  communication  on 
suonger  Community  action  in  the  cultural  sector, 
forwarded to the Council on 12 October 1982, and to 
the European Parliament resolution of 18  November 
1983, 
m  pursuance of  the discussion at their meeting on 22 
June .1984 in Luxembourg concerning the submission 
of  projects  involying  cultural  workers  ·under  the 
European Social Fund,  . 
Jraw  attention  to  the  pressing  need  for measures  to 
reduce  unemployment  and  underemployment  of 
cultur~l workers; 
reaffirm  the  vital  imponance  of vocational  uammg 
and  reuaining  opportunities. as  a  basic  clement  in 
improving  employment  prospecu  and  in  panicular 
aiding  the  realization  of  human  potential  in  the 
cultural s~aor of the economy; 
note, in particular, the imponance of taking measures 
to help  young people  to develop  their occupational 
skills  and also  to improve  their social  motivation in 
this sector;  · 
draw attention to the need for improved guidance and 
counselling  regarding  the  whole  range  of  career 
opportunities  in  the  cultural  sector,  especially  those 
c~reers which  combine  both  technical  and  cultural 
skills; 
m  this  contut recognize  me  potential  uses  of new 
technology ia the cultural sector and die  ueed for a 
wider familiarity With nev.· cechniques; 
•ott that the cultural SCC\Or is panicula.rly susceptible 
to action b"" individual  initiative and  is  therefore an 
appropriate· area  for the promotion  of employment 
opportunities  for  the  self-cmplo)"td,  as  well  as  for 
small  enterprises  and  cooperati,·es,  especially  those 
which meet specific local or regional cuJ::ural needs; 
Jr•w attentitm to the need for improved training and 
employment opportUnities for women; 
fDtlcome  the strengthening of Community vocational 
uaining and employment aaivities, and  iD  particular 
the adoption by the Couna1 in October 1983 of nev.-
rules  under tbe European Social Fund providing for 
the  funding  of  inno,·atory  projectS  linked  to 
Community  action  prognmmes,  particularly  those 
related to the aspecu mentioned ~-e; 
declare  their 'illingness to play their part a.s  fully  as 
possible  in  the  implementation  of  mese  action 
programmes  in  the  cultural  seaor,  in  cooperation 
with  the  other  authorities  concerned,  at  regional, 
uational and Communicv level: 
accordingly  draw  Member  States'  attention  to  the 
possibility  of preparing  and  submitting projeas  for 
European Social Fund aid, and i.n\ile the Commission 
to give  careful  consideration, within  the  framework 
of the  existing  Regulations  of the  Social  Fund,  to 
proposals  for  the  vocational  training  and  the 
employment  of  artins  and  cultunl  workers  in  the 
knowledge  that  an  and  culture  constiute  an 
imponant source of income and employment as  -..·ell 
a.s  enriching  the  artistic,  cultural  and  social  life  of 
communities. 
-23-Resolution 
of the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 13 June 1985 
concerning the annual event 
"European City of Culture" 
(OJ No C 153 of 22.06.1985) 
-25-R£SOLL110S 
of the  M.ini~~trs responsible for Cultural .'dfain. meum, withiD me  CoUDcil, 
of tJ June 1915 
r~nc~,  the annu.al evnn •European at,· of tw~· 
(85/C t:31C2) 
1.  .A.i:c &J)d content 
The  Mininers  res;>onsibie  for  Cultural  •  .tJfain 
consider  that  the  'European  City  of Culture' e\·ent 
should  be  the  expression  of a culture ,·hich, in  iu 
· h!norial  emergence  and  contemporary 
de\·elopment,  is  chara~.eri1ed  by  ha,·ing  both 
common  elemenu and a  rich:"ess  born of dn·e:sjn·. 
The  e,·ent  bas  been  established  to  help  bring  the 
r:~pies of the  ~1err.btr Sta:.cs  closer  together,  but 
account should  be  taker. of ,·ider Euro;>car.  cultural 
t: ..  a .• lnlttcs. 
The  e,·er.t  should  cpen  up  tC'  the  E:.:ro?ear.  ?ublic 
pa:ticular aspec-..s  of the cu!tl.lrt  of :he ci~·, region or 
c.t\.:nt.""\'  concerned. It mav  a.!so  concentrate on  :he 
cin·  c~ncemed a  number' o! cultural  conuibuuor.s 
from  other Me:r.her Sutes. primarily fo: t."t bentfit 
of the  inhabitants  of the  pa!""..icu!a.r  rei-on.  Bcn.·cen 
these  n.:o poles!  a ,·ide  \'aric~· of er.:?::ases  car.  be 
pla:ec!  and  inter-related  themes  chosen  so  as  10 
c:~an:: the  city concer:ted and  mark  the  pa.!""..icu!u 
. oc:asion,  if  an~·, ,·h.ich  has  pro,·ided  a  reuon  for 
choosin& it. 
n. Seleaioo criteria 
}.J • a  genc:a)  n:le,  or.  I~·  one  "Euro;>eL"l  City  of 
C;,Jt:.~rf' shouid  b~ chosen each  ::ale~cc: yeu. 
Each vear ODt Member  Statt  sho~Ji~ hoid  thr  e-•e~:. 
The decision on tht choic.e  of citv m;Jr.  bt t!&;..~:-.  at 
Jeas1  two  wars  in  ach.·;...,ce,  so  ~  to  al!o'·  prope!" 
arnngeme~u  to  bt  made.  Tht  Member  S:.tte! 
should in priDdplf  fcllo~• each  ~.her in  alph~!>~~::a  1 
order. Thev  mav,  ~·~c:, alter  the  chronologie.! 
order of ev~DU  ~·  agrcemcnL 
In principle, one rcr.Jnd  o! LJ,e  ~~er:~e: State! st~Qdc 
he complctee! bc!ore &n:)du:: ont is beg;.m. 
lll. Orpmwi011 ud ficmce 
The  Member  State!  in  ·v.-nJc:l  t!-.e  des!~~a:e: 
'European  G:y  of  Culwrc'  he!  c:ircides  ,-h~cr. 
authority  inside  the  Mr:nbt:  S:.a::!  '-";n  w.ke 
responsibil:ty for  cq&:-~i."lg and 5.::anc:~i the t'\·e::t. 
Given  that  the  e\'tnt  forms  ?:& ~  of  c-.:!tu:-:.! 
c:.oo;>cratior. amonc th: ~tcm~e: S:a:es, these  si:::o.:ici 
be associatee! '-ith ils p:e;:a.-atior.  .._,:{  K.c;:-:  reg~!z.rly 
.  informed  of progress.  <F.hu  E&:::)?::u:  anc, -..·here 
appropriate,  non-EuropeAn  coun:ries  may  a!sc  be 
associated  -.;th  me  prtparauon  of  tht  e'\·e:.:. 
~!inincrs  res;>onsih:c  for  Culw:-.J  lufairs  i~  dt 
Member States  sbou!~ if  pos~iblt :.:-.e::d  the  ore~& 
ceremony. 
Mem!>er  States  shoi.iid  .ake  all  pcss~b;~  s-~;:-!  tO 
publici~e the ~e::t -..;cie!y. 
-27-Resolution 
of the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 13 June 1985 
on events including European audio-visual 
productions in third countries 
(OJ No C 153 of 22.06.1985) 
-29-RESOLUTION 
of the  ~tinisten responsible for Cultural Afb.i.n, meeti.D& within the Cout!a1, 
of 13 June 1985 
on C"Yents including European auclio-Yisua! productions in third countries 
(85/C 153/03) 
The Min!sten  responsible  for  Cultural  Affairs  consider 
that events  including European audio-visual produa.ions 
in third countries may  have  not only a cultural purpose 
but also an economic and commercial interest. 
The  promotion  of  European  audio-visual  productions 
can  be  cffeeted  both  by  organizing  special  festi,·als  or 
Alongsidt'  the- rffo:t.! ttl rnsure thi!- European presence ;n 
thard  co~.:ntne~. each Member Sute \\·ill  remain at liben\' 
to  decade- \\'hether  or  not  to  pan.icipatc  in  pan.icu!~r 
evenu,  and  films  from  European  countries  \\'ill,  of 
course,  continue  to  feature  at  international  festi,·a!s 
independently of any joint European participation in  the 
same festi,·a!. 
Other Europea!"!  count:i!'!- could  bt inv·ited  to  tak~ pan 
in this venture. 
The Minist: rs agree: 
t. tO encourage  public  and. private  organiz.ations  in  the 
Member  States  to  organiz.t  European  film  and 
teJe,·ision festi,·als of a cultural and commercial nature 
in  third  countries, to ensurr that films  and  television 
prog:-ammes  produced  in  the-ir  o"'·n  countries  are 
representeG  as  far  as  possibl::  and  to  facilit.ate  the 
other eventS  and  by obtaining special  sec~on.s at existing 
international film and television festivals. 
They emphasize in this coMection the imponant pan 10 
be  played  at  national  and  European  k\·cl  by  the  pro-
fessional organizations. 
presence  of  films  from  Member  Su.tes  ~·ith  leu 
de~·cloped industries; 
2.  to  caH  upon  national  institutions  ..,;th  plans  to 
promote  their  c'·n  national  productions  in  third 
countries tc aiJCI-;.·  other Member States to join in; 
3.  to  foster  the  se-r-..ing  U?  of  sections  devoted  to 
European  films  at international  film  ferJvals  in  third 
counuies. The Presidency. aher consuh.ation with its 
partners,  either  dire:tly  or  through  its  on-the-spot 
representation in  the  counL'y c.oncemed, would, if its 
partners'  reaction  ..,·ere  favourable,  approach  the 
in~mational  feni,·al  organizing  committee  "Aith  a 
'-iev.·  to  St'cing  up  such  special  sections.  Me-mber 
States'  audio-,·isua~ produaions would be prc-sdcct('d 
Cln  the  basis  of  indications  provided  by  the  prof-
essional  associati"n~ of Lltei!  audic~-visual industries. 
-31-Resolution 
of the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 13 June 1985 
concerning a European sculpture competition 
(OJ No C _153  of 22.06.1985) 
-33-RESOLUTION 
of the l\1ixmten responsible for Cultural Affairs, meeting within tht Council, 
of 13 June 1985 
concerning a European sculpture competition 
(85/C 153/04) 
THE  MI~ISTERS  RESPO~SIBLE  FOR  Cl51.11JR...U  A.ftAIR.S,  :t..U:ETL~G  WT!HIN  TI-:::E 
COtJNCIL, 
In  accordance with  paragraph 3.3  of the:  Solemn  Declaration on Europe£n  Un;=>n  siped L'l 
StuttgOLn on 19 June  19~3, 
In  the  spirit  of tht conclusions  regarding a  people's  Europe  re~ched at  the  metting of the: 
European Cour.cil in Fontainebleau on 25 and 26 June 1984, 
:With  the  aim  of  encouraging young  European  sculptors  a..'ld  intensifying  the  exchange  of 
works of sculpture throughout the Europe~  Community, 
DECLARE  THEMSE.L VES  IN  FAVOUR  of the principle  of a European  sculpwn competition 
open to young sculptors. The ttchnical  and financial  arrangements for the  first  competition 
should  be  fmaliz.ed  by  a Working Party of Expens as  soon as  possible,  on the basis  of &he 
outline given in the Annex. 
eN~  prq>ared by tht WoriLiD& Party of Aaaches from the Pcmwaeat  R.epn:seD~  (Culru..ral A.fi.Un) 
eoDccraiD& a Ew-opeu sadpcun competitioa 
1.  The  European sculpture  competition  open to young  sc:ulptors  will  takt place  ~ principle  every  t"'r"O 
yean. On each oc:cuaon  it mun fim be  enablashed  that the-re  arc  at least  IC'Ven  Member States taking 
pan in  ch~ competition. The Ministers '-iU  set the  date for launching the competition and  the dosing 
da.tt  for  the  oauona! r..acc  of the competition (see  pa.racrapb  2). They will  ensun that  one  Member 
Statt volunteers to orga.niu the European stage of the competition which will fopow  the national mge. 
2.  Dunng thr  natio:lal  S'..agc,  each  pL.,.;Clpat.ing  Member  Stale  will  either  hold  a  preliminary  national 
competiuon  tc  desigr:at.t  th~c ,·orks  or  itself  c:crr.mi~sior.  three  ,...orb  11o-ithou1  a  compeut.ion  The 
''Or~.s coulc!  be  subm1ned ir.  the form of proto!)'-pes,  ma~uenes, models or photographs n.ther d:&n  a..s 
completed  p•ece~. TheSt  ,·orks (ir.  the  form  indicated)  will  be  fo:"'arded  to the  org.ar,izing  Mem~r 
State- by  the  dos~ng datt set  by  the  MiniSters. The coru of th n;;.:.to;:.a!  s:.age  a..'ld  of  fo!'·ardi~g the 
''OOO  (in  t.~c  !orm  indacat.td)  to  the  organizing  Mem~r St.at:  ,..;1:  be  borne  by  ~c Mc:r..ber  State 
concr:mec. 
?>  From  amon& the ±ree ''C':iu submi:u-d. the  crga.niz.ing Memhe: Suu:  ~·ill &.r:"'a..."lge  for L"'e  ~electior. of a 
'-inner in  re~.:t of  eac!-1  pan.iapaung Mernber State  To rr..a.kt  thi~ seiecuon, it  ,..·i!l  comene an  inter-
n~~ona! jury consining of q..:.a.lifie-d  persons.  · 
4.  Pr.ze-winning wcrks -..·il;  be  given ..,.)de  publicity hy  the  p~..icipating Mem~r  S:.ates.  Met:'.bcr  States, 
mu~eums, comme:-cx.a.! org<l:liu.L.i:.ms or pm·ate pcnons :nay put ir. bids for the w:>ris. 
-35-Resolution 
of the Council and the Ministers with responsibility 
for Cultural Affairs meeting within the Council, 
of 27 September 1985, 
on collaboration between libraries in the field of data processing 
(OJ No C 271  of 23.10.1985) 
-37-RESOLt.mON 
Couacil aDd che aaiaistas with rapoasibility for cultural a££ain, ~  within dac Cowxil 
of 27 Scpumber 1915 
oa collabon.tion hetweca libraries ill the field of cWa pro ruj 1 
(85/C 271/01) 
THE COUNCU..  OF 1liE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
AND  THE  MlNISTERS  WITH  RESPONSIBI.UIY  fOR 
Ctn.'IlJRAL  AFFAIRS,  .MEETING  WITHIN  THE 
COUNOL, 
1.  htwing noutl thu: 
- the  collections  built  up  by  all  the  public  and 
private  libraries  in  the  European  Community 
constitute  a  ueasure-house  of  uwerial  both 
culturally  and  from  the  Yiewpoint  of scientific, 
technical and economic development; 
- full use can be made of chis ueasure-bowe only if 
there  is  also ·proper  application  of  che  present 
wealth  of  new  technolgies  for  processing  and 
disseminating  information,  which  alone  will 
provide the user with access  co  me whole of this 
heritage, 
believe  that  the  European  Community  should  take 
action in this seaor; 
2.  at Member State level,  ~cognizt the need for creater 
harmonization of the initiatives  already taken in this 
area  by  a  large  number of libraries  in  the  European 
Community and the  need  for  others to acquire  new 
managment techniques without this undermining their 
budgewy possibilities for acquiring new works; 
3.  III.Comrrumity kwl: 
- request  libraries,  on  the  basis  of a  prior  r:ostl 
benefit evaluation, to inaease their cooperation at 
Community  level  and  help  in  drawing  up  a 
common  programme  aimed  at  establishing  the 
most  suitable  proc:eclures  for  promoting  such 
cooperation; 
- request the Commission to uke imo consideration 
the desirability of swift aaioD to help libraries; 
- recall  that this  action  may be raliz.ed within the 
framework.  and  with  me  mourus,  of  the 
Community  prognmme for  the  development  of 
the  specialized  information  awket  in  Europe, 
adopted by Decision 84/567/EEC (')('). 
Such action should be aimed ia panitular at: 
(a)  defining and seuinc up in dose collaboration "ith 
the  most  impotwlt  h"bnries  ill  the  Europeu 
Community,  a system  which,  based  on  emting 
systems and forms of coll.abon.tion, would enable 
computerized catalogues to be liaked up; 
(b)  preparing,  in  dose  collaboruioa  with  those 
responsible  for libraries  iD  the  ~{ember States.  a 
possible  work programme  desi!ned  co  speed  up 
the development  of library aairities both  at the 
cultural level  and  as  a major force  on the infor-
mation  market  iD  terms  of both innovation and 
inn~tion  support; 
4.  ~wst  tht Commissitm to: 
- keep them informed of work currendy in proems 
in areas r:onneacd with  the maDagemem and use 
of h"braries; 
- submit an annual report co them on any initiatives 
'it sets in motion on the basis of this Resolution. 
r>  OJ No L 314, 4. 12. 198'\, p. 19. 
{')  The Commission would  ~int  OUI mat ~  ~e  of eM said 
programme the aeceswy funds  aist for u  iDW.a1 aaioa in 
this field. If a more far-reaching procn.:::me is subsequ=dy 
deemed  Dcccssary,  me .  Commissioa  siuJl  submit  t.o  the 
Council a request, as appropriate,. for appropriuioas. 
-39-Resolution 
of the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 20 December 1985 
on special conditions of admission for young people to museums and 
cultural events 
(OJ No C 348 of 31.12.1985) 
- 41-RESOLUTION 
OF 1=HE  ~IINISTERS RESPONSIBLE FOR CULnJR.AL AFF:\IRS, MEE11NG ~ 
.  TI-::E COl"NCI., 
of 2: December 1915, 
oa special coaditioas of admissioll for young people co muscmzzs md c:ultur.al t:rCDts 
(13/C l48/~) 
1~  ~lD.1m1.5  RESPONSI!U:  FOR  C  ....  1  .  ."TLA.\l.  ~.oURS,  ME.&L'lC  WITP.D:  1:-2 
COL~C!I.. 
H~'ing decided, in accord:lnce with pu-~ph  l.12 of the Report from the  ~d hoc Committ= 
on a People"s  Europe, approved by the  E:::cpe:ln Counal at iu ::aee:ing on 2S  md 29  Ju:x: 
19SS, tO promote aca:ss for young people tO musew::as and culwr:U eorca, 
to extend,  or to encour:11e  the  compe=:t bociies  m extend,  tO young  people  &om  all  other 
~!ember SateS, dte speci:U  conditions  a:1c  recuc:ions  for admwioa :o museums and  c:ultl.lr.ll 
evenu ~vailaeie co their young nationW. 
-43-Resolution 
of the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 17 February 1986 
on the establishment of transnational cultural itineraries 
(OJ No C 44 of 26.02.1986) 
-45-RE.SOLtmON 
OF TiiE r-UNISTERS RESPONSIBLE FOR CULTURAL AFF.'JRS, 
MEETING \VITHIN TilE COUNCIL. 
of 17 february 1916 
on the establishment of tn.nsutioaal culblr.ll itiacrarics 
(86/C 44/02) 
7HE  MISISTERS  RESPONSIBLE  fOR  CULnJRAL 
AFFAIRS. MEETING WTniiN THE COUNCIL. 
Having regard to the Solemn  Declaration on  Europea~ 
\Jnion of  19  June  1983,  and  in  panicular Scaion 3.3 
chereof devoted tO cultural cooperation,  · 
H~'ing ~gard to the final  rcpon on a  People's Europe 
ap?ro,·cd by the European Council at its  meeting on 28 
and 29 June 1985, 
,."'hereas  the  establishment  of  transnational  cultural 
itineraries can contribute to: 
- a  deepening  of knowledge  about  Europe's  history 
and culture, thereby promoting European awareness, 
- an increase  in  tourism  and  hence  a  stimulus to the 
economic  development  of  the  regions -concerned, 
including the creation of jobs; 
Bearing  in  mind  nC'\·enheless  the  need  to  a\·oid 
~~sturbancc of the cultural  idcntitv znd environment of 
the areas conC'emed, .u well  as to. 1\"0id  damage to \·ul-
nerab:e monumentS and cultural institutions by the visitS 
oi too many tourists; 
Welcoming the presentation by the Italian  ~uthorities of 
a  system  of  cultunl  itineraries  ~overing  Community 
Europe,  wlaich  provides  a  useful  reference  point  for 
funher inm&iYcs iD chis field; 
Consideriac that the creation of such itineraries is  being 
envisaged  by  the  auchorities  of a  number of Member 
Sc.aces; 
Considerinc in  panicular that me scheme for .itineraries 
prtsented by  the Luxembourg authorities for the Grand 
Duchy and adjacent  areas  provides a  good example of 
what could be done in this field i 
Taking  inm  account  the  work  accomplished  bv  the 
Council  of  Europe  and  me  potential  role  of  the 
European Foundation in this field, 
AGilE£ both to stimulate activities  in  the field of trans-
national  cultunl  auneraries  by  encouraging  the 
competent authorities of the Member States to coope~te 
across froMien in the swdy and possible development of 
itineraries  of  European  intereSt,  and  to  leave  such 
coopera~  open to other European countries; 
~OTE that  such  schemes  may  be  eligible  for  suppon 
from the ftrious existing Community insuumenu; 
UNDERTAKE  to rmew progress in  this area within two 
yean. 
-47-Resolution 
of the Ministers with responsibility for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 13 November 1986 
on the protection of Europe's architectural heritage 
(OJ No C 320 of 13.12.1986) 
-49-RESOLtmON 
of the MiDistcn with respoasibility for Cultural AfWn, IIICCiinc witbiD dae Coaacil 
of 13 November 1986 
oa dac proccctioa of Europe's ~  h~e 
(86/C 320/0t) 
11iE MINISTERS  FOR  CULTURAL AFFAIRS  MEETING 
WITHIN 1HE  COUNCn.,  . 
Having regard  to the Sole.mn Declaration on European 
Union of 19 June  1983 and  in panicular the paragraph 
concerning  'the advisability  of undertaking  joint action 
to protea, promote and safeguard the cultural heritage', 
Having  regard  to the  resolution  of the  European  Par-
liament of 14 September  1982 on the proteaion of the 
architeaural heritage,  · 
Noting the work accomplished by the Commission of the 
European  Communities  in  making  granu available  for 
restoring selected  monumenu in all Member StateS  and 
in giving scholarships for swdy of conservation questions 
in  appropriate  ua.ining  institutions  of other  Member 
States;  · 
Taking  into  account  the  European  Convention  of the 
Council of Europe for the proteaion of the architeaural 
heritage  and  the  work  programme · of the  Council  of 
Europe in this field; 
Bearing in mind the possibility that the European Foun-
dation, once set up, may take part in these activities; 
Recognizing  that this  resolution  does  not result  in  any 
modification  of the  powers  of the  Community  and  the 
Member  States  regarding  me  proteaicm  of me  a.cdU-
tectural  heritage,  but considering that mey should  uke 
peater advanu.oe of each other's experience; 
.Agrrt to  develop  effcaiYe  c:ooperatioa  on  aspects  of 
Europe's  architeaural  heritage,  openiDg  this  to  other 
Euro~an  counuies where appropriate; 
.  . 
.Agrn to encourage the exchange of esperience  and the 
~er  of information oa the architea1lnl heritage, in 
panicular  through  the  SQ.Ddardization  of t.cnninology 
and  the  establishment  of a  AetWork  of  data  bases 
prepared in this  area-~  the Member Swes; 
.Agrtt  · u) pro~o~·  -~~ness  -amo~g public and  privale 
institutions and the  geneaJ public  about the economic, 
social  and. C:u.lwral  ,aspeCts  of  Europe's  architeaura! 
heritage, in consultation ~  the cxpens of dae Member 
StateS  and  the  Council  of Europe,  as  well  as  other 
intergovernmental organizations concerned; 
.Agrtt  to  make  public  iastiaaions  and  uudertakings 
specializing  in  the  conservation  of buildings,  aware  of 
·the possibilities of enhancing the  interest of sites  to the 
widest  possible.  p~lic by  means  of mual and  other 
measures; 
T  dt raott  of the  Commission's  intention  to contn"bu~ 
further to the realization of measures in this field. 
-51-Resolution 
of the Ministers with responsibility for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 13  November 1986 
on business sponsorship of cultural activities 
(OJ No C 320 of 13.12.1986) 
-53-RESOLtmON 
of the MWsten with responsibility for Cultural Affairs, mcetiDg withia the Council 
of 13 November 1986 
on business spoasonhip of cultunl accmdes 
(86/C 32C/02) 
1.  The  Ministers  reponsible  for  cultural  affairs 
meeting within the Council recognise that the  European 
cultural heritage and c:u.ltural activities in general benefit 
from  a combination  of public  and  private  suppon.  In 
their view  these  can  best  be  maintained  and  developed 
through  suengthened  suppon  &om  a  plurality  of 
sources,  including  different  forms  of sponsorship  both 
private and corporate. 
l.  In  this  context  business  sponsorship  can  enhance 
the  cultural  heritage  and  increase  the  production  and 
dissemination  of anistic  activity.  Ministers  believe  that 
business sponsorship can be developed in ways which do 
not inhibit  artistic  freedom;  and  that it should  provide 
supplemenwy funding for cultural activities,  not a sub-
stitute for existing resources. 
3.  A greater  degree  of artiStic  activity  enhances  the 
cultural life and leisure activities of European citizens. It 
provides various benefitS, including increased tourism, at 
local,  regional  and  IWional  levels,  as  well  as  to the 
European  Community  as  a  whole.  The  businesses 
concerned can impro\·e their image, the environment for 
their work  force  is  improved,  and  often  through  such 
aninie  activity  an  extra  inducement  is  provided  to 
industry to locate itself or remain located in a panicular 
area. 
-4.  Sponsorship  also  offers  possibilities  for  funding 
transnational  arts  acti\;ties  through  companies  v.;th 
strong  European  mtaatS,  and  for  thus  improving  the 
opportunities  for  cultural  exchanges  within  the 
Community.  · 
5.  With dlese  considemioas  in  mind,  the  Ministers 
agree to encourage: 
(i)  the  promotion  of peater· business  sponsorship  of 
cultural aaivities widUn  dte  Member States of the 
European  Community,  by  c11ling  attention  to 
sponsorship as an activity whir.!t provides benefiu to 
both parties, as well as  helping m enhance cultural 
and economic aamty; 
(u")  consideration of dle  introduction within  their own 
counuies  of  measures  to  promote  suitable 
sponsorship schemes; 
(w")  the  setting  up  of orpnizations to advise  and  help 
those  businesses  and  ans  which  are  interested  in 
sponsorship; 
(av)  the  development  of links  between  the  sponsorship 
organizations concemed; 
(v)  the  sharing  of information  on  cu.rrent  sponsorship 
activities, thus permiaing an assessment of the Deed 
for future initiatives. 
6. ·  They take  note  of  the  Commission's  intention  to 
contnbute funher  tO the  realization of measures  in this 
field. 
-ss-Resolution 
of the Ministers with responsibility for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 13 November 1986 
on the conservation of works of art and artifacts 
(OJ No C 320 of 13.12.1986) 
-57-RESOLUTION 
of the Millistcn with respoasibiliq for Cultvnl Mfain aaeet:inc within the Couacil 
of IJ.November 1916 
on the coDSel'ftlion of works of  art ud  artefacts 
(86/C 320/03) 
1.  The  Ministers  responsible  for  cultural  affairs 
recognize  the  imponance  of  conservation  of  the 
European cultural heritage in respect of works of an and 
artefacts of cultural and historical significance, induding 
archives and books. European countries possess a wealth 
of cultural  material  which  must be  p~erved and safe-
guarded  for  the  . benefit  of.., present  and  fuaue 
cenerations. . The  preservatiop  !~f ·.the . an:hitecmral 
heritage is the subject of a separate molution. _The pres-
~n  of movable works of an and  an.efacu  involves 
environmental  proteaion and the renoration and repair 
of the objects just as much as their physical safeguarding. 
It requires the cooperation of all those  intereSted ill me 
artistic and cultural heritage, especially the international 
organizations  and  experts  ·active  in  this  field.  ·The 
Ministers also recognize the wefulness of accurate iDfor-
mation  on  the  cultural  heritage  in  order to encourage 
conservation. 
2.  The Ministers  also  recognize  the  need  for public 
awareness  of these  questions  to  be  increased  and  for 
cooperation between the public and private sectors to be 
strengthened.  They  acknowledge  the  importane%  of 
improving  and  intensifying  training,  the  benefits  of 
making  available  information  on  experienced  conser-
vators  and  conservation  courses,  and  the  value  of 
exchanging  ·technical  information  on  conservation 
matters. 
3.  With  these  considerations  in  mind,  the  Ministers 
believe  that  conservation  is  a  subject  deserving  careful 
I 
examination  within  Member  States  and  aaoss  the 
CoDEunity  as  a whole,  taking  account  also  oJ  work 
beinc done within the Council of Europe in this field. 
•.  Accordingly,  Ministers  agree  .  to  encourage  she 
conJa'fttiOD of works  of an and artefaas, for aample 
by sada meaos as: 
- c:wnining the-cope for  coordinaiion  of individual 
amervalion efforts in the public and private seaoJS, 
- JRParini  documentation  conn~ with  censer-
arion of ·works of an and  artefacts of cultural  aDd 
laistorical significance, 
- acouraging  the  provision  of  training  to  meet 
identified  needs,  involving·  public  and  pri\'"ate 
RSOurces as appropriate, 
- escbanging information on conservation expertise  as 
'ftll as On training,  . 
- assessing  policy on conservation,  especially technia.! 
p.idance  in  specialiSt  fields,  and  facilitating  the 
tfissemination of such guidance and the exchange of 
conservarion expertise in Europe. 
5.  They take  note  of the  Commission's  intention  to 
condute funher to the  realization  of measures  in  this 
field. 
-59-Resolution 
of the Council and of the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 13 November 1986 
on the European cinema and television year (  1988) 
(OJ No C 320 of 13.12.1986) 
-61-RESOLUilON 
of che Couna1 and of che MiD.istcn rapollSIDie for Caltu.ral Affairs, mcetiq within dae Co~ 
of 13 No•emher 198' 
oa dae European ciacma and tclmsioa year (1911) 
(86/C 320/0-4) 
THE  COUNCIL  AND  TiiE MINISTERS  REsPONSIBLE 
FOR  CULTURAL  AFFAIRS,  MEETING  WITHIN  1liE 
COUNCIL, 
Whereas  the  audiovisual  media  are  among  the  chief 
means  of conveying  information . and  culture  U)  me 
European citizen and contribute w the mengthening of 
the  individual  European  culaues,  . as  well  as  me 
European idenaty; 
"Whereas  EurC'pc  inust  be  strongly· represented  in  the 
mwng and  distn"butio~ of audiovisual  productS,  thus 
contributing U) laying the foundations of an ever closer 
union a.mog the peoples of Europe; 
Whereas  the  European  Council,  at its  meeting  held  in 
Milan on  28  and  29 June  1985, approved  the proposal 
contained  in  the repon by the  1111  hoc Committee on a 
People•s  Europe  (paragraph  3.7)  that 1988  be  declared 
European Cinema and Television Year; 
- .  ...  . 
Whereas  the  European  Parliament  has  underlined  the 
importance of E~pean initiatives in this  field,  notably 
in its resolution of lQ October 1985; · 
Whereas  the  Commission  informed  the  Council  m ns 
communication  COM  (86)  320 final  of the  a.ims  to be 
pursued in the course of the 198 8 European Cinema and 
Television Year; 
Whereas the Commission  has  already proposed a set of 
audiovisual actions; 
Whereas  the  Council  of  Europe  has  been  actively 
working on audiovisual questions for many years; 
Nott that activities are to be carried out consistendy with 
the ~nstitutional arrangements in each Member State; 
lVtkomt the  agreement  of the European  Caaa1 that 
1988  should  be  declared  Europeaa  CiDau  and 
Television Year; 
SfliJPOrt dae  objeaiYes  and  cuidelines  ol the European 
Cinema and Television Year as defined iD the .A.cx; 
1Vtlcomt the panicipuion of the Couna1 of Earope, as 
well as me Cont.raaing Panies t.o me &ropeaa Cultural 
-'=onvention  which  are DOt members  of me  CauDal of 
· E1.1.rope,  in the Year and suess the imporunce of muaaal 
cooperation; 
.  Nou, in regard to organization, that: 
- the  activities  will  be  prepared  ud  implemented 
through national agencies in each Member Slate and 
a  European  steering  commiaee  as  defiaed  in  tbe 
Annex, 
- the  Commission  will  be  responsible  for  action  at 
Community level, in accordaac:e wid. the Treaty, in 
particular  to secure  .the  free  movement  J  persons 
and produas reWed to audiovisual aaivitics, 
Nou the  C~mmission's  -~wuion to propose an  appro-
priate ~dit  in the 1988 preliminary dnft budp:t; 
Strrss the  importance of adequate finam::ial  paniciparion 
by  the audiovisual  indunry as  well  as  cont!Wuaons  as 
appropriate  from  other  national  aDd  iDa:matiOJlal 
sources; 
C4IJ on the relevant authorities in the Member States to 
take  appropriate  SEeps  to  support  tbe  CiDema  and 
Television Year; 
kqwst  the  Commission  to  keep  them  rqularly 
informed on the progress made in implementiDc the Year 
and to submit to them, and to the European Parliament, 
a final report on the implementation. 
-63--64-
Guideliacs oa the Europeaa Ciacma ud  Telmsioa Year 
L OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the European Cinema and Television Year are to: 
- promote  awareness,  panicularly among  political  c:itcles,  cinema  ud telnision profasioaals  and 
opinion leaders, of the importance of a ~ng  audiovisual iadusuy, able m compete wim the laqe 
OYerseas industries in this field, 
- rcflea the Europeaa identity in the audiovisual media and facilitate c:re:uirity, TtOtkiac for a beaer 
balance among the large and small cultural areas in Euro~ 
- promote  procress  widWi  cbe  Community  in  this  fidd  and  cbe  cralioa of caadilioDs  for  cbe 
dnelopment of cbe  European  audiovisual  sector,  workinc  for, i.tn. iDcrasccl  mobility  of 
persons aad goods connected with cbe audiovisual industry, • 
-obtain  bcaCr  cooPeration  witbia  Europe  on  cbe  financiac,  prochaaiaa  aad  diluibucioa  of 
audiorisual pmgrammes and a doser pannership between ciaema ud  Rlcrisioa. 
D. ACI"IVTI1ES TO BE UNDERTAKEN AT COMMUNITY LEVEL 
ne  deiailed aaion arising out of the objeaives will be prepared by the Europcu stecrinc CDIIUDiuec. 
The  projeas  selected  by  the .  national  committees  aad  the  European  aeaiag  CDIIIIIIiuce  should 
correspond mainly to the need to open up new paths, to seek original formulu at the Emopeaa level, 
. to rally forces which can ensure competitiveness at world level and to pe  a boost whose effects will be 
fek after the temporal limit of the year 1988. 
These activities could concern different aspectS of the audiovisual seetor. The -.amber ud  scope of the 
aaivities seleaed at European  level  by the  management commiaee  will be a funaioa .aUaJy of. cbe 
Sn.ancial means available. 
m ORGANIZATION 
The Council of Europe, as well as cbe Contracting Parties to me European Cakural Comenaon which 
are DOt members of me Council of Europe, will participate ia the year. 
1Dc Commission will be responsible for aaion at Community level ia ac.cordaace wirh me Tral)' and 
ia coordination with national activities. 
The  European  Cinema  and  Television  Year  will  be  orpnized  with  the  help  of dw  following 
committees: 
This  committee  will be  cbairecl  by  an  eminent  public  figure  and  will  comprise  the c:t.irmua of the 
aarional committees and representative public figures &om the fields  CIOilCCI'DC.d.. 
1he steering committee will be responsible for me general c:oonhnataoa of me pr'Op'IIDIIIe and easure 
mherencc  between  all  me  nrious activities  to be  carried o.n, Rlemd to ia pan u, •  well as  the 
tdeaion of the projeas to be undertaken at the European leYel  · 
11le Commission will provide the secretariat for the commiaee. 
NtllitJNJ committfts 
A committee will be set up in each Member State, composed of members representing me ~ous  fields 
coac:cmed. Its chief wk  will be to promote, support and implement rwional projeca orpDized for tfe 
European Cinema and Television Year in the state concemecf..: 
h will  also  be  able  to collect and  administer private  or public  funds  made aailable  co it by Tarious 
pvups and bodies. 
Ia panicular it will  be required to identify projectS as mentioned in put u and to suas aay appro-
priate event or activicr within the framework of the European Ciae~a  and Tclcrision Year.. Resolution 
of the Council and of the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 9 November 1987 
on the promotion of translation of important works of European culture 
(OJ No C 309 of 19.11.1987) 
-65-RESOLt.JTION 
OF  THE  COUNCIL  .~0 OF lliE MINISTERS  RESPONSIBLE  FOR  CULTI..'RAL  AFFAIRS, 
MEE:TING WITHL'llliE COUNCIL 
of  4J  November 1  4J87 
on the promotion of b'2.0Slaaoo of important works of European aalture 
.  -· 
(87/C 3C9/03) 
THE COUNCIL A.'\"D  TiiE ML'\~RS  RESPO~SIBLE FOR  Cl;i.TL~-\1. AFF:\IRS,  ME:ETJ:';G 
WITHIN THE COL"XCIL, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to me pan.grapbs of the Solemn Declaration OD  European Union (Stungan, 
19  June  1983)  concerning an  improvement of information on  European  culture  and ,;der 
dissemination  of the  works...of ,.-riters  of the  t.lember  States  both  inside  and  outside  the 
Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Resolutions  of the  European  Parliament  of  18  January  1979  and 
18  November 1983 dealing ,;th literary u-anslation, 
Taking account of the Commission communication to the Council of 27  No,·ember  1985 on 
the European dimension ,.,;th reprd to books, and noting that the Commission  has  set up a 
Consultative Committee on books,  · 
Taking account also of the work being accomplished in this field  by anaio Member Statts as 
well as by Unesco and the Counal ~f.Europe, 
Bearing  in  ~ind the possibility of panicipation in  this  acthity by the  Ewopean Foundation 
after establishment, 
With a view to gi,ing publishers an incenti,·e w publish uansluions of European literary works 
and to achieving the highest possible quality of such uanslations, 
Whereas, funhermore, the promotion of translation contributes to the remmal of obstacles to 
the free movement of books and the improvement ~f conditions of employment of translators, 
within the tenns of the ueaty establishing the European Economic Community; 
AGREE  on  the  desirability  of promoting the translation  into  other European  languages  of 
important works of Europe'-11  culture, including works of contemporary European literature, 
with priority to uan.slations from minority European languages; 
AGREE  to undertake a  suitable pilot scheme co  provide suppon for tnn.slalions, taking into 
account existing Member State aaion_ concerning translation from ccrtaiu languages, and to 
encourage the widest possible distribution of works thus translated; 
AGREE on the creaaon of annU21 prizes to encourage Europeao uanslation; 
· AGREE to encourage the highest possible quality of translation and recognize the vital role of 
well-trained translators in this connection; 
INVITE  the  Commission  to coosider how it  v.ill  contribute to the  realizaion of dte above 
measures. 
-67-Resolution 
of the Council and of the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 27 May  1988 
on the future organization of their work 
(OJ No C 197 of 27.07.1988) 
-69-RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL AND  OF THE MINISTERS  RESPONSIBLE  FOR 
CULTURAL AFFAIRS  MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL 
of 27 May 1988 
on the future organization of their work 
(88/C 197/01) 
THE  COUNCIL  AND  THE  MINISTERS  RESPONSIBLE 
FOR  C.ULTt.;R~'\L  AfFAIRS  MEETI:\G  ~TfHj~ THE 
COUNCIL, 
resolved  to intensify  their work on cultural  affairs  and 
having  regard  to  their  conclusions  on  future  priority 
actions, 
HAVE AGREED THAT: 
1.  A  Committee  on  cultural  affairs  shall  be  appointed 
consisting of the representatives of the ~iember States 
and  of  the  Commission.  The  chairman  of  this 
Commitee  shall  come  from  the  country holding  the 
office of President of the Council. 
The Committee shall evaluate all  proposals relating to 
cultural  cooperation  and  prepare  the  work  of  the 
Council and/  or the Ministers responsible for cultural 
affairs  meeting  within  the  Council  on  cultural 
priorities and  actions  involving  the Community and/ 
or all  the  11ember  States  without  prejudice  to  the 
procedure laid down in Article 4 of the Treaty estab-
lishing a Single  Council and a Single Commission of 
the  European  Communities  and  current  practice 
regarding  the  preparation  of meetings  of Ministers 
meeting within the Council. 
The Committee shall also have the task of monitoring 
the  implementation  of  actions  decided  on  by  the 
Council  and/or  the  Ministers  meeting  within  the 
Council and of rep:>n;!lg back regular;y. 
2.  The Council and/or the Ministers meeting within the 
Council  may  invite  European  countries that are  not 
members  of  the  Community  and  organizations 
concerned  with  European  cultural  cooperation, 
especially  the  Council  of Europe,  to  panicipate  in 
specific cultural acti\•ities of mutual interest. 
3.  If,  in  the  absence  of  a  decision  or  agreement  on 
certain actions at the level  of the Council and/  or the 
Ministers meeting within the Council, Member States 
continue their discussions  on such actions, they shall 
repon regularly to the Committee on the progress of 
their work. 
4.  Without prejudice to the dispositions of Anicle 155 of 
the  EEC treaty, the Commission  shall  implement,  in 
dose  cooperation  with  the  Committee  on  cultural 
affairs,  actions  decided  on  by  the  Council  or  the 
Council and the Ministers meeting within the Council 
that are to be implemented at Community level. 
The Commission may be invited to assume a coordi-
nating function, in  agreement with the Committee on 
cultural affairs, in the implementation of the decisions 
of  the  Ministers  meeting  within  the  Council.  The 
Commission  may  also  be  invited  to  ensure  coordi-
nation of projectS not involving all  Member States of 
the  Community and/  or projectS  involving  European 
countries which are not members of the Community. 
-71-Conclusions 
of the Council and of the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 27 May 1988 
concerning future priority actions in the cultural field 
(OJ No C 197 of 27.07.1988) 
-73-CONCLUSIONS Of THE COUNCIL AND Of THE MINISTERS RESPONSIBLE FOR 
CULnJRAL Af'f'AiltS MEETING wnHIN THE COUNCIL 
of 27 Mifttll 
coacCraiDc fucure priority acDoDI ia dae caJaual field 
(18/C 197 /Ol) 
11iE COUNcn. AND  1HE MINlST£1lS  llESPONSIBLE 
POR.  CULTt.JRAL  AffAIRS  MEETING  WilHIN  THE 
COUNCIL: 
I. aoce  du:  Commission·  communic:uion  on  the 
Jelaunching  of  culwnl  aaion  in  me  European 
Community  and  the  opinions  of  the  European 
Parliament and the Economic and Social Commiuee, 
as  weD  as  the  French  Govenunent's  Blw Book  on 
Europe in  ~ucation  and  C~ku.re; 
2.  recalling  me discussion  at their informal  meaiag on 
10  and  11  December .1987  in  Copenhagen,  pe 
priority to me  following  areas, without prejudice  to 
aaions which they consider desirable in ocher areas: 
- promotion of the European audiovisual sector, 
- book seaor, 
- training in me cultural sector. 
- buSiness sponsorship, 
and  aa:onlingly  consider  chat,.  for  an  initial 
pluriannuaJ  period,  priority  should  be  pen  to 
proposals for aaions in these areas; 
3.  OD this basis: 
- with  refereDCe  to  promotion  of the  European 
audiovisual  sector,  ba'fiDs  taken  Dote  of  the 
Collllllission  Media  propamme,  daey  Urrite  me 
Commission  to  report  on  the  results  of mese 
aperimental projecu aod to make, if appropriate, 
all)'  propOsals  arisiDc  from  me  pilot  projeas 
c:UriecJ OUL 
'ney also  confirm  their  williDpess  to consider 
ocher  aaions  relat.inc  to  promotion  of  me 
. Europeu audiovisual seaor wim aU  the attention 
which cbe imponaac:c of chis aeaor warrants, 
- with  reference  to me hook seaor, mey consider 
chat  aU  aspeas of this  seaor, inducli.n&  D&Cional 
pric:ins  systems for books,  reproduc:Uon  of tem, 
promotion and clisuibutioo, should be aamined in 
depth,  and  swe  their  readiness  to  101dy  any 
proposal on me maa.er. 
They  coDfirm  their  desire  for  aecelerated 
implementation of me resolution of 27 September 
1985  on  collaboration  between  h"braries  in  the 
field of data proc:essiDa and state their readiness to 
examine  any  DCW  prOposal  in  this  connection; 
moreover, tbe question of CODSerYation should be 
StUdied. 
They also confirm meU: desire 10 see: 
- rapid  implementation  of the  resolution  of 9 
November  1987  on  the  promotion  of uaru-
lation of imponant works of European culwre, 
- the  launChinc of the pilot scheme· referred  to 
in the resolution as soon as possible, 
- priority pen in  implementing  the  resolution 
to translation from  languages less widely used 
in Europe, 
- in  the  conteXt  of vocational  training,  they suess 
the pow:ina impoi'WlCe for the cukural sector: 
- of sound and :.Won specialists, 
- of restoration specialists for preservation of the 
cultural beritase, 
- with  reference  to  business  sponsorship,  while 
recalling  that  this  sponlorship  should  provide 
complementary  support  to public  cultural  activi-
cies,  they  confinn  the  imponanc:c  which  they 
attach to the implementation of dae  resolution of 
13  NOYember  1986;  this  implementation  should 
also draw on the tcm relative to dae fiuncing of 
ad~  adopted  at  me  Fdth  Conference  of the 
European Ministers raponsible for culwral affairs 
(Sinua, 15 and 17 September 1987); 
•. qree on  me  desirability  of fully  implementing  the 
resolutions  adop&ed  since  1984  in  the  cultural sector 
and  umte  the  Commission  and  the  Committee  on 
cukurai affain 10 follow up their implementation and 
repon on  it regularly; the  Member St.at.es  could also, 
at particular times  to· be  decermined,  Nmish  infor-
-75-mation on the implementation of these  resolutions at 
aationallevel; 
5. qree that, in accordance with their resolution on the 
fucure orcuaization of their work, the question of &be 
type of actions  to be amsqed in the framework  of 
these  priorities  and  the  aawre  of  the  bodies 
respoasible  for  implementinc  them  (private  bodies, 
Member Sw.es, CommUDity) will be decided in each 
-76-
individual case accordin& to need and in line with the 
provisions of the Treaty and aistina procedures. 
'IDe  Comm.iaee  on  cukuraJ  affairs  should  also  prepare 
the work of the Ministcn on each proposal, induding its 
financ:inc, and on these cwo panicular aspec:u. It should 
ensure dw each proposal for an action contains elements 
allowinc  for evalua&ion  iD  due coune of cbe  results  of 
me  acUOn. Resolution 
of the Council and the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 18 May 1989 
concerning the promotion of books and reading 
(OJ No C 183 of 20.07.1989) 
-77-RESOLUilON 
OF  THE  COUNCIL  AND  THE  ~HNISTERS  RESPONSIBLE  FOR  CULTURAL 
AFFAIRS  ?.iEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
of 18  May  1989 
concerning the promotion of books and reading 
(89/C 183/01) 
TiiE COUNCIL  ~~D  THE MINISTERS  RESPONSIBLE  FOR CULTUR-\L AFFAlRS  MEETIJ\G 
WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
HaYing regard to the priority "'·hich they attached to books and reading in their conclusions of 
27 May 1988  concerning future  priority actions in  the cultural field, 
HaYing  regard to the pan concerning books of the resolution of the  European Parliament of 
17 February 1989 on a fresh boost for Community action in the cultural sector and the opinion 
of the Economic and  Social Committee of 14  April  1988  on the same  theme, 
NOTE the  general  thrust of the  Commission communication of 26  April  1989 on  books  and 
reading; 
REAFFIRM  '9t·hilst  respecting  their  resolution  of 27  l\by 1988  on  the  future  organiz.ation  of 
their "'·ork,  their  '9t"ill  to cooperate  in  the  promotion of all  the  elements  of the  book-chain 
leading from  the  author to.  the  reader;  · 
DECIDE that European countries "'·hich are not members of the Community and organiz.ations 
concerned  "'·ith  European  cultural  cooperation,  especially  the  Council  of  Europe,  can  be 
invited  to participate in  certain specific  actions of common interest; 
APPROVE the actions set out in  the Annex and instrUct the Committee on Cultural Affairs  to 
dra"''  up  and  agree  on  the  details  of their implementation,  including  the  financial  a.spect,  as 
speedily  a.s  possible; 
AGREE to revie"'· the  progress made "'·ith respect to this resolution in  n:o years' time  on the 
ba.sis  of a report from  the Committee on Cultural Affairs. 
-79--80-
AN/l.'EX 
BOOKS AND  READING:  ACTJO~S 
1.  Guide for authors and translators 
- this guide, to be presented by the Commission, ,.iJI conu.in information abol:t their legal, social and 
fiscal  natus in the different Member States of the Community. 
2.  Programme (1989 to 1992) for the publication of su.tinics- book sector 
- this programme, put into effect progressi,·cly by the Commission, in collaboratio!'l ,.,·ith  the Council 
of Europe  and  UNESCO, '·ill include  the  publication  in  1.989  of a first  set  cf European statistics 
relating to books. 
3.  (a)  European lit.trary prize 
(b)  Prize !or the best tnnslations of liurary "''orks 
- the  l'\\'0 prizes  '·ill be  a11.·ardcd  each  year  upon  the  proposal  of  an  independent  juJ)'  in  the 
!rame,.,·ork  of the European  City of Culture, the  details  of these  p:izes to  be  fixed  before the 
end of 19S9. 
4.  Pilot project !or financial assistance !or translations of contemporary literary ,·orks 
- thi~ project,  decided  upon  in  iu broad  outlines  in  a  resolution  of the  Council  and  the  mmmers 
responsible for cultural affairs meeting v.·ithin the Council on 7 1'\ovember  19~7, has  been launched 
for a fi••e·year period beginning in  1989. 
5.  Scholarships  and  travel  n.·ards  for  courses  at the  colleges  for  liter&ry  translators;  net11.·ork  of these 
colleges and other measures to promote literary translation 
- an  in.creasc  in  the  granu made  by  the  Commission  to such  courses; encouugcrncnt of a ne";ork 
;.mong existing colleges. 
6.  Ccmscf\·ation of books made from acid paper and usc of 'pennanent paper' 
- intensified  collaboration,  to  be  organized  b)'  the  Commission  and  the  Member  States,  among 
libraries and archives and taking into account the "'·ork of specialiud im.ematior.•l organizations, in 
fnour of conscf\'ation of books threatened by  the  fragility  of acid  paper; info:mation campaign to 
be launched by the Commission and the Member Swtts in favour cf 'pcrn:ancnt paper'. 
7.  Comparative study of expon aid measures for books 
- this  study,  to  be  prepared  by  the  Commission,  ,.,jiJ  provide  be:ter  k."lo,.,·ledgc  of the  expon aid 
mca.sures existing in different Member States. 
8.  Campaign for raising European public n.-areness of books and reading 
- this campaign, 11.·hich ,.,.iJJ include actions using television for raising public u•areness, ,.ilJ be carried 
out in collaboration "'·ith the Council of Europe and Ul'\'ESCO. Conclusions 
of the Council and the Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 18 May  1989 
on books and reading with a view to the completion 
of the internal market in  1992 
(OJ No C 183 of 20.07.1989) 
- 81-CONCLUSIONS 
OF  THE  COUNCIL  AND  TiiE  MINISTERS  RESPONSIBLE  FOR  CULTURAL 
AFFAIRS  MEETING WITHIN TiiE COUNCIL 
of 18 May  1989 
on books and  reading with a view  to the completion of the  internal market in  1992 
(89/C 183/02) 
The Council  and  the  ministers responsible for cultural affairs  meeting  ~•ithin the Council held 
an exchange of vie"'·s on the subjeCt of books and reading with a \'iew to the completion of the 
internal market  in  1992. 
With regard  to taXation on books, after hearing a natement from  the Commission they noted 
that  the  Commission  was  reflecting  on  the  possibility  of  revising  its  present  proposals  on 
indirect taxation and excise  duties in  a manner ._,.hich  would,  inter a/ill,  pro\'ide scope  for the 
lowest possible  rate of VAT on books. 
For the same reasons, they considered the prices of books and, in the absence of an alternath·e 
system acceptable to all, decided in favour of continuing national policies intended to en.sure a 
balance  between  the  interests  of  authors,  publishers,  booksellers  and  the  public,  -..·hile 
complying with the rules  of competition. 
In  ~e same  context,  they stressed  the  role  of small  and  medium-sized  publishing  firms  that 
cared about publishing quality books, in order to  ensure the ''itality, originality and  pluralism 
of pu~lishing. 
As  regards  questions  ~f copyright  affecting  authors,  they  noted  a  statement  from  the 
Commission  concerning  its  Green  Paper on  copyright and  its  intentions  in  this  field. 
By  way  of  ~ncouragcmcnt to authors,  the  Council  and  the  ministers  responsible  for  cultural 
affairs meeting within the Council decided to create an annual  literary prize to be  a'V.·arded  in 
the context of the  European City of Culture. 
All general action concerning books should also involve libraries; the Council and the ministers 
responsible  for  cultural  affairs  meeting  'V.·ithin  the  Council  a'V.·ait  with  interest a Commission 
proposal  on  the  intensification  of collaboration  between  libraries  regarding  data  processing. 
The Council  and  the  ministers responsible  for cultural affairs  meeting within  the  Council also 
agreed  on  the  importance  of increasing  public  a"'·areness  of books  and  reading  by  placing 
particular emphasis  on  the  use  of television  for that purpose. 
Finally,  they were  a"'·are  that the existence of different language  areas  'V.'as  an  obstacle to the 
spread  of  books  and  culture  in  general  in  Europe,  and  that  it  was  essential  in  order  to 
overcome this  obstacle  to derive  benefit from  the diversity of cultures, and  in  panicular those 
based  on  the  less  widely  kno'V.'n  languages  in  Europe. They  drew  attention  to the  practical 
actions agreed on  18  May in the resolution of the Council and of the ministers responsible for 
cultural affairs meeting within the Council concerning the promotion of books and  reading. In 
particular, they noted the creation of an annual prize for the best translations of literary works, 
also  to be  awarded  in  the  context of the  European City of Culture. 
- 83-Council Directive 
of 3 October 1989 
on the co-ordination of certain provisions 
laid down by law,  regulation or administrative 
action in Member States concerning the pursuit 
of television broadcasting activities 
(OJ No L 298 of 17.10.1989) 
- 85-COUNCIL DIRECI'IVE 
of 3  October 1.98.9 
on  the  coon:lination  of certain  provisions  laid  down  by  law,  regulation  or 
administrative action in  Member States concerning  the  purs~it of television 
broadcasting activities 
(89/SSUEEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES. 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Comp~unity, and  in  particular Articles  57 (2) 
and 66 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission (1). 
In cooperation  with  the  European  Parliament (1), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social 
Committee (l). 
Whereas the objectives of the Community as laid down in 
the  Treaty  include  establishing  an  even  closer  union 
among the  peoples  of  Europe,  fostering  closer  relations 
between the States belonging to the Community, ensuring 
th~  economic  and  social  progress  of  its  countries  by 
common  action  to  eliminate  the  barriers  which  divide 
Europe,  encouraging  the  constant  improvement  of  the 
living  conditions  of  its  peoples  as  well  as  ensuring  the 
preservation  and  strengthening of  peace  and  liberty ; 
Whereas  the Treaty  provides  for  the  establishment of  a 
common  market,  including  the  abolition,  as  between 
Member States, of obstacles to  freedom  of movement for 
services  and  the  institution  of  a  system  ensuring  that 
competition  in  the  common  market  is  not  distorted ; 
Whereas broadcasts transmitted across  frontiers by means 
of various  technologies  are  one of  the ways  of  pursuing 
the  objectives  of  the  Community ;  whereas  measures 
(') OJ No C  179,  17.  7.  1986,  p.  4. 
(1)  0 J No  C  49,  22.  2.  1988,  p.  53,  and  0 J No C  158, 26.  6. 
1989. 
(-')  OJ  No  C  232,  31.  8.  1987,  p.  29. 
should be  adopted  to  permit and ensure. the  transition 
from  national  markets  to  a  common  programme 
production  and  distribution  market  and  to  establish 
conditions of fair  competition  without  prejudice  to the 
public  interest  role  to  be  discharged  by  the  television 
broadcasting services ; 
Whereas  the  Council  of  Europe  has  adopted  the 
European  Convention  on Transfrontier Television ; 
Whereas the Treaty provides for  the issuing of directive5 
for the coordination of provisions  to facilitate  the taking 
up  of  activities  as  self-employed  persons; 
Whereas .television  broadcasting  constitutes,  in  normal 
circumstances,  a  service  within  the  meaning  of  the 
Treaty; 
Whereas  the  Treaty  provides  for  free  movement  of all 
services  normally  provided  against  payment,  without 
exclusion  on grounds  of  their cultural  or other content 
and  without  restriction  of  nationals  of  Member  States 
established  in  a Community country other than  that of 
the  person  for  whom  the  services  are  intended ; 
Whereas  this  right  as  applied  to  the  broadcasting  and 
distribution  of  television  services  is  also  a  specific 
manifestation  in  Community  law  of  a  more  general 
principle, namely the freedom of expression as enshrined 
in Article  10 (1)  of  the Convention for  the  Protection of 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms ratified by all 
Member  States;  whereas  for  this  reason  the  issuing  of 
directives  on  the  broadcasting  and  distribution  of 
television  programmes  must ensure their free  movement 
in  the  light of  the  said  Article  and  subject  only  to  the 
limits set by paragraph 2 of that Article and by Article 56 
(1)  of  the  Treaty; 
-87-Whereas  the  laws,  regulations  and  administrative 
measures  in  Member  States  concerning  the  pursuit  of 
activities  as  television  broadcasters  and  cable  operators 
contain disparities, some of which  may impede the free 
movement of broadcasts within the Community and _may 
distort competition  within  the common  market ; 
~ereas all  such  restrictions  on  freedom  to  provide 
brbadcasting  services  within  the  Community  must  be 
aiX,Iished  under the Treaty ; 
Whereas  such  abolition  must  go  hand  in  hand  with 
coordination of the applicable laws; whereas this coordi-
nation  must be  aimed  at  facilitating  the  pursuit of the 
professional activities concerned and, more generally, the 
free  movement  of  infonnation  and  ideas  within  the 
Community; 
Whereas it is  consequendy necessary and sufficient that 
all broadcasts comply with the law of Member State from 
which  they emanate ; 
Whereas  this  Directive  lays  down  the  mantmum  rules 
needed  to  guarantee  freedom  of  transmission  in 
broadcasting ;  whereas,  therefore,  it  does  not affect  the 
responsibility of the Member States and their authorities 
with resard to the orpnization - including the systems 
of  licensing,  administrative  authorization  or taxation  -
financing and the content of programmes ; whereas  the 
independence  of  cultural  developments  in  the  Member 
States  and  the  preservation  of cultural  diversity  in  the 
Community therefore  remain  unaffected ; 
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Whereas it  is  necessary,  in the common market, that all 
broadcasts  emanating  from  and  intended  for  reception 
within the Community and in  particular those  intended 
for reception in another Member State, should respect the 
law  of  the  originating  Member  State  applicable  to 
broadcasts  intended  for  reception  by the  public  in that 
Member  State  and  the  provisions  of  this  Directive ; 
Whereas  the  requirement  that  the  originating  Member 
State  should verify  that broadcasts  comply with  national 
law  as  coordinated  by  this  Directive  is  sufficient  under 
Community law  to  ensure free  movement of bro;adcasts 
without  secondary  control  on  the  same  grounds  in  the 
receiving Member States ; whereas, however, the receiving 
Member  State  may,  exceptionally  and  under  specific 
conditions  provisionally  suspend  the  retransmission  of 
televised  broadcasts ; 
Whereas  it is  essential  for  the  Member States  to  ensure 
the  prevention of any acts  which  may  prove detrimental 
to  freedom  of  movement  and  trade  in  television 
programmes  or  which  may  promote  the  creation  of 
dominant positions  which  would  lead  to  restrictions  on 
pluralism and freedom of televised information and of the 
infonnation  sector  as  a  whole ; 
Whereas  this  Directive,  being  confined  specifically  to 
television  broadcasting  rules,  is  without  prejudice  to 
existing or future  Community acts  of harmonization, in 
particular to satisfy  mandatory  requirements  concerning 
the  protection  of  consumers  and  the  fairness  of 
commercial  transactions  and competition; 
Whereas co-ordination is nevertheless needed to make it 
easier for  persons and industries  producing programmes 
having a cultural  objective  to  take  up and  pursue  their 
activities ;  · 
Whereas minimum requirements in respect of all public 
or  private  Community  television  programmes  for 
European audio-visual productions have been a means of 
promoting  production,  independent  productiol)  and 
distribution  in. the  abovementioned  industries  and  are 
complementary to other instruments which are already or 
will  be  proposed  to favour  the same  objective ; 
Whereas it is  therefore  necessary  to promote markets of 
sufficient size  for  television  productions  in  the Member 
States  to  recover  necessary  investments  not  only  by 
establishing common rules opening up national  markets 
but also  by  envisaging  for  European  productions  where 
practicable  and  by  appropriate  means  a  majority 
proportion  in  television  programmes  of  all  Member 
States ; whereas, in order to allow the monitoring of the 
application  of  these  rules  and  the  pursuit  of  the 
objectives,  Member States  will  provide  the  Commission 
with  a  report  on  the  application  of  the  proportions 
reserved  for  European  works  and  independent 
productions in this Directive ; whereas for the calculation 
of  such  proportions  account  should  be  taken  of  the 
specific  situation  of  the  Hellenic  Republic  and  the 
Portuguese  Republic ;  whereas  the  Commission  must 
infonn  the  other  Member  States  of  these  reports 
accompanied,  where  appropriate  by  an  opinion  taking 
account of, in particular, progress achieved in relation  to 
previous  years,  the  share  of  first  broadcasts  in  the 
programming,  the  particular  circumstances  of  new 
television  broadcasters  and  the  specific  situation  of 
countries with  a low  audio-visual  production capacity or 
restricted  language  area ; 
Whereas  for  these  purposes  'European works'  should  be 
defined  without  prejudice  to  the  possibility  of  Member 
States  laying  down  a more  detailed definition as  regards 
_television  broadcasters  under  their  jurisdiction  in 
accordance  with  Article  3  (1)  in  compliance  with 
Community law and account being taken of the objectives 
of  this  Directive ; Whereas  it is  important to  seek  appropriate  instruments 
and  procedures  in  accordance  with  Community  law  in 
order to promote the implementation of these objectives 
with  a view  to  adopting suitable  measures  to  encourage 
the  activity  and  development  of  European  audio-visual 
production and distribution, particularly in countries with 
a  low  production  capacity  or restricted  language  area ; 
Whereas  national  support schemes  for  the development 
of European production may be applied in so far  as  they 
comply with  Community law ;  . 
Whereas  a commitment, where  practicable,  to  a  certain 
proportion  of  broadcasts  for  independent  productions, 
created  by  producers  who  are  independent  of 
broadcasters,  will  stimulate  new  sources  of  television 
production,  especially  the  creation  of  small .  and 
medium-sized  enterprises ;  whereas  it  will  offer  new 
opportunities  and  oudets  to  the  marketing  of  creative 
talents  of  employment  of  cultural  professions  and 
employees in the cultural field ; whereas the definition of 
the  concept  of  independent  producer  by  the  Member 
States should take account of that objective by giving due 
consideration  to small and medium-sized  producers and 
making it possible to authorize financial  participation by 
the coproduction subsidiaries of television organizations ; 
Whereas  measures  are  nee~  for  Member  States  to 
ensure  that  a  certain  period  elapses  between  the  first 
cinema  showing  of  a  work  and · the  first  television 
showing; 
Whereas in order to allow for an active policy in favour of 
a  specific  language,  Member  States  remain  free  to  lay 
down  more. detailed or stricter rules  in  particular on the 
basis  of  language  criteria,  as  long  as  these  rules  are  in 
conformity  with  Community  law,  and  in  particular  are 
not  applicable  to  the  retransmisSion  of  broadcasts 
originating in  other Member  States ; 
Whereas  in  order  to  ensure  that  the  interests  of 
consumers  as  television  viewers  are  fully  and  properly 
protected,  it is  essential  for  television  advertising  to  be 
subject  to  a  certain  number  of  minimum  rules  and 
standards and that the Member States  must maintain the 
right to set more detailed or stricter rules  and  in certain 
circumstances  to  lay  down  different  conditions  for 
television  broadcasters  under  their  jurisdiction ; 
Whereas  Member States,  with  due  regard  to  Community 
law and in  relation  to  broadcasts  intended solely for  the 
national territory which  may  not be  received,  directly or 
indirectly, in one or more Member States, must be able to 
lay  down  different  conditions  for  the  insertion  of 
advertising  and  different  limits  for  the  volume  of 
advertising  in  order  to  facilitate  these  particular 
broadcasts ; 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to  prohibit  all  television 
advertising  promoting  cigarettes  and  other  tobacco 
products  including  indirect  forms  of  advertising  which, 
whilst not directly mentioning the tobacco product, seek 
to  circumvent  the  ban  on  advertising  by  using  brand 
names,  symbols  or other distinctive  features  of  tobacco 
products  or  of  undertakings  whose  known  or  main 
activities include the production or sale of such products ; 
Whereas it is  equally nee~  to  prohibit all  television 
advertising for medicinal products and medical treatment 
available only on prescription in the Member State within 
whose  jurisdiction  the broadcaster falls  and to  introduce 
strict  criteria  relating  to  the  television  advertising  of 
~lcoholic products ;  · 
Whereas  in  view  of  the  growing  importance  of 
sponsorship in the financing of programmes, appropriate 
rules  should be  laid  down ; 
Whereas it is, furthermore, necessary to introduce rules to 
protect the physical,  mental and  moral  development of 
minors  in  programmes  and  in television  advertising ; 
Whereas  although  television  broadcasters  are  normally 
bound to ensure that programmes present facts and events 
fairly,  it  is  nevertheless  important  that  they ·should  be 
subject to specific obligations with respect to the right of 
reply  or equivalent  remedies  so  that any  person  whose 
legitimate  interests  have  been  damaged  by  an  assertion 
made in the course of a broadcast television programme 
may  effectively  exercise  such  right or remedy. 
HAS  ADOPrED THIS  DIRECTIVE: 
CHAPTER  I 
Definitions 
Article 1 
For  the  purpose  of  this  Directive : 
(a)  'television broadcasting' means the initial transmission 
by wire  or over the air, including that by satellite, in 
unencoded  or  encoded  form,  of  television 
programmes  intended for  reception  by  the  public.  It 
includes the communication of programmes between 
undertakings with a view to  their being relayed to  the 
public.  It does  not  include  communication  services 
providing items of  information or other messages  on 
individual demand such as telecopying, electronic data 
banks  and  other similar services ; 
(b)  'television  advertising'  means  any  form  of  announ-
cement broadcast in return for payment or for similar 
consideration  by  a  public  or  private  undertaking  in 
connection with  a trade,  business,  craft  or  profession 
in  order to  promote  the supply of goods  or  services, 
including  immovable  property,  or  rights  and 
obligations,  in  return  for  payment. 
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include  direct  offers  to  the  public  for  the  sale, 
purchase or rental of products or for the provision of 
services  in  return  for  payment ; 
(c)  'surreptitious advertising' means the representation in 
words  or pictures  of goods,  services,  the  name,  the 
trade mark or the activities of a producer of goods or a 
provider of services in programmes when such repre-
sentation  is  intended  by  the  broadcaster  to  setve 
advertising  and  might mislead  the  public  as  to  its 
nature. Such representation is considered to be inten-
tional in particular if it is done in return for payrp.ent 
or for  similar consideration ; 
(d)  csponsorship'  means  any  contribution  made  by  a 
public or private  undertaking not enpged in televi-
sion  broadcasting  activities  or  i~ the  production  of 
audio-visual  works,  to  the  financing  of  television 
programmes with  a view  to promoting its  name, its 
trade  mark,  its  image,  its.  activities  or its  products. · 
CHAPTER  II 
Gene~) provisions 
Article 2 
I.  Each  Member State  shall  ensure  that all  television 
broadcasts  transmitted 
- by broadcasters  under its  jurisdiction, or 
- by broadcasterS who, while not being under the juris-
diction of any Member State, make use of a freque~cy 
or a satellite capacity granted by, or a satellite up-link 
situated  in,  that Member State,  · 
comply with the law applicable to broadcasts intended for 
the  public  in that Member State. 
2.  Member  States  shall  ensure  freedom  of  reception 
and shall  not restrict retransmission on their territory of 
television  broadcasts  from  other  Member  States  for 
reasons  which  fall  within  the fields  coordinated  by  this 
Directive.  Member  States  may  provisonally  suspend 
retransmissions  of television  broadcasts  if  the  following 
conditions  are  fulfilled :  · 
(a)  a  television  broadcast coming from  another Member 
State manifestly, seriously and gravely infringes Article 
22; 
(b)  during  the  previous  12  months,  the  broadcaster  has 
infringed  the  same  provision  on  at  least  two  prior 
occasions; 
(c)  the  Member State  concerned  has  notified  the  broad-
caster and  the Commission  in  writing of. the alleged 
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infringements and of its  intention to  restrict retrans-
mission  should any such  infringement occur again ; 
(d)  consultations  with  the  transmitting  State  and  ·the 
Commission  have  not  produced  an  amicable  settle-
ment within 1  S days  of the notification provided for 
in  point  (c~ and the  aile~ infringement persists. 
The  Commission  shall  ensure  that  the  suspension  is 
compatible with Community law. It may ask the Member 
State concerned to put an end to a suspension which is 
contrary to Community law, as a matter of urgency. This 
provision  is  without prejudice  to the application  of any 
procedure,  remedy or sanction  to the infringements  in 
question in the Member State which has jurisdiction over 
the broadcaster concerned. 
3.  This Directive shall not apply to broadcasts intended 
exclusively  for  reception  in States  other  than  Member 
States, and which are not m:elved directly o~ indirectly in 
one or more  Member States.  · 
Article J 
1.  Member States shal}. re~  free. to require television 
broadcasters  under their
1 
jUriSdiction to lay  doWil  more 
detailed  or  stricter  rules  in  the  areas  covered  by  this 
Directive. 
2.  Member States shall, by appropriate means, ensure, 
within the framework  of their legislation, that television 
broadcasters  under  their  jurisdiction  comply  with  the 
provisions  of this  Directive. 
CHAPTER  III 
Promotion of distribution and production of televi-
sion programmes 
,Article  .4 
1.  Member States shall ensure where practicable and by 
appropriate means, that broadcasters reserve for European 
works, within the meaning of Article 6, a majority propor-
tion  of  their  transmission  time,  excluding  the  time 
appointed to  news, sports events, pmes, advertising and 
teletext  services.  This  proportion,  having  reprd  to  the 
broadcaster's  informational,  educational,  cultural  and 
entertainment  responsibilities  to  its  viewing  public, 
should be achieved progressively,· on the basis of suitable 
criteria. 
2.  Where  the  proportion  laid  down  in  paragraph  1 
cannot be  attained, it must not be lower than the average 
for  1988  in  the  Member State  concerned. 
However,  in  respect  of  the  Hellenic  Republic  and  the 
Portuguese  Republic, the year  1988  shall  be  replaced  by 
the  year  1990. 3.  From  3  October  1991,  the  Member  States  shall 
provide the Commission every two years with a report on 
the application  of this Article  and Article  5. 
That report shall in particular include a statistical state-
ment on the achievement of the proportion referred to in 
this  Article  and  Article  5  for  each  of  the  television 
programmes falling within the jurisdiction of the Member 
State concerned, the reasons, in each case, for  the failure 
to attain  that  proportion  and  the  measures  adopted  or 
envisaged  in order to achieve  it. 
The Commission shall  inform the other Member States 
and the European Parliament of the repo~  which shall 
be accompanied, where appropriate, by an opinion. The 
Commission shall  ensure the application of this Article 
and Article  5  in accordance  with  the  provisions  of the 
Treaty. The Commission may take account in its opinion, 
in particular, of progress achieved in relation to previous 
years,  the share of first broadcast works in the program-
ming,  the  particular  circumstances  of  neW·  television 
broadcasters and the specific situation of countries with a 
low audiovisual production capacity or restricted language 
area. 
4.  The Council shall review the implementation of this 
Article  on  the  basis  of a  report  from  the  Commission 
accompanied  by any  proposals  for  revision  that  it  may 
deem appropriate no later than the end of the fifth year 
from  the adoption  of the  Directive. 
To that end, the Commission report shall, on the basis of 
the information  provided by Member States  under para-
graph 3, take account in particular of developments in the 
Community market and  of  the  international  context. 
Article  5 
Member  States  shall  ensure,  where  practicable  and  by 
appropriate means, that broadcasters reserve at least 10 °/o 
of their transmission time, excluding the time appointed 
to  news,  sports  events,  games,  advertising  and  teletext 
services,  or alternately, at the  discretio~ of  the  Member 
State,  at  least  1  0 °/o  of  their  programming  budget,  for 
European works created  by  producers  who are  indepen-
dent of  broadcasters.  This  proportion,  having  regard  to 
broadcasters'  informational,  educational,  cultural  and 
entertainment  responsibilities  to  its  viewing  public, 
should be achieved progressively, on the basis of suitable 
criteria ; it must be achieved by earmarking an adequate 
proportion  for  recent works,  that  is  to  say  works  trans-
mitted within  five  years  of  their  production. 
Article  6' 
1.  Within  the  meaning  of  this  chapter,  'European 
works'  means  the  following : 
(a)  works originating from  Member States of the Commu-
nity  and,  as  regards  televi~ion  broadcasters  falling 
within  the  jurisdiction  of  the  F~eral Republic  of 
Germany, works  from  German  territories  where  the 
Basic Law does not apply and fulfilling the conditions 
of paragraph  2 ; 
(b)  works originating from European third States party to 
the European Convention on Transfrontier Television 
of the Council of Europe and fulfilling the conditions 
of paragraph  2 ; 
(c)  works originating from other EuroPean third countries 
and fulfilling  the conditions of paragraph  3. 
2.  The works referred to in paragraph 1 (a) and (b) are 
works mainly made with authors and workers residing in 
one or more States referred to in paragraph 1 (a)  and (b) 
provided that they comply with one of the folloWing three 
conditions : 
(a)  they are  made by one or more producers established 
in one or more  of those States ;  or 
(b)  production  of  the  works  is  supervised  and  actually 
controlled by one or more  producers  established  in 
one or more of those  States ; or 
(c)  the contribution of co-producers of those States to the 
total  co-production  costs  is  preponderant  and.  the 
co-production  is  not  controlled  by  one  or  more 
producers established outside  those  States. 
3.  The works referred to in paragraph 1 (c)  are works 
made exclusively or in co-production with producers esta-
blished in one or more Member State by producers esta-
blished  in one or more  European  third countries· with 
which  the  Community  will.  conclude  agreements  in 
accordance  with  the  procedures  of the Treaty,  if  those 
works are mainly made with authors and workers residing 
in one or more  European  States.  · 
4.  ·Works  which  are  not  European  works  within  the 
meaning of paragraph  1,  but made mainly with authors 
and workers residing in one or more Member States, shall 
be considered to  be European works to an extent corres-
ponding  to  the  proportion  of  the  contribution  of 
Community co-producers  to  the  total  production  costs. 
Article  7 
Member States  shall ensure that the television  broadcas-
ters under their jurisdiction do not broadcast any cinema-
tographic work, unless otherwise agreed between its rights 
holders and the broadcaster, until two years  have elapsed 
since  the work was  first shown in cinemas in one of  the 
Member States of the Community ; in the case of cinema-
tographic  works  co-produced  by  the  broadcaster,  this 
period  shall  be  one  year. 
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Where they consider it necessary for purposes of language 
policy,  the Member States, whilst observing Community 
law, may as regards some or all  programmes of television 
broadcasters  under  their  jurisdiction,  lay  down  more 
detailed  or stricter  rules  in  particular  on  the  basis  of 
language  criteria. 
Article  9 
This chapter shall not apply to local television broadcasts 
not forming part of a  national  network. 
CHAPTER  IV 
Television advertising and sponsorship 
Article 10 
1.  Television  advertising  shall  be readily  recognizable 
as  such and kept quite separate  from  other parts of the 
programme service  by optical  and/or acoustic  means. 
2.  Isolated advertising spots shall remain the exception. 
3.  Advertising shall  not use  subliminal  techniques. 
4.  Surreptitious  advertising shall  be  prohibited. 
Article  11 
1.  Advertisements  shall  be  inserted  between 
programmes. Provided  the conditions contained in para-
graphs 2 to 5 of this Article are  fulfilled,  advertisements 
may also  be inserted during programmes in such a way 
that the integrity and value of the programme, taking into 
account natural breaks in and the duration and nature· of 
the programme, and  the rights  of  the  rights  holders are 
not prejudiced. 
2.  In  programmes consisting of autonomous  parts, or 
in sports programmes and similarly structured events and 
performances  comprising  intervals,  advertisements  shall 
only be  inserted  between  the  parts  or in  the  intervals. 
.3.  The  transmission  of  audiovisual  works  such  as 
feature  films  and  films  made  for  television  (excluding 
series, serials, light entertainment programmes and docu-
mentaries),  provided  their programmed duration  is  more 
than  45  minutes,  may  be  interrupted  once  for  each 
complete period of 45 minutes. A further interruption is 
allowed  if  their  programmed  duration  is  at  least  20 
minutes longer than two  or more complete periods of 45 
minutes. 
4.  Where  programmes,  other  than  those  covered  by 
paragraph 2, are interrupted by advertisements, a period of 
at least 20  minutes should elapse between each successive 
advertising  break  within  the  programme. 
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5.  Advertisements  shall  not  be  inserted  in  any 
broadcast of a  ~ligious service.  News and current affairs 
programmes,  documentaries,  religious  programmes,  and 
children's programmes, when their programmed duration 
is less than 30 minutes shall not be interrupted by adver-
tisements. If thei( programmed duration is of 30 minutes 
or longer, the provisions of the previous paragraphs shall 
apply.  · 
Artick 12 
Television  advertising shall  not : 
(a)  prejudice  respect for  human dignity : 
(b)  include any discrimination on grounds of race, sex or 
nationality; 
(c)  be  offens~ to  religious  or political  beliefs; 
(d)  encourage behaviour prejudicial to health or to safety ; 
(e)  encourage  behaviour prejudicial  to  the protection  of 
the environment. 
Artick 13 
All forms of television aqvertising for cigarettes and other 
II;•  ·.  . 
tobacco  products shall  be  prohibited. 
Article  14 
Television advertising for medicinal products and medical 
treatment ·available  only on prescription  in the Member 
State within whose jurisdiction the broadcaster falls  shall 
be  prohibited. 
Article  15 
Television  advertising  for  alcoholic  beverages  shall 
comply with  the  following  criteria : 
(a)  it may not be aimed specifically at minors or, in parti-
cular,  depict minors  cons~ming these  beverages ; 
(b)  it  shall  not  link  the  consumption  of  alcohol  to 
enhanced  physical  performance  or to  driving ; 
(c)  it shall not create the impression  that the consump-
tion  of  alcohol  contributes  towards  social  or sexual 
success; 
(d)  it shall not claim that alcohol has therapeutic qualities 
or that it is a stimulant, a sedative or a means of resol-
ving  personal  conflicts ; 
(e)  it  shall  not  encourage  immoderate  consumption  of 
alcohol  or  present  abstinence  or  moderation  in  a 
negative  light ; 
(f)  it shall not place emphasis on high alcoholic content 
as  being a  positive  quality  of  the  beverages. 
Article  16 
Television  advertising  shall  not cause  moral  or physical 
detriment to minors, and shall therefore comply with the 
following  criteria  for  their  protection : (a)  it shall not directly exhort minors to buy a product or 
.  a service by exploiting their inexperience or credulity ; 
(b)  it  shall  not  directly  encourage  minors  to  persuade 
their  parents  or  others  to  purchase  the  800<fs  or 
services ·being advertised ; 
·(c)  it shall  not exploit the special  trust  minors  place  in 
parents,  teachers or other persons ; 
(d)  it shall  not unreasonably show  minors  in dangerous 
situations. 
Article  17 
1.  Sponsored  television  programmes  shall  meet  the 
following  requirements : 
(a)  the content and scheduling of sponsored programmes 
may in no circumstances be in~uenced by the sponsor 
in such a way as to affect the responsibility and edito-
rial  independence  of  the  broadcaster  in  respect  of 
--programmes ;.  · 
(b)  they must be clearly identified as  such by the name 
. and/or logo of the sponsor at the beginning and/or 
the end of the programmes ; 
(c)  they must not encourage the purchase or rental of the 
products or services of the sponsor or a third party, in 
particular by making special promotional references to 
those  products or services. 
2.  Television  programmes  may  not  be  sponsored  by 
natural or legal  persons  whose  principal  activity .  is  the 
manufacture  or  sale  of  products,  or  the  provision  of 
services, the advertising of which is  prohibited by Article 
13· or 14. 
3:  News  and current affairs  programmes  may  not be 
sponsored. 
Article  18 
1.  The amount of advertising shall not exceed 15 °/o  of_ 
the  daily  transmission  time.  However,  this  percentage 
may be increased to 20 °/o  to include forms of advertise-
ments  such  as  direct  offers  to  the  public  for  the  sale, 
purchase. or  rental  of  products  or  for  the  provision  of 
services, provided the amount of spot advertising does not 
exceed  15 °/o. 
2.  The amount of spot advertising within a given one-
hour period  shall  not exceed  20 %. 
3.  Without prejudice to  the  provisions of paragraph  I, 
forms of advertisements such as direct offers to the public 
for  the  sale,  purchase  or  rental  of  products  or  for  the 
provision of services shall not exceed one hour per day. 
Article  19 
Member States may  lay  down  stricter rules than those  in 
Article  18  for  programming time and the  procedures for 
television  broadcasting  for  television  broadcasters  under 
their jurisdiction, so as  to reconcile demand for televised 
advertising  with  the  public  interest,  taking  account  in 
particular of : 
(a)  the role of television in providing information, educa-
tion, culture and entertainment ; 
(b)  the protection of pluralism of information and of the 
media. 
Article 20 
Without prejudice to Article 3, Member States may, with 
due regard for Community law, lay down conditions other 
than those laid down in Article 11 (2) to (S) and in Article 
18  in  respect  of  broadcasts  intended  solely  for  the 
national territory which may not be received, directly or 
·indirectly, in one or more other Member States.· 
.Article 21 
Member States shall, within the framework of their laws, 
ensure that in the case of television broadcasts that do not 
comply with the proVisions  of this chapter, appropriate 
measures  are  applied  to  secure  compliance  with  these · 
provisions. 
CHAPTER V 
Protection of minors 
Article 22 
Member States shall take appropriate measures to ensure 
that  television  broadcasts  by  broadcasters  under  their 
jurisdiction  do  not ·  .  .include  progra!Jlm~s which  might 
seri~usly impair the physical,  mental or moral  develop-
ment of minors, in  particular those  that involve  porno-
graphy or gratuitous violence. This provision shall extend 
to  Qther  programmes  which  are  likely  to  impair  the 
physical, mental or moral development of minors, except 
where it is ensured, by selecting the time .of the broadcast 
or by any technical  measure,  that minors in the area  of 
· transmission  will  not  normally  hear  or  see  such 
broadcasts. 
Member States  shall  also  ensure  that  broadcasts  do  not 
contain any incitement to hatred on grounds of race, sex, 
religion  or nationality. 
CHAPTER VI 
Right of reply 
Article  23 
1.  Without  prejudice  to  other  provisions  adopted  by 
the Member States under civil, administrative or criminal 
law, any natural or legal  person, regardless of nationality, 
-93-whose  legitimate  interests,  in  particular  reputation  and 
good name, have  been damaged by an assertion of incor-
rect facts  in a television  programme must have a right of 
reply  or equivalent  remedies. 
2.  A right of reply or equivalent remedies shall exist in 
relation  to  all  broadcasters  under  the  jurisdiction  of  a 
Member State. 
3.  Member States  shall  adopt the  measures  needed to 
establish the right of reply or the equivalent remedies and 
shall.determine the procedure to be followed for the exer-
cise thereof. In  particular, they shall  ensure that a suffi-
cient time  span  is  allowed  and  that  the  procedures  are 
such  that the right or equivalent remedies can  be exer-
cised appropriately by natural or legal persons resident or 
established  in  other Member  States. 
4.  An application  for  exercise of the right of reply or 
the equivalent remedies may be rejected if such a reply is 
not justified  according  to  the  conditions  laid  down  in 
paragraph 1, would involve a punishable act, would render 
the broadcaster liable  to civil  law  proceedings  or :would 
transgress standards  of public decency. 
S.  Provision  shall  be  made  for  procedures  whereby 
disputes  as  to  the exercise  of  the  right  of  reply  or the 
equivalent  remedies  can  be  subject  to  judicial  review.· 
CHAPTER  VII 
Final provisions 
Article  24 
In fields which this Directive does not coordinate, it shall 
not affect  the  rights  and  obligations  of  Member  States 
resulting from existing conventions dealing with telecom-
munications  or broadcasting.  · 
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Article 25 
1.  Member S~tes shall bring into force  the laws, regu-
lations and administrative provisions necessary to comply 
with this  Directive  not later than 3 October 1991. They 
shall  forthwith  inform  the  Commission  thereof. 
2.  Member States shall communicate to  the  Commis-
sion the text of the main provisions of national law which 
they adopt  in  the fields  governed  by  this  Directive. 
Article 26 
Not later than the end of the fifth  year after the date of 
adoption of this Directive and .every ·two years  thereafter, 
the Commission shall submit to the European Parliament, 
the Council. and the Economic and Social  Committee a 
report on the application of this Directive and, if neces-
sary, make further proposalS  to adapt it to developments 
in the  field  of television  broadcasting. 
Article 27 
This Directive  is  add~  to  the  Member States. 
Done at LUxembourg,  3  October  1989. 
For the Council 
The  President 
R.  DUMAS Conclusions 
of the Ministers of Culture, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 18 May 1990 
on future eligibility for the "European City of Culture" 
and on a special European Cultural Jvionth event 
(OJ No C 162 of 03.07.1990) 
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COUNCIL 
of 18  May 1990 
on future  eligibility  for the 'European City of  ~ulture' and  on a  special  European  Cultural 
Month e''ent 
(90/C 162/01) 
In regard to the 'European City of Culture' resolution of 
13 June 1985, the :Ministers of Culture note that desig-
nations of cities have been made for the years up to 1996 
inclusive  and  that  by  then  a  first  cycle  of  European 
Community  :Member  States  v.•ill  have  been  completed. 
They  agree  that  for  the  years  aher  1996  not  only 
Member  States  of  the  Community  but  also  other 
European countries basing  themselves  on the  principles 
of democracy,  pluralism  and the  rule of Jaw  should  be 
able to nominate cities for the event. They wiU  begin to 
make further designations from  1992 onwards. 
They note v.•ith  interest that the current European City 
of Culture,  Glasgow,  wiii  call  towards  the  end of the 
year a  meeting  of organizers  of the  different Cities  of 
Culture,  v.•ith  a  view  to  pooling  experience.  One 
conclusion  "·hich can  already be  drav.·n  is  that greater 
publicity  should  be  given  to the  event  in  the  Member 
States other than the one in which it is  taking place. 
In view of the v.idespread interest in  holding the event of 
European cities both inside and outside the Community, 
the  Ministers  agree  to create  a  funher  cultural  event, 
v.•hich  would  be  a  special  European Cultural Month in 
one city (from  a  European country basing itself on the 
principles of democracy, pluralism  and the rule of law) 
each year,  to be  knov.•n  as  'Europe  in  [name of city), 
199 ..  ' The Cultural Month e\·ent should be  launched as 
quickly  as  possible  and  in  the  first  instance  for  an 
experimental period. 
The  special  European  Cultural  Month (')  would  not 
affect  the  standing  of the  European  City  of  Culture 
event or the suppon given  to it and v.·ould  not exclude 
the city concerned from a possible future designation as 
European  City  of Culture.  Some  linkage  between  the 
European  City  of  Culture  and  the  special  European 
Cultural  Month of the same  year could  be  made.  The 
Committee  on  Cultural  Affairs  should  explore  funher 
the modalities  of the  special  European Cultural  ~1onth, 
including the contribution which  the Council of Europe 
might make  to the e,·ent. 
They note the willingness of the Commission to be asso-
ciated with the organization of this  nev.•  event. 
A  complementary  method  of bringing  European  cities 
outside  the  Community  into  a  relationship  v.•ith  the 
European  City  of  Culture  event  (already  effected  or 
planned in some cases) would be for a European City of 
Culture, on a voluntary basis,  to make  a special  feature 
of such  a city's culture within its  own programme. 
The  Presidency  and  the  Commission  should  joindy 
explore the possibilities for the first years  and  repon to 
their next session  on these. 
(1)  The Cultural Month could, if appropriate, last for a slightly 
longer period than one month. 
-97-Conclusions 
of the Council and the Ministers for Culture, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 19 November 1990 
on vocational training in the arts field 
-99-DRAFT  CONCLUSIONS  OF 
THE  COUNCIL  AND  THE  MINISTERS  FOR  CULTURE 
MEETING  WITHIN  THE  COUNCIL 
on  vocational  training  in  the  arts  field 
The  Council  and  the  Ministers  for  Culture  have  noted  with 
interest  the  Commission  communication  on  vocational  training  in 
the  arts  field. 
They  consider  that  this  communication  forms  part  of  the 
implementation  of  the  conclusions  of  27  May  1988  on  future 
priority  actions  in  the  cultural  field  and  is  a  follow-up  to 
the  discussion  which  they  had  on  18  May  1990,  during  which 
specific  actions  in  this  field  were  called  for. 
They  share  the  approach  of  the  Commission  in  its  communication 
involving,  in  close  collaboration  with  the  Member  States  and 
with  international  organizations,  particularly  the  Council  of 
Europe  : 
- the  preparation  of  a  review  of  the  situation  and  needs  in  the 
field  of  training  for  the  arts,  measured  against  the 
objectives  of  the  common  vocational  training  policy  and 
taking  into  account  existing  Community  programmes  such  dS 
ERASMUS,  PETRA  and  MEDIA  ; 
- the  launching  of  immediate  experimental  projects,  so  as  to 
reinforce  efforts  already  undertaken  in  the  framework  of 
"Cultural  Action"  <sectors  of  conservation/restoration  and 
translation),  without  prejudice  to  actions  which  might  be 
desirable  in  other  sectors  later. 
They  invite  the  Commission  to  associate  the  Member  States  with 
the  evaluation  of  these  two  actions  and  note  that  the 
Commission  may  propose,  in  a  second  phase,  other  priority 
actions  in  important  sectors  for  European  cultural  life  ar  d 
where  better  use  could  be  made  of  existing  structures  and 
financial  resources,  in  conformity  with  the  principle  of 
subsidiarity. 
- 101-Conclusions 
of the Council and the Ministers for Culture, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 19 November 1990 
on the protection of national treasures 
of artistic, historic or archaeological value after 1992 
-103-DRAFT  CONCLUSIONS 
OF  THE  COUNCIL  AND  THE  MINISTERS  OF  THE  CULTURE 
MEETING  WITHIN  THE  COUNCIL 
ON  THE  PROTECTION  OF  NATIONAL  TREASURES 
OF  ARTISTIC,  HISTORIC  OR  ARCHAEOLOGICAL  VALUE  AFTER  1992 
1.  The  Council  and  the  Ministers  of  Culture  have  noted  with 
interest  a  report  of  the  Committee  on  cultural  affairs  and  the 
Permanent  Representatives  Committee,  in  response  to  the  mandate 
given  on  18  May  1990,  on  problems  regarding  the  protection  of 
national  treasures  of  artistic,  historic  or  archaeological  value 
after  the  abolition  of  controls  at  the  internal  frontiers  of  the 
Community  by  the  end  of  1992.  With  the  abolition  of  these 
controls  the  circulation  of  cultural  objects  is  likely  to 
increase,  but  this  increase  should  not  prevent  the  Member  States 
from  applying  Article  36  of  the  EEC  treaty,  as  far  as  those 
objects  which  they  define  as  national  treasures  are  concerned, 
provided  that  the  requirements  resulting  from  this  Article  are 
fulfilled.  With  the  abolition  of  the  controls,  however,  an 
i m  p o r t a n t  me a n s  o f  c h e c k 1 n g  t h a t  n a t i o n a 1  t r e a s u r e s  r e m  a i n  w i t h i  ~~ 
the  Member  States  concerned  will  be  taken  away. 
2.  The  major  effort  to  protect  its  national  treasures  has  to  be 
made,  then  as  now,  by  the  Member  State  concerned.  However,  in 
view  of  the  interdependence  of  the  Member  States  in  this  area 
after  1992,  they  have  agreed  to  collaborate  more  intensively  with 
each  other  and  the  Commission  on  the  protection  of  national 
treasures,  so  that,  without  any  heavy  extra  administrative 
burden,  information  and  experience  can  be  exchanged.  The 
CDmmittee  on  cultural  affairs  should  prepare  the  modalities  of 
this  exchange  process. 
3.  In  the  framework  of  the  protection  of  national  treasures 
after  1992,  the  idea  of  a  system  of  restitution  of  cultural 
objects  illicitly exported  to  other  Member  States  should  be 
further  examined.  The  Ministers  invite  the  Commission  to  ~tudy, 
together  with  experts  from  the  Member  States,  the  possibil~ties 
of  allowing  the  restitution  of  such  illicitly exported  cultural 
objects  and  to  make  a  report  to  the  Council. 
-lOS-4.  Further  consideration  should  be  given  to  measures  at  the 
external  frontiers  for  the  protection  of cultural  objects, 
through  joint meetings  of  the  Committee  on  cultural  affairs  and 
customs  experts,  as  well  as  in  dialogue  with  the  customs  mutual 
assistance  Committee  of  the  Commission  in  the  framework  of  (EEC) 
Regulation  1468/81. 
5.  In  this  connection  the  Ministers  accepted  the  offer of  the 
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Spanish  Government  to  organize  a  meeting  of cultural  and  customs 
experts  to  examine  a  certificate  system  and  to  visit  one  of  the 
Spanish  customs  posts  specialising  in  the  control  of cultural 
objects.  This  meeting  should  be  followed  by  further  work  in  the 
Committee  on  cultural  affairs with  the  participation  of  customs 
experts. Council Decision 
of 21  December 1990 
concerning the implementation 
of an action programme to promote the development of the 
European audio-visual industry (Media) (1991  to 1995) 
(OJ No L 380 of 31.12.1990) 
-107-COUNCIL DECISION 
of 21 December 1990 
concerning the implementation of an action programme to promote the development of the 
European audiovisual industry_ (Media) (1991 to 1995) 
(90/685/EEC) 
TilE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to the Treaty establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article 235 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission (1 ), 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social 
Committee (l), 
Whereas the Heads of  State and Government meeting in the 
European Council in Rhodes on 2 and 3 December 1988 
pointed out that it is extremely imponant to strengthen 
efforts,  including  cooperation,  to  develop  Europe's 
audiovisual  capacity,  whether  with  regard  to  the  free 
movement  of  programmes,  to  the  promotion  of  the 
European high-definition television system or to a policy of 
encouraging creativity, production and broadcasting so as to 
provide an opportunity of demonstrating the richness and 
diversity of European culture; 
Whereas  the  Community  already  possesses  certain 
instruments designed to put such a policy into practice; 
Whereas, on 3 October 1989, the Council adopted Directive 
89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid 
down by law, regulation or  administrative action in Member 
States  concerning  the  pursuit  of relevision  broadcasting 
activities(");  whereas  that  Directive  contributes  to  the 
establishment of a  large  audiovisual  market which  must 
benefit both the audiovisual industry and ordinary citizens 
and which has yet to be consolidated; 
Whereas, on 27 April1989, the Council adopted Decision 
89/337/EEC on high-definition television (5); 
Whereas, between 30 September and 2 October 1989, the 
Commission and the French Government jointly organized 
the European Audiovisual Conference in Paris; whereas the 
professionals meeting on that occasion stressed the need for 
stronger  Community  action,  particularly  to  encourage 
audiovisual creative work; 
(1)  OJ No C 127, 23. 5. 1990, p. 5. 
(2)  OJ No C 324, 24. 12. 1990. 
(l)  Opinion delivered on 20 September 1990 (not yet published-in 
the Official Journal). 
{4 )  OJ No L 298, 17. 10. 1989, p. 23. 
(S)  OJ No L 142, 25. 5.  1989, p. 1. 
Whereas the Joint  Decl~ation  of  2 October 1989 adopted by 
26 .European countries and the Commission established a 
transnational  cooperation  structure  entitled  Audiovisual 
Eureka; 
Whereas the Heads of State or Government, meeting in the 
European Council in Strasbourg on 8 and 9 December 1989, 
hoped that a Community action programme folloWing on 
from the Media (measures to encourage the development of 
the  audiovisual  industry)  programme  would  receive  the . 
necessary financial resources and that the necessary synergy 
with Audiovisual Eureka would be ensured;. 
Whereas  on 7  May  1990 the Council  took note of the 
Commission communication on audiovisual policy which set 
out the priority objectives and lines of action measures of a 
Community  policy  providing  an  overall  approach  to 
regulatory,  technological  and industrial  questions  in  the 
audiovisual sector and establishing an indicative timetable 
for the submission of the specific proposals required for its 
implementation; 
Whereas the development of the industrial aspects of this 
overall policy, including those of improving the economic 
and commercial management abilities of  professionals in the 
audiovisual industry, will have to be based on the experie~ce 
acquired and the positive results achieved by the Commission 
in applying the pilot phase of  the Media programme; whereas 
the evaluation·of the phase carried out by the Commission 
and by a group of  independent experts has demonstrated the 
need, if Europe's audiovisual capacity is to be expanded, for 
a longer.:term programme; 
Whereas,  beyond  the continuation and intensification of 
work  on  projects  launched  during  the  pilot  phase,  the 
implementation of new pilot projects may have a catalysing 
effect on areas of the European audiovisual market which 
have as yet not been adequately explored; 
Whereas Community action should take account of  the work 
to  be  carried  out within  the  framework  of Audiovisual 
Eureka; 
Whereas for this purpose encouragement should be given, via 
the appropriate instruments and in  the spirit of the Joint 
Declaration  of 2  October  1989,  to  the  development  of 
complementary relationships between Community schemes 
and those carried out within the framework of Audiovisual 
Eureka; 
Whereas, as  stated in  the Joint Declaration of 2 October 
1989,  Audiovisual  Eureka  projects  are  not  intended  to 
replace Community schemes, their objective being rather to 
extend or supplement them as appropriate; 
- 109-Whereas the European audiovisual industry matches supply 
to  demand  and  should  therefore  act  to  overcome 
fragmentation of the markets and overhaul its production 
and distribution structures, which are too narrow and do not 
yield an adequate return; 
Whereas, in this context, special attention needs to be given 
to small and medium-sized undertakings and to countries in 
Europe with smaller audiovisual capacity, when adapting 
market structures; whereas action should therefore be taken 
to ensure all appropriate coordination with the Community 
initiatives now under way in these fields; 
Whereas  in  the  development  of the  programme-making 
industry,  account  needs  to  be  taken  of the  position  of 
countries  in  Europe with  smaller  audiovisual  production 
capacities and/  or with a limited geographical and linguistic 
area; 
Whereas  the  development  of  the  programme-making 
industry calls for a mastery of new technology and should 
enable economies of scale to be made; 
Whereas  inaeased  use  of  new  forms  .  of  technology, 
particularly  European  forms,  including  high-definition 
television, in the areas of  audiovisual programme production 
and distribution,  may  help  to  enhance  the  value  of the 
technologies in question; 
Whereas  it  appears  necessary  to  supplement  other 
Community measures to encourage the development of the 
European audiovisual industry by a scheme to improve the 
economic  and  commercial  management  abilities  of 
professionals in the audiovisual industry; 
Whereas the response to the challenges generated by evolving 
communications techniques and the growing requirement for 
audiovisual programmes is to be found first and foremost in 
the commitment and drive displayed by the professionals; 
Whereas the  media  professionals  and the Member States 
must be closely involved in developments during the main 
phase  of  the  programme;  whereas  the  exchange  of 
information and experience and consultation between the 
various parties involved and the Commission are vital to the 
task of enhancing the effectiveness and overall cohesion of 
the C~mmunity's audiovisual policy; 
Whereas due regard for the principle of subsidiarity entail 
that the purpose of the Community's measures in this area 
should not be to replace but to complement what is  being 
done  by  the  authorities  in  the  Member  States;  whereas 
establishing  machinery  for  liaison  and  cooperation  is 
subsidiary to national efforts; 
Whereas  the  primary  aim  of  financial  input  from  the 
Community must be  to stimulate complementary financial 
contributions  from  interested  parties,  thereby  having  a 
multiplier  effect  on  the  development  of the  audiovisual 
industry; 
Whereas measures designed to establish the internal market 
gradually over a period ending on 31 December 1992 need to 
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be adopted; whereas the internal market comprises an area 
with no internal frontiers in which freedom of  movement for 
goods, persons, services and capital is guaranteed; 
Whereas, to attain the objectives of  the Community as set out 
in Article 2 of  the Treaty, it appears necessary to promote the 
European audiovisual programme-making industry as part 
of the operation of the single market; whereas, since the 
Treaty has not provided the necessary powers, it is necessary 
to have recourse to Article 235; 
Whereas  the  funds  estimated  as  necessary  for  the 
Community's contribution to the whole of the programme 
amount to ECU 200 million; whereas the allocations will be 
determined on the basis of the financial  perspectives and 
within the limits of the amounts available for each  year's 
budget, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
An  action programme to promote the development of the 
European  audiovisual  industry  (the  Media  programme) 
hereafter referred to as 'the programme', is hereby adopted 
for a period of five years from 1 January 1991. 
The  funds  estimated  as  necessary  for  the  Community 
financial participation in the programme for the years 1991 
to 1992 amount to ECU 84 million. 
Article 2 
The aims of the programme shall be as follows: 
to help create a favourable environment within which 
Community  undertakings  will  aa as  a  driving  force 
alongside those from other European countries, 
to stimulate and inaease the competitive supply capacity 
of European audiovisual products, with special regard 
for the role and requirements of small and medium-sized 
undertakings, the legitimate interests of all professionals 
who play a part in the original creation of such products 
and  the  position of countries in  Europe with  smaller 
audiovisual production capacities and/  or with a limited 
geographical and linguistic area, 
to  step  up  intra-European  exchanges  of  films  and 
audiovisual programmes and to make maximum use of 
the various means of  distribution which either exist or are 
still to be set up in Europe, with a view to securing a better 
return on investment, wider dissemination and greater 
public impact, 
to  increase  European  production  and  distribution 
companies' share of world markets, 
to promote access to and use of the new communications 
technologies,  particularly  European  ones,  in  the 
production and distribution of audiovisual material, - to encourage  an  overall  approach  to the  audiovisual 
industry  which  allows  for  the  interdependence of its 
various sectors, 
- to  ensure  that  action  taken · at  European  level 
complements that taken at national level, 
to contribute, in particular by improving the economic 
and commercial management abilities of  professionals in 
the  audiovi~ual industry  in the  Community,  and  in 
conjunaion with existing institutions in  the  Member 
States,  to  creating  conditions  which  will  enable 
undertakings in that sector to take full advantage of the 
single market dimension. 
Article 3 
The measures described in Annex I shall be put into effect to 
attain the objectives set out in Article 2. The measures shall 
be implemented in accordance with the procedure laid down 
in Article 7. 
Article 4 
In implementing the programme, particular attention will be 
given to Community participation in Audiovisual Eureka 
projects which complement or extend the measures referred 
to  in Article 3  and  satisfy  the  criteria  for  Community 
involvement set out in Annex II. 
In implementing the programme, the Community may also 
contribute to promoting cooperation with professionals in 
the audiovisual industry in Central and Eastern European 
countries. 
The Community shall also contribute to the operating costs 
of  the Audiovisual Eureka Secretariat and to the setting-up of 
the European Audiovisual Observatory. 
Article 5 
The  annual  appropriations  allocated  to  the  measures 
provided  for  in  the  progra~me shall  be  adopted  in  the 
framework of the budgetary procedure. 
Article 6 
As a rule, parties to contracts with the Commission for the 
implementation of the measures  provided for  in  Article 3  / 
must  provide  a  substantial  proportion  of the  funding, 
representing at least 50% of their total cost. 
Article 7 
1.  The Commission shall be responsible for implementing 
the programme. 
2.  For  the  purpose  of  carrying  out  that  task,  the 
Commission shall  be assisted  by  an Advisory  Committee 
~nsisting of repr~tatives _appointed  by each  Member 
State an4 chaired by a representative of  the Commission. The 
members of  the committee may seck assistance from experts 
or advisers. 
3.  The representative of the Commission shall submit to 
· the coinmittee a draft of measures concerning-: 
(a)  the general guidelines governing the programme (prior 
eXamination of aims and priorities, of the details of 
Commission  participation,- the  implementation  and 
operation of the various measures, criteria for selcaing 
contraaors and for granting Community support; 
(b)  the  annual  budget breakdown,  withiri  each  type of 
measure, details of financial participation including the 
application  of  the  provisions  of Article 6  and  the 
duration of each measure; 
.(c)  those  matters relating to the general  balance of the 
implementation of the programme (transition from t..'te 
exploratory phase to the pilot phase, transition from 
pilot measures to their principal phase, participation in 
Audiovisual Eureka projects), contributions within the. 
meaning  of the  second  paragraph  of Article 4  and 
.  agreements provided for in Annex n; 
(d)  the evaluation of the programme for the .Purpose of 
presentation of the reports provided for in Article 8. 
4.  The committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft 
measures referred to in paragraph 3 within a time limit which 
the chairtnan may lay down according to the urgency of the 
matter. The opinion shall be delivered by the majority laid 
down in Article 148 (2) of  the Treaty in the case of  decisions 
which the Council is required to adopt on a proposal from the 
Commission. When a vote is taken within the committee, the 
votes of the representatives of the Member States shall be 
weighted in the manner set out in that Article. The chairtnan 
shall not vote.  ·  -
The Commission shall adopt measures which shall apply 
immediately.  However,  if  these  measures  are  not  in 
accordance with the opinion of the committee, they shall be 
communicated  by  the  Commission  to  the  Council 
forthwith. 
In that event, the Commission may defer implementation of 
the measures which it has decided by one month. 
The Council,  acting by  a qualified  majority, may  take a 
different  decision  within the time limit laid down  in  the 
previous subparagraph. 
5.  The  Commission  may,  in  addition,  consult  the 
committee  on  any  other  matter  relating  to  the 
implementation of the programme. 
- 111-The committee shall deliver. its opinion within a time limit. 
which the chairman may lay down according to the urgency 
of the matter, if  necessary by taking a vote. 
The opinion shall be recorded in the minutes; in addition, 
~ch  Member State shall have the right to ask to have its 
position recorded in the minutes. 
The Commission  shall  take  the· utmost  account  of the 
opinion delivered  by  the eommittee  •.  It shall inform the 
committee of  the manner in  which its opinion has been taken 
into account. 
Article 8 
Alter the programme has been in operation for two years, 
and  within  six  months  of the  end  of·  that  period,  the 
Commission, after having consulted the committee referred 
to in Article 7' shall present a report on the resultS achieved 
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to the European Parliament, the Council and the Economic 
and Social Committee, accompanied, where necessary, by 
appropriate proposals. 
On expiry of the programme, the Commission, acting in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 7, shall 
send  a  report on the  implementation  and results  of the 
programme to the European Parliament, the Council and the 
Economic and Social Committee. 
Done at Brussels, 21 December 1990. 
For the Council 
The President 
A. RUBERTI ANNEX I 
MEASURES TO BE PUT INTO EFFECT AND INDICATIVE BREAKDOWN OF.COSTS_ 
1.  Distribution mechan~sm.s 
1.1.  Distribution of  films in cinemas 
- Significant development of  action taken by EFDO (European Film Distribution Office) to  promote 
the aoss-frontier distribution of  European films in cinemas, .in particular by extending support to 
works produced at a cost of up to ECU 4 500 000. 
- Measures to promote European films  outside the CommunitY (offices for the promotion of 
European films and television programmes, group presence at festivals and fairs). 
- Study and implementation of measures to promote the film sector (cinemas). 
1.2.  Distribution on video cassette 
- Prolongation of the EVE measure (European Video Area), which is a system of advances on 
receipts to promote the  production  and cross-frontier  distribution of European  films  and 
programmes; extension of  the system, by encouraging the creation of  cross-frontier networks of 
publishers to promote the output of European films and programmes on video cassette  . 
.  1.3.  Support for multilingualism in television programnra 
- Extension of the Babel scheme ('Broadcasting across the barriers of European language'), to 
promote the cira.dation of European products designed for television, by offering support for 
dubbing or  ~btitling  and by means of  research into ways of  perfecting these techniques including 
their harmonization. 
- Support for the development of multilingual television programmes or broadcasts. 
- Undertalcing, within the framework of  Babel, measures for perfecting the skills of journalists and 
·other audiovisual professionals, who work in a multilingual environment or specialize in dubbing 
or subtiding. 
1.4.  Development  of markets  and  support  for  the  dissemination  of the  work  of independent 
producers 
- Intensification of  the EURO-AIM scheme, a services structure which organizes the group presence 
of independent producers on international markets and gives them advice; it will: 
- ensure a more conspia~ous European presence on the major markets, 
- highlight particular sectors of production (archives, documentaries, youth interests, etc.), 
- develop promotional activities on non-Community markets, 
- develop the services available to small and medium-sized producers, 
- computerize  the  compilation  and  dissemination  of  data  on  independent  European 
production. 
- Encouragement  of  the  broadcasting  by  television  stations  of  programmes  produced  by 
independent European producers. 
2.  Improvement of production conditions 
2.1.  Development of  preproduction 
- Development of the European Script Fund (encouragement for the development of screenplays 
and preproduction) by increasing its financing capacity and providing, in addition, professional 
services such as: 
- assistance in the field of script writing, 
- assistance with regard to the financing of production, 
- extension of aid for development and preproduction to companies presenting 'packages' of 
programmes. 
x  Measure in progress; existing management structure. 
x  x  Pilot measure in launch phase; existing management structure. 
x  x  x  Project in  consultati~n phase; management structure to be created. 
X 
XXX 
XXX 
XX 
X 
XXX 
X 
x· 
XXX 
X 
(millions of  ecus) 
85 
10 
10 
25· 
75 
23 
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4. 
Extension of these measures by offering appropriate support for creative documentaries. 
Development, with the support of  Script, of  the professional skills of  European screenplay writers, 
in particular by organizing 'script doaoring' sessions. 
2.2.  Restructuring of  the animated cartoon industry 
2.3. 
2.4. 
- Strengthen Cartoon!European Association of Animation Film by: 
--- encouraging the formation of nerworks of production studios by co-financing coordination 
and  management  costs;  ensure  that  complementary  measures  are  taken  to  train  the 
cartoonists, studio managers and graphics coordinators who will be needed to form ·these 
netWorks, 
- contributing to the harmonization and computerization of production modes and to the 
industrialization of working methods, 
- supporting the production of 'pilots' by providing seed captial in the form of advances on 
receipts, 
- developing an information system specific to the European animated film industry based on 
meetings between producers and distributors as well as the computerization of professional 
information. 
Use of  new technologies, in particular European ones. in the production of  programmes 
- Extension of the activities of the Media investment club: 
- by increasing the number of its members, 
- by issuing invitations to tender so as to encourage innovative projects, 
- by  providing  support  for  measures  designed  to promote  the  p~oduction of films  and 
programmes using the European HDTV standard (in liaison with Audiovisual Eureka and 
EEIG 'Vision 1250'}, 
- by promoting schemes for the initiation of professionals in the use, in the production of 
audiovisual works, of new techniques in image synthesis, digital TV, high-definition TV, 
interactive TV, etc. 
Contribution to the establishment of  a "second market•, in particular using archive material 
- Support for  the operation and consolidation of MAP-TV (linking up of European archives 
services}. 
- Turning this 'memory bank' and the European film  and television  heritage to advantage by 
conserving, restoring, re-issuing and rebroadcasting works or by using extracts for the production 
of new programmes. 
- Research  into  and  experimentation  with  solutions  for  the  problems  concerning  copyright 
royalties, which hamper the use of archives. 
- Production of catalogues to be used for the promotion of  archiv~. 
Stimulation of financial investment 
- Encouragement for the establishment and development of  structures designed to mobilize and stimulate 
investors (Media-Venture, Euro-Media guarantee, investment pools, etc.). 
Improving the economic and commercial management abilities of professionals 
- Pursue and diversify the measures taken by European Audiovisual Entrepreneurs/EAVE to promote the 
training of young producers with a view to the large market. 
- Develop, in conjunction with national institutions, other further training measures, coordinated in 
particular by the Media business school, in order to respond to the economic and commercial problems 
faced by those working in the audiovisual field at European level. 
5.  Development of potential in countries with smaller audiovisual production capacities and I or with a limited 
geographical and linguistic area; other measur~s 
6.  Participation in Audiovisual Eureka projects 
A significant amount of the total appropriation allocated to each of the types of measures 1 to 5 must be 
devoted to such participation. 
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200 ANNEX II 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN AUDIOVISUAL EUREKA 
Both Community-policy and Aud:iovisual Eureka are pursuing the same general objective, _i.e. to boost Europe's 
audiovisual capacity in accordance with the conclusions of  the Rhodes and Strasbourg European Councils. In  this 
connection, Annex n  to the Joint Declaration on Audiovisual Eureka adopted in Paris on 2 October 1989 states 
that the European Community will ~able  to participate in Audiovisual Eureka projects, in partia.tlar through its 
·programmes, but that these projects are not designed to replace the. existing cooperation frameworks, their 
objeaive being rather to exteDd or supplement them as appropriate. In partical tenps, the Community will be 
involved in two ways: the opening-up of Community projects to professiOnals of non-member countries (on 
contraaual terms to be defined) and Community involvement in Audiovisual Eureka projects which fit into the 
action measures desaibed in Annex I. 
The con~t  of Community 'added value' will determine Commission involvement in Audiovisual E~eka. 
.  . 
The positive complementarity between the Community action programme and Audiovisual Eureka is helped by 
the difference in their nature: 
- the action programme is a coherent set of  incentive measures acting upstream and downstream of  production 
proper with an effect of scale deriving from the participation of the 12 Community countries, 
- Audiovisual  Eureka  offers  a  host sttuctuie (based  on the original  T~ological Eureka)  for ·helping 
professionals to 4evise and execute transnational projects by the multiplication of initiatives especially in the 
production field, with the flexibility afforded by the involvement ol private ~d  public partners in varying 
proportions.  · 
The specific characteristics of these two instruments can produce synergies of two types. 
1.  The Community action programme exterukd to include new partners 
The Community added value will be  enhanced by the effects of .geographical,  economic and creative 
enlargement. 
The professionals of  the countries which adopted the 'joint Declaration' could be invited to participate in the 
initiatives of  the action programme, in the framework of  agreements within the meaning of  Article 228 of  the 
Treaty between their countries and the Community. Participation will be formalized in agreements between 
the new non-Community participants and those responsible for the project in question within the framework 
of the action programme. The new participants will make a financial contribution, proportional to their 
participation in the project. 
The action programme has a Community character and will  be implemented by the Commission assisted by the 
Advisory Committee provided for in Article 7. However, extending it to non-Community participants will 
give it much gr~ter  commercial and economic potential. 
2.  The Community as a partner in Audiovisual Eureka projects 
The Community stands to gain from Eureka projects, where the broader dimension could have a positive · 
impact on the activities of the audiovisual programmes industry in Europe. 
The Community will be able to take part  in Audiovisual Eureka projects via its action programme. In  each case 
the arrangements will be specified in a specific agreement. 
Participation will be designed in particular: 
- to increase the coherence of the various initiatives of the action programme by means of participation in 
projects which build on the measures already undertaken, 
- to generate synergies between projects which, when joined together, could have a propulsive effect, 
- to stimulate the independent production sector, 
- to help in creating a second market for the distribution of European works, 
- to provide projects with the extra finance they need in order to use and derive maximum benefit from the 
new European technologies applied to programmes (notably HDTV), 
- to ensure by means of  support  for a project, that the potential of  countries 'with lesser audiovisual capacity' 
is  used to best. effect, 
- to contribute to the success of Audiovisual Eureka in order to attain the general objective of boosting 
Europe's audiovisual capacity. 
- 115-Projects eligible for Commu~ty  support may come under any of the types of measures of the programme 
referred to  in  Article -3. Such support will be determined by reference to the specific features of  each project and 
according to whether the audiovisual Eureka instrument is suited to the objectives aimed at. The Advisory 
Committee provided for in Article 7 will give its  opinion on the  Audiovisual Eureka projects to be supported by 
·the Community. 
3.  Other forms of  participation in Afldiovisual Eureka 
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The Community will make a conttibution-according to the percentage rate agreed within the Coordinator's 
Committee-to the operating  costs of  the  Audiovisual EurelCa Secretariat and to the preparatory work for the 
establishment, should this be so decided, of the European Audiovisual Observatory. Resolution 
of the Council and the Ministers for Culture, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 7 June 1991 
on the training of arts administrators 
(OJ No C 188 of 19.07.1991) 
- 117-RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL AND THE MINISTERS FOR CUL  TIJR.E MEETING 
WITHIN THE COUNCIL 
of 7 June 1991 
on the training of arts administrators 
(91/C 188/01) 
THE COUNCIL AND THE MINISTERS  FOR CUL1URE MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
Having regard to their resolution of 27 May 1988 which singled out training in the arts field as 
one of four priority sectors, 
Having regard to the plan of action proposed by the Commission in its  communication  ~n 
vocational training in the arts field, as well as their conclusions of 19 November 1990 on that 
subject, 
Whereas the extension of the sphere of cultural activity, the closer relationship brought about 
with the economic aspects of development and the diverse levels at which it must be carried out 
and sustained  (regional,  inter-regional,  uansfrontier,  as  well  as  national  and international), 
generate a need for improved training for all  those involved in the promotion of the arts, 
Convinced 'that, in addition to institutions and organizations, those involved in the promotion 
of the arts, especially in arts administrati()n and management, will  have an important part to 
play, following the impetus provided by political leaders, in European cultural cooperation in· 
the years to come and that for this reason special attention must be paid to their training, 
Recognizing the efforts already made in this area both by national authorities and international 
organizations such as  the Council of Europe and Unesco, 
Aware of the need to develop  active  co~peration in this  area with third countries, including 
those of Central and Eastern Europe, as  envisaged in the draft Association Agreements with 
those countries and in the Phare programme, 
Wishing to see  further development of the part already taken by the training of arts adminis-
trators in  Comm~nity programmes such as  Erasmus, 
EMPHASIZE  the importance which they attach to the training of arts,  administrators, 
AGREE. to give  active_ encouragement under existing programmes to initiatives  in this  area at 
European level,  involving: 
- the exchange and circulation of information about such training, 
- the mobility of arts administrators, 
- networks of training centres for arts administrators, 
CALL  UPON  the  Commission  to  cooperate  more  closely  with  the  Council  of Europe  and 
Unesco  so  as  to develop  concrete  measures  to strengthen  the  European  dimension  of such 
training. 
- 119-Resolution 
of the Ministers for Culture, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 7 June 1991 
on the temporary access of artists 
of European Community origin to the territory 
of the United States of America 
(OJ No C 188 of 19.07.1991) 
-121-RESOLUTION  OF  THE  MINISTERS  FOR  CULTURE  MEETING  WITHIN  THE 
COUNCIL 
of 7 June 1991 
on the temporary access of artists of European Community origin to the tcrrit~ry of the United 
States of America 
(91/C 188/02) 
THE MINISTERS FOR CULTIJRE, MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
Considering that the freedom of movement of performing artists both within and without the 
frontiers of the Community is  an essential condition for the development of their careers, 
Bearing in mind the reform of temporary immigration procedures adopted by the United States 
Congress  on 27  October 1990  which deals  in  particular with  the granting of entry visas  to 
performing artists, 
Concerned  that in  establishing  measures  for implementing this  law,  the American Adminis-
tration should  take account of the wish expressed by  many artists, organizers of events and 
others in the entenainment industry for greater flexibility, simplification and speeding-up of the 
procedures for granting visas, 
Recalling  that  the  Member  States  of  the  Community  have  always  accorded  favourable 
treatment for access  to their territory to nationals of the United States,  and in  particular to 
their artists, 
ACKNOWLEDGE the intention of the Government of the United States to clarify and relax the 
conditions for granting temporary visas  to p~rforming artists, 
REQUEST that from  the outset of the preparatory stage for implementing the new law of 27 
October 1990, the Government of the United States show due consideration for the proposals 
and wishes  expressed by the sector concerned in the European Community, 
HOPE that by this  means  the  Government of the United States will play its  role in the devel-
opment of a genuine world market for the live  performing ans, distinguished by the requisite 
spirit of reciprocity,  in  particular between the United  States  and  the  European Community, 
INVITE the Commission to take account of this common concern and of any approaches made 
by  Member States to the Government of the United States. 
-123-Resolution 
of the Ministers for Culture, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 7 June 1991 
on the development of the theatre in Europe 
(OJ No C 188 of 19.07.1991) 
-125-RE$0LUTION  OF  THE  MINISTERS  FOR  ·CUL1URE  MEETING  WITHIN  THE 
COUNCIL 
of 7 June 1991 
on the development of the theatre in Europe 
(91/C 188/03) 
THE MINISTERS FOR CUL1URE MEETING WITHIN TilE COUNCIL, 
Recognizing that the perfonning arts, including the theatie, are  one of the  most important 
expressions of the culwral life  and democratic development of our societies and illustrate the 
fact that culture is a pennanent exchange between those who create, and therefore their works, 
and men and women who feel the need for cultural experience transcending the logic of daily 
~,  .  . 
Aware  th~t the economic base of most theatres in the European Community is precarious but 
that a dynamic theatrical scene, while an end in itself,· is also a source of valuable material for 
the cinema and television, 
Conscious  of the  fact  that in  the Solemn  Declaration on European Union (Stuttgart, June 
1  983)  the  Heads of State or Government advocated joint activities  in  the  dissemination of 
culwre and more  extensive contacts between writers  and artists  of the  Member States, and 
wider dissemination of their works, 
Aware  that the  theatre  is  closely  bound  up  with  the  life  of local,  regional  and  national 
communities and that the European Community can take a hand only in accordance with the 
principle of subsidiarity ·and of respect for the different cultural identities, 
EXPRESS 1HEIR DETERMINATION to encourage the theatre in Europe and to enhance its 
European dimension  by examining jointly in  the context of new. priorities for action in the 
cultural spher.e  as  a whole the scope for promoting actions relating to: 
(a)  greater mobility for professional theatrical perfonners and productions; 
(b)  communication  and  artistic  development  between  the  various  European  theatres  and 
between those working in ·them, in the first place through intergovernmental cooperation; 
(c)  translation of dramatic works,  involving  two  types  of measure  to help  make  producti~n 
more accessible: written summaries, simultaneous interpretation, sub-titling or over-titling 
on the one hand and the translation of quality dramatic works on the other. 
The  pilot  project  for  financial  aid  for  the  translation  of contemporary  literary works, 
launched by the Commission in  1989, could cater to a greater degree for the translation of 
dramatic works of high quality; 
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(d)  training at European level,  by means  of exchanges, workshops, traineeships and/  or other 
initiatives; 
(e)  information  and  communication, which  are the  linchpins  of the  theatrical professions; a 
number of bodies  already play  a  vital  role  in  exchanges  and  understanding within  the 
theatre community. Encouragement should be  given to these initiatives and a study made 
of ways of stepping up  exchanges  of information, both national and Community, in  the 
professional arts sector; 
(f)  other  initiatives,  such  as  wntmg  for  and  working  in  the  theatre,  experimental  theatre, 
theatre for and  by  children and theatre for  and by young people,  video-making around 
theatre performances and widening of the audience, 
CALL  ON  the  Commission,  taking  into  account  other  programmes  established  by  the 
Community and working in  cooperation with the Council of Europe and European organiz-
ations of theatre professionals, to support preparatory work in  this  area and, in  cooperation 
with the Committee on Cultural Affairs,  report to the Ministers on possible actions. Conclusions 
of the Ministers for Culture, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 7 June 1991 
on copyright and neighbouring rights 
(OJ No C 188 of 19.07.1991) 
- 129-CONCLUSIONS  OF  THE  MINISTERS  FOR  C~TURE MEETING  WITHIN  THE 
COUNCIL 
of 7 June 1991 
on copyright and neighbouring rights 
(91/C 188/04) 
THE MINISTERS FOR CUL11JRE MEETING WITHIN THE COUNCIL, 
Referring to the 'Green Paper on copyright and the technological challenge' published by the 
Commission  in  1988  for  discussion  by  the  Member  States  and  the  professional  circles 
concerned, 
Bearing in mind their wish  expressed both at the informal meeting of Culture Ministers on 2 
November  1989  at Blois  and  in  the  Council  on  19  November  1990,  that the  Commission 
should  propose  a  comprehensive  discussion  of questions  concerning  the  rights  of authors, 
artists  and  producers  in  the  Community,  taking  into  account the  completion  of the  single 
market on 1 Januacy 1993, 
Recalling their opinion that the matter of cultural goods and services cannot be  addressed in 
the Community without taking into account their specific nature, 
Consequendy  voicing  their  concern  that  the  completion  of the  single  market  should  not 
constitute a threat to cultural identities and to the rich diversity of Europe and that, taking into 
account the cultural dimension of copyright, internal harmonization at Community level in this 
area should  be  implemented  only in  areas  affecting  the  establishment or functioning  of the 
common market, 
Considering that the Commission, when approving on 5 December 1990 its work programme 
in  the matter of copyright and  neighbouring rights  in  the  form  of a communication entided 
'Follow-up to the Green Paper', opens up real opponunities in this field  for the completion of 
the single  market, 
Having taken note of the  first  three documents put forward by the Commission: 
- the proposal for a Council Decision concerning the accession of the Member States to the 
Berne Convention (Paris Act of 24 July 1971)  and the Rome  International Convention of 
26 October 1961, 
- the proposal for a Directive on rental right, lending right and on cenain related rights, 
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- the consultative document entided ~Broadcasting and copyright in the internal market', on 
cable and satellite broadcasting, 
WELCOME  the overall approach to the harmonization of copyright and neighbouring rights 
adopted by the Commission in its work programme, 
EXPRESS their satisfaction that the Commission has dearly demonstrated its will to seek, with 
a view to the single market, a high level of protection for authors, artists and producers in the 
whole Community, 
POINT our that concern with the cultural industries should not cause to be relegated to a 
secondary level  the giving of priority attention to die specific problems encountered by the 
professio~als, 
. 
POINT our fwther that the free  movement of goods should at no time detract from moral 
rights and rights to beneficial economic use associated with the different forms of presentation 
of works. to the public,  · 
REQUEST .that in .Connection with the harmonization of copyright and neighbouring rights and 
while  tespecting the provisions  of the Treaty of Rome,  the  capacity of Member States  to 
preserve  the balance of creative and artistic  activity,  particularly in  limited  geographical or 
linguistic distribution areas, should not be jeopardized, 
REQUEST  that  allowance  should  be  made  for  the  consequences  which  the  adoption  of 
normative measures would have on the conditions of the exercise of the rights granted for the 
holders of these rights, 
INVITE  ·the Commission to make as quickly as possible a swdy of the conditions of the admin-
istration ·of these rights, 
REQUEST that in negotiations with third parties (in particular the European economic area and 
countries of Central and Eastern Europe, without neglea.ing the other. regions of the world), 
the cultural  ~ntent of copyright and neighbouring rights should be  taken into account, 
INVITE the Commission to seek  ~einforced cooperation with the Council of Euro~ in this 
field. Council Decision 
of 7 June 1991 
adopting a specific programme of research 
and technological development in the field of telematic systems 
in areas of general interest 
(1990 to  1994) 
(OJ No L 192 of 16.07.1991) 
- 133-COUNCIL DECISION 
of 7 June 1991 
adopting a specific programme of research and technological development in the field  of 
·  telematic systems in areas of general interest (1990 to 1994) 
(91/353/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic Community, and in  particular Article 130a (2) 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission (1 ), 
In cooperation with the European Parliament (1), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social 
Committee (3), 
Whereas,  by  Decision 90/221/Euratom,  EEC (-4),  the 
Council  adopted  a  third  framework  programme  for 
Community  activities  in  the  field  of  research  and 
technological development (1990 to 1994), specifying inter 
alia the activities to be pursued for developing the scientific 
knowledge  and  technical  know-how  needed  by  the 
Community, in particular to carry out its role in the field of 
telematic systems in areas of general interest; whereas this 
Decision should be taken in the light of  the grounds set out in 
the preamble to that Decision; 
Whereas  Article 130k  of the  Treaty  stipulates  that  the 
framework  programme  shall  be  implemented  through 
specific programmes developed within each activity; 
Whereas  basic research  must be  encouraged  as  far  as  is 
necessary throughout the Community in each strategic sector 
of research in the framework programme; 
Whereas in addition to the specific programme coneeming 
human resources  and mobility,  it might  be  necessary  to 
encourage the training of research workers in the context of 
this programme; 
Whereas, in the context of this programme, an assessment 
should be made of economic and social impaC! as well as of 
any technological risks; 
Whereas,  pursuant  to  Article  4  of  and  Annex  I  to 
Direaive 90/221/Euratom,  EEC,  the  amount  deemed 
necessary for the whole-framework programme includes an 
(1)  OJ No C 174, 16. 7. 1990, p. 19. 
(2)  OJ  No C 324,  24.  12.  1990,  p. 271;  and  OJ  No  C 158, 
17. 6. 1991. 
(l)  OJ No C 41, 18. 2.  1991, p. 6. 
( 4 )  OJ No L 117, 8. 5. 1990, p. 28. 
amount of  ECU 57 million for the centralized dissemination 
and exploitation of  results, to be divided up in proportion to 
the amount envisaged for ~ach specific programme; 
Whereas Decision 90/2.21/Euratom, EEC provides that a 
particular aim of  Community research must be to strengthen 
the scientific and technological basis of European industry, 
particularly in strategic sectors of  advanced technology, and 
to  encourage  it  to  become  more  competitive  ·at  the 
international level; whereas it also provides that Community 
action is justified where research contributes, inter alia. to 
the strengthening of  the economic and social cohesion of  the 
Community and to the promotion of its overall harmonious 
development,  while  being consistent  with  th_e  pursuit of 
scientific and technical excellence; whereas the programme 
of  research in the field of  telematic systems should contribute 
to the achievement of these objeaives; 
Whereas  small  and  medium-sized  enterprises  should  be 
involved to the maximum extent possible in this programme; 
whereas  account  should  be  taken  of  their  special 
requirements without prejudice to the scientific and technical 
quality of the programme; 
Whereas  research/  development  in  the  field  of telematic 
systems in areas of general interest will contribute to the 
successful completion of  the internal market and at the same 
time improve the performance of  large public services facing, 
throughout the Community, the new technological, social 
and economic challenges which are implied  by European 
integration; 
Whereas it is important, when projeas are seleaed, to ensure 
that data are proteaed and confidentiality maintained; 
Whereas the Scientific and Technical Research Committee 
(Crest) has been consulted, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1 
A  specific  research  and  technological  development 
programme for the European Economic Community in the 
field  of telematic systems  in  areas of general  interest,  as 
defined in Annex I, is hereby adopted -for a period beginning 
on 7 June 1991 and ending on 31  December 1994. 
-135-Article 2 
1.  The funds estimated as necessary for the execution of 
the programme amount to ECU 376,2 million, including 
expenditure on staff and administration amounting to ECU 
41 million. 
2.  An  indicative  allocation  of  funds  is  set  out  in 
Annex II. 
3.  Should the Council take a decision in implementation 
of Article 1 (4) of Decision 90/221/Euratom, EEC,  this 
Decision shall be adapted accordingly. 
Article 3 
Detailed rules for the implementation of  the programme and 
the  a~ount  of  the Community's financial contribution are set 
out in Annex III. 
Article 4 
1.  In  the  second  year  of  implementation  of  the 
programme,  the Commission  shall  review  it and  send  a 
report on the results of  its review to the European Parliament 
and the Council; the report shall be accompanied, where 
necessary,  by  proposals  for  amendment  of  the 
programme. 
2.  At the end of the programme, an evaluation of the 
results achieved shall be conducted for the Commission by a 
group of independent experts. This group's report, together 
with any comments by the Commission, shall be submitted to 
the European Parliament and the Council. 
3.  The reports referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be 
established having regard to the objectives set out in Annex I 
to this  Decision  and in  accordance with  Article  2  (  4)  of 
Decision 90/221/Euratom, EEC. 
Article 5 
1.  The  Commission  sh~tll  be  responsible  for  the 
implementation of the programme. 
2.  Contracts concluded by the Commission shall govern 
the rights and obligations of each party, in particular the 
arrangements  for  the  dissemination,  protection  and 
exploitation  of research  results,  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions  adopted pursuant to the second  paragraph  of 
Article 130k of the Treaty. 
3.  A work programme shall be drawn up in accordance 
with  the  aims  set  out  in  Annex  I  and  updated  where 
necessary. It shall set out the det_ailed objectives and types of 
projects to be undertaken, and the financial arrangements to 
be  made for  them.  The Commission shall  make calls  for 
proposals  for  projects  on  the  basis  of  the  work 
programme. 
Article 6 
1.  The  Commission  shall  be  assisted  by  a  committee 
composed  of representatives  of the  Member  States  and 
chaired by the representative of the Commission. 
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2.  The representative of the Commission shall submit to 
the committee a draft of the measures to be  taken.  The 
committee shall deliver its opinion within a rime limit which 
the chairman may lay down according to the urgency of the 
matter.  The opinion  shall  be  delivered  by  the  majority 
provided for in Article 148 (2) of the EEC Treaty as regards 
adoption of  decisions which the Council is required to adopt 
on a proposal from the Commission. When the committee 
votes, the votes of the representatives of the Member States 
shall  be  weighted  as  laid  down  in  the abovementioned 
Article. The chairman shall not vote. 
3.  The.  Commission ·shall adopt the proposed measures 
when  they  are  in  accordance  with  the  committee's 
opinion. 
4.  When the proposed measures are not in accordance 
with  the  committee's  opinion,  or  where  no  opinion  is 
delivered,  the  Commission  shall  submit  to the  Council 
without delay  a  proposal concerning the measures to be 
taken. The Council shall act by a qualified majority. 
5.  If, on the expiry of a period of three months from 
referral of  the matter to the Council, the latter has not acted, 
the  proposed  measures  shall  be_  adopted  by  the 
Commission. 
1. 
Article 7 
The procedure laid down in Article 6 shall apply to: 
the preparation and updating of the work programme 
referred to in Article 5 (  3), 
the contents of the calls for proposals, 
the assessment of the projects provided for in Annex III 
and  the  estimated  amount  of  the  Community's 
contribution to them where this amount exceeds 1 % of 
the amount deemed necessary for each field referred to in 
Annex II, 
departures from the general rules set out in Annex III, 
the  participation  in  any  project  by  non-Community 
organizations and enterprises referred to in Article 8 (  1) 
and (2), 
any adaptation of the indicative allocation of  the amount 
set out in Annex II, 
the  measures  to  be  undertaken  to  evaluate  the 
programme, 
arrangements  for  the  dissemination,  protection  and 
exploitation of the results of research carried out under 
the programme. 
2.  Where, pursuant to the third indent of paragraph one, 
the amount of the Community contribution is  less than or 
equal  to  1 %  of  the  amount  deemed  necessary  for  the 
projects, the Commission shall inform the committee of the 
projects and of the outcome of their assessment. The Commission shall  also  inform  the committee of the 
implementation  of the  accompanying  measures  and  the 
concerted actions referred to in Annex III. 
Article 8 
1.  The  Commission  is  authorized  to  negotiate,  in 
accordance with Anicle 130n of the Treaty, international 
agreements  with  third  countries  which  are  members  of 
COST, particularly the member countries of EFT  A and the 
countries of ~tral and Eastern Europe, with a  view to 
associating  them  with  the  whole  programme  or  a  pan 
of it. 
2.  Where  framework  agreements  for  scientific  and 
technical  cooperation  have  been  concluded  between  the 
Community and European non-member States, bodies and 
enterp~ses  established in those countries may, in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 6 and on the basis of 
the  aiterion of mutual  benefit,  be  allowed  to  become 
partners in a project undertaken within the programme. 
No contracting body based outside the Community and 
partiCipating as a partner in a project undenaken under the 
programme may benefit from Community financing for this 
programme. The body concerned shall contribute to the 
general administrative costs. 
Article 9 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 7 June 1991. 
For the Council 
The President 
R. STEICHEN 
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AREA 5:  LIBRARIES 
The objective is to facilitate user access, by optimum use and development of  equipment and telematic systems, to 
the  wealth  of knowledge  held  in  libraries  while  reducing  the  handicaps  caused  by  the  present  disparate 
infrastructutres in the Community. 
To this end, the work will have to help develop modem library services aU over the Community by promoting 
faster, but orderly and cost-effective penetration of new technologies into libraries. 
Initial Community activity in this area must be selective, concentrating on urgent problems which can catalyse 
change in a concrete and practical way. Applied research and development will therefore be used to support the 
development of appropriate tools, methods and resources which will be able to stimulate modernization of the 
operational infrastructure and services provided, and facilitate cooperation and resource sharing at national and 
European levels. 
This activity will consist of  setting up computerized bibliographies where these are lacking, and helping to improve 
computerized bibliographies or collective catalogues. Support will also be given to retrospective conversion of 
catalogues of important collections at international level, by developing the necessary tools and methods. 
Projects will be set up to facilitate the international interconnection of the systems managing these basic data for 
particular functions (shared cataloguing, inter-library loans, etc.) and thus help to prepare and apply a range of 
international or European standards. 
The provision of  new library services using IT and communications in small units will be stimulated.lnitial support 
will be gi\·en to the creation of a range of  innovative experimental services for library users. taking account of the 
different levels of development of library services in the Member States. 
Finally, projects will  be set up to encourage the development of a European market in  telematic products and 
services specific to libraries. Interaction between libraries and IT industries will be stimulated by improving the 
definition of  libraries' needs which new IT and communications can satisfy. Limited initial support will be gi\·en to 
experimental demonstrations of products (such as software} and services. Resolution 
of the Council and the Ministers for Culture, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 14 November 1991 
on European cultural networks 
(OJ No C 314 of 05.12.1991) 
-139-RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL AND THE MINISTERS OF CULTURE MEETING 
WITHIN TiiE COUNCIL 
of 14  November 1991 
on European cultural networks 
(91/C 314/01) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES AND THE MINISTERS  OF CUL11JRE 
MEETING WITHIN 1HE COUNCIL, 
Considering that increased awareness of the European dimension in the culwral sphere has led 
to the  formation  of a  growing  number  of European  networks  linking  non-governmental 
cultural qrganizations; 
Welcoming this expression of the intensification of European cultural cooperation; 
Emphasizing  the  need  to link cultural  action  in the  ~pean  Community and in  Europe 
generally to the aaual developmenu in the cultural sector; 
Taking into account work concerning non-governmental cultural organizations already done 
by other organizations, particularly the Council of Europe, 
STRESS the impo~t  role of networks of cultural organizations in cultural coopera~on within 
Europe; 
AGREE  to  encourage  active  participation  of  cultural  organizations  of their  countries  in 
non-governmental cooperation on a European scale; 
INVITE the Commission to present an inventory of European cultural networks and to explore, 
together with the Member States, the opportUnities for these networks to play an enhanced 
role in future cultural action. 
- 141-Resolution 
of the Council and the Ministers for Culture, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 14 November 1991 
on arrangements concerning archives 
(OJ No C 314 of 05.12.1991) 
-143-RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL AND THE MINISTERS OF. CULTURE MEETING 
WITHIN THE COUNCIL 
of 14 November 1991 
on arrangements conc:cming archives 
(91/C 314/02) 
1HE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES AND 11iE MINISTERS OF CULTURE 
MEETING WTfHIN 1HE COUNCIL, 
In view of the twofold role of archives as a basis for decision-inaking in the public sector on 
the one hand, and as  a vital component of a nation's cultural heritage on the other; 
In view of the increased intermingling of public records among Member States and between 
Member  States  and  the  Community,  and  bearing  in  mind  the  legislation  concerning  the 
opening to the public of the historical archives of the Community {
1
); 
Bearing in  mind  that the European archival  heritage provides  an indispensable  resource for 
writing the history of Europe ~r of an individual nation; 
Considering that well-kept and accessible archives contribute greatly to the democratic func-
tioning of our societies; 
Considering  that an adequate  archives  policy and efficient archives  management create the 
conditions for the accessibility needed, 
INVITE the Commission: 
- to set up  a  group of expertS  appointed on the proposal of the  Member States,  for the 
purpose of examining to what extent greater coordination of archives policy and practice 
within the Community is desirable, 
- to transmit a progress report by the group to the Council before the end of 1992. 
(') Council Regulation (EEC, Euratom) No 354/83 (OJ No L 43, 15. 2.  1983, p.  1); Commission Decision 
No 359/83/ECSC (OJ No L 43, 15. 2.  1983, p.  14). 
-145-Conclusions 
of the Ministers for Culture, 
meeting within the Council, 
of 14 November 1991 
on the promotion of theatrical events in 1993 
(OJ No C 314 of 05.12.1991) 
-147-CONCLUSIONS  OF  THE  MINISTERS  OF  CULTURE  MEETING  WITHIN  TilE 
COUNCIL 
of 1-t  November 1991 
on the promotion of theatrical events in 1993 
(91/C 314/03) 
The Ministers of Culture meeting within the Council note that 1993 will mark the bicentenary 
of the death of Carlo Goldoni and the four hundredth anniversary of the death of Christopher 
Marlowe. 
These anniversaries could be  marked by a series of events connected with the theatre in the 
Member States,  in the context of the follow-up  to their resolution of 7 June  1991  on the 
development of the theatre in Europe (').  · 
These c:Ould  concern the following: 
1.  the calling of a European conference on the theatre in Italy in 1993, on the occasion of the 
bicentenary of the death of Carlo Goldoni; 
· 2.  special enoouragement in 1993 of theatrical co-productic;>ns among producers of the various 
Member States; 
3.  promotion of closer contaas between theatrical schools in Europe, including the intensifi-
cation of exchanges of teachers and swdents in 1993; 
4.  organization, if possible at the beginning of the 1993/94 theatrical season in each Member 
State, of an •open door' evening of European theattes, so as to encourage a better under-
standing by the publi~ of the world of theatre;  · 
5.  special efforts in 1993 concerning the above in relation to theatres in Central and Eastern 
Europe. 
The actions should take place in full consultation and cooperation with international organiz-
ations, such  as  the Council of Europe, as  well  as  with European and national  professional 
bodies concerned with the theatre. 
The Ministers invite the Commission to give  all possible assistance in the preparation of such 
special theatrical events in 1993. 
(') OJ No C  188,  19. 7.  1991. 
-149-Council Resolution 
of 14 May  1992 
on increased protection for copyright 
and neighbouring rights 
(OJ No C 138 of 28.05.1992) 
-151-COUNCIL RESOLUfiON 
of 14 May  1992 
on increased protection for copyright and neighbouring rights 
(92/C 138/01) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITiES, 
Whereas  advances  in technology  have  encouraged  the 
exploitation of literary and artistic works throughout the 
world; whereas the protection of copyright and neigh-: 
bouring  rights  should  therefore  be  consolidated  at 
national, Community and international level; 
Whereas,  because  of  the  level  of  protection  they 
guarantee  for  literary  and.  artistic  works,  rights  of 
performers, producers of phonograms and  b~oadcasting 
organizations, the Berne Convention for the Protection 
of Literary .and Anistic works enshrined in the Paris Act 
of 24 July 1971 (Paris Act of the Ber:ne Convention), and 
the  International  Convention  for  the  Protection  of 
Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting 
Organizations (Rome Convention) of 26  October 1961 
enjoy  a  wide  and  increasing  international  acceptance; 
whereas it is  necessary that all the Member States of the 
Community become parties to these Conventions; 
Whereas,  given  the  problem  of  piracy,  it  is  in  the 
interestS of rightholders in the Community protected by 
these  instruments  that  they  should  be  ensured  the 
minimum level of protection afforded by the latter in the 
maximum  possible  number of third  countries,  without 
prejudice  to  more  detailed  provisions  in  bilateral  or 
multilateral agreements; whereas it is  de~irable that third 
countries become parties to these instruments, 
HEREBY ADOPTS THIS RESOLUI10N: 
1.  The  Council  notes  that the  Member States  of the 
Community, in so far as they have not already done 
so,  undenake,  subject  to  their  constitutional 
provisions,  to become by 1 January 1995  parties to 
the Paris Act of the Berne Convention and the Rome 
Convention, and to· introduce national legislation to 
ensure effective compliance therewith. 
2.  The Council considers  that it is  in ·the interests  of 
Community copyright:.holders and holders of neigh-
bouring rights in the Community that third countries 
should ratify· the Paris Act of the Berne Convention 
and  the  Rome  Convention  or  accede  thereto.  It 
accordingly invites the Commission, when negotiating 
agreements  between  the  Community  and  third 
countries, to pay particular attention, within the terms 
of the mandates given to them for the purpose, to the 
ratification of these instruments by the third countries . 
concerned, or to the accession of the latter thereto, 
and to the effective compliance of such countries with 
these instruments. 
- 153-Conclusions 
of the Ministers for Culture, 
meeting within the ·council, 
of 18 May  1992 
concerning the choice of European Cities of Culture 
after 1996 and the European Cultural month 
(OJ No C 151 of 16.06.1992) 
-155-CONCLUSIONS  OF 'niE  MINISTERS  OF  CULTIJRE  MEETING  WITHIN ·mE 
.  COUNCIL 
of 18 May 1992 
conccminc  the  choice  of Earopeaa Cities of Cakure after 1996 and  the  Earopeaa Ca1tural 
Month 
(92/C 151/01) 
The European  City of Culture  operation  is  now well 
established.  The  European  Cultural  Month  will  take 
plaee  for  the  first  time  this  year  (Europe  in  Ccacow 
1992). 
The conclusions of 18 May 1990 noted that a fim cycle 
of desipations of Cities of Culture amons the European 
Community Member States would be completed in 1996. 
It was decided that after 1996 not only Member States of 
the  European  Community  but  other  democratic 
European States should be elipole to desipate a city as 
European  City of Culture.  It was  stated  that the  first 
designations  for the period  after 1996 could take place 
from  1992 onwards. 
In  making  these  first.  designations  the  MWsten 
considered it appropriate, given  that the field  of, choice: 
of European City of Culture will  be  much  wider after 
t 996, to set out some criteria for their own pidan<te. an~ 
that of interested European states. 
Without making  hard ·and  fast  rules,  they  propose  to 
alternate  between  current  Member  States  (whic;b_  will 
have  bad  a  City  already)  and  other European St.ates. 
Flexibility could be  allowed  between  one  category and 
the  other  for  StateS  which  are  expected  to  become 
Community members  in  the shon term. 
It will be aclvisi.ble to avoid havins cities from the same 
geographic  area  two yean ~g,  and  sometimes  a 
capital  city will be  chosen,  a~ other times  a  provincial 
city. Specific anniversaries might be taken. into account. 
1bere may well be several candidatures at any one time, 
and this· could pe  rise to Erustracioa if  cities have been 
~  for many  years  ahead.  h  is  therefore of great 
interest to continue with the European Cultural Month. 
A year or two of experience will be  needed  before its 
success can be judsed. it should receive fuU support as a 
major European cultural event and should be thought of 
.  in  the  long  term  as  a  wonhwhile  alternative  to  the 
European City of Culture, which could be placed just as 
well  in  a  Community  Member  State  as  in  a 
non-Community counuy. h  would be  useful  to review 
the situation after ~urope in Graz 1993'. 
Occasionally there might be twin Cities of Culture in  a 
particular year, when  two cities  having  affinities  migh~ 
want. to harmonize their activities.  Similarly,  two cities 
mig~t. ~tionally  ~t  to share a year, each taking a 
diffe~nt time period. 
Decisions taken now about European Cities of Culture 
after  1996  should  not  prejudice  any  decisions  which 
migh.t need to be taken later about a second operation in 
tho y~  concerned. 
-157-Conclusions 
of the Council and the Ministers of Culture 
meeting within the Council 
of 12 November 1992 
on guidelines for Community cultural action 
(OJ No C 336 of 19.12.1992) 
- 159-CONCLUSIONS  OF TiiE COUNCIL AND THE MINISTERS OF CULTURE MEETING 
WI1HIN TiiE COUNCIL 
of 12  November 1992 
on guidelines for Community cultural action 
(92/C 336/01) 
1.  The  Council  and  the  Ministers  of Culture  have 
noted with  interest the  Commission  communication on 
'New Prospects for CommunitY Cultural Action', which 
builds on solid work already accomplished  in  this  area 
and respects the principles underlying articles concerned 
with culture in the Treaty on European Union signed at 
Maastricht on 7 February 1992. The communication has 
enhanced dialogue between the Council, the Parliament 
and  the  Commission  on  guidelines  for  Community 
cultural  action,  taking  into  account  the  continuing 
predominant role of the Member States in this area and 
the subsidiarity of Community action. 
2.  It  is  essential  to  establish  some  ground  rules  to 
provide the Commission with  a clear working basis  for 
the  proposals  it will  develop  in  the  perspective  of the 
enuy into force of the Treaty on European Union. These 
conclusions  focus  attention on a  number of key issues 
and approaches to Community cultural action, without 
defming the precise scope of individual activities. 
3.  As  envisaged  in  the  Treaty on  European  Union, 
Community cultural action should  respect  national  and 
regional  diversity  and  at  the  same  time  bring  the 
common  cultural  heritage  to  the  fore.  This  implies  a 
coherent approach which focuses on a Community-wide 
range of actions  in  order to promote  cultural  activities 
with a European dimension in all the Member States and 
encourage cooperation between them. 
Scope of Community cultural action 
4.  In  this  respect  the  Community  should  develop 
existing  activities  as  suggested  in  the  Commission 
communication,  including  action  in  differe·nt  cultural 
sectOrs: audiovisual; books and reading; cultural heritage 
both  movable  and  fixed;  and  other forms  of cultural 
expression. Future programmes may specifically include: 
encouraging  the  activities  of  European  cultural 
networks (') of arts practitioners and cultural institutions 
such  as  museums,  archives,  libraries  and  monuments; 
en~uraging business sponsorship of the arts; exchanges 
and uaining of personnel in the cultural field in support 
of the activities of Member States; increasing awareness 
of different cultures  and safeguarding the Community's 
linguistic  diversity,  as  well  as  promoting  respect  for 
shared values. 
5.  It is  necessary to maximize  the  impact of cultural 
action  at  the  European  level  within  realistic  future 
funding prospects. Community action in this as in other 
sectors  must  respect  budgetary  constraints,  and  be 
subject  to  regular  and  rigorous  evaluation.  Actions 
should not supplant or compete with activities organized 
at national or regional level, but provide added value and 
promote  interchange  between  them.  Importance  is 
attached to transparency of Community programmes and 
their  accessibility  for all  European citizens,  particularly 
those who are economically or otherwise deprived,  and 
cultural organizations. 
6.  Community  cultural  action  should  also  be  coor-
dinated  with  that  of  other  international  fora.  The 
Council and  Ministe~ meeting within the Council have 
already agreed, in the Resolution of 27 May 1988 (Z)  on 
the  future  organization  of their  work,  that they  may 
invite  European countries that are  not members  of the 
Community and organizations concerned with European 
cultural  cooperation,  especially the Council  of Europe, 
to  participate  in  specific  activities  of  mutual  interest. 
Consequendy,  the  Commission  is  invited  to  report 
regularly on progress concerning concrete projects to the 
Culture Council of the Community. 
(')  Resolution  of  H  November  1991  (OJ  No C  3H, 5.  12. 
1991).  -
(I)  OJ No C  197, 27. 7.  1988. 
- 161-Cultural  aspects  of  action  under  different  Treaty 
provisions 
7.  Greater account has been taken in  recent years of 
the impact on cultural matters of action under provisions 
of  the  Treaty  other  than  cultural  ones.  This  should 
become a standard practice, and on a case-by-case basis, 
cultural  aspects  should  be  taken  into  account  at  the 
earliest possible stage of preparation of any new action 
or policy.  ·  · 
8.  Ministers  of  Culture  should  regularly  consider 
those  issues  affecting  culture  which  are  under  exam-
ination  in  other Councils.  This  should  improve  effec-
tiveness,  coordination,  transparency  and  access  in  the 
cultural area, and ensure that the cultural sector plays a 
full  part  in  and  benefits  from  Community  actions  in 
other  fields  (e.g.  structural  funds,  research,  advanced 
technology, education, tourism.) 
Cultural cooperation with third countries 
9.  While  the  Member  States  maintain  important 
bilateral  and  multilateral  cultural  programmes, there  is 
also  an interest, within the principles of the Treaty on 
European  Union,  in  Community  cultural  action  with 
third countries in and outside Europe. Reference is now 
habitually  made  to  cultural  cooperation  in  general 
agreements  with  these  countries  (including,  outside 
Europe,  the  Lorn~  Convention  and  agreements  with 
various  Latin  American,  Mediterranean  and  Asian 
countries).  Cultural  cooperation  with  EfT  A  countries 
should  develop  after  ratification  of  the  European 
Economic Area Agreement which includes a declaration 
on strengthening cultural links. Special efforts should be 
made in  regard to the countries of central and eastern 
Europe in  this time of instability and difficult economic 
transition  for all  these  countries.  The  City of Culture 
programme  has · a  particular  role  to  play.  Such 
Community cultural  action  will  intensify  the  need  for 
cooperation with international fora as referred to above. 
-162-
Preparing planned and structured programmes 
10.  In  the  interests  of  clarity  and  coherence,  the 
Commission is  invited to present an annual outline of its 
proposals for initiatives to be pursued and decisions to be 
taken  in  the  coming  year,  for  discussion  by  the 
Committee on Cultural Affairs.  · 
11.  The Council and the Ministers take note of work 
in progress including: 
- the MEDIA programme, which is part of Community 
a_udiovisual policy, 
- the European campaign for awareness on books and 
reading to be launched shortly and work in hand on 
acid paper and the use of permanent paper, 
- funher  development  of business  sponsorship  of the 
arts, 
- the development of networks in the culture field, 
- examination  of  whether  greater  coordination  of 
archives policy and practice is desirable,  · 
- the  development  and  ·adaptation  of  Community 
suppon for translation, with priority to translations 
from lesser-used European languages. 
12.  They further look forward, amongst actions to be 
developed, to receiving Commission communications or 
discussion papers on: 
· - the cultural heritage (both fixed and movable), 
- survey of Community policies with a cultural impact, 
- cultural cooperation with third countries and interna-
tional fora, 
- strengthening the dialogue on cultural  matters with 
public authorities and professional interests, 
- development and exchange in the area of anis~c and 
literary creation. 
13.  The  Commission  should  make  proposals  for 
planned  and  structured  programmes,  allowing  for  the 
development of cultUral action which promotes the goals 
of the European Community, supplements Member State 
action  and  encourages  in  panicular  greater  under-
standing  of and  respect  for  each  others's  culture  and 
values. Conclusions 
of the Ministers of Culture 
meeting within the Council 
of 12 November 1992 
on the procedure for designation or European cities of culture 
(OJ No C 336 of 19.12.1992) 
...  163-CONCLUSIONS  OF  THE  MINISTERS  OF  CULTURE  MEETING  WITHIN  THE 
COUNCIL 
of 12  November 1992 
on the procedure for designation of European cities of culture 
(92/C 336/02) 
As a complement to their resolution of 13 June 1985 (I) as well as  the conclusions of 18  May 
1990 (2)  and  18  May  1992 (')  concerning  the  European  City of Culture,  the  Ministers  of 
Culture meeting within the Council consider it advisable to have a more precise procedure for 
the designation of cities, bearing in  mind that the event is open not only to Community cities 
but also to cities in other European countries basing themselves on the principles of democracy, 
pluralism, the rule of law and respect for human rights. 
They  accordingly  approve  the  procedure  for the  designation  of European  cities  of culture 
appearing in the Annex to this conclusion. 
(I) OJ No C 153, 22. 6.  1985. 
(I) OJ No C  162, 3. 7.  1990. 
(,)  OJ No C 1.51,  16.  6.  1992. 
.ANNEX 
PROCEDURE FOR THE DESIGNATION OF EUROPEAN cmES OF CUL1URE 
1.  T amiog of designations 
The Council intends to designate cities for 1998 and 1999 in 1993. Designations for 2000 and 2001  will 
be made in 1995. The same procedure will apply in 1997 and thereafter, every two years. 
2.  Deadlines for submission 
Applications by national governments on behalf of candidate cities  for 1998  and/  or 1999  should be 
made not later than 30 June 1993  to enable the designations to be made by 31  December 1993. The 
same procedure will apply in 1995 and thereaher. 
3.  Accompanying dossier 
Applications should specify the preferred year(s)  of designation. The Council will  welcome, and take 
into account, dossiers  submitted  in  support of applications,  insofar as  these  give  greater information 
about the state of preparedness, and plans, of the city concerned. 
of.  Criteria for selcc:tion 
The following criteria, which are not exclusive of other considerations, have already been agreed by the 
Ministers: 
(a)  the city should be in a European State basing itself on the principles of democracy, pluralism, the 
· rule of law and respect for human rights; 
(b)  they propose to alternate  between  Community cities  and  cities  from  other European countries, 
without this being a hard and fast rule; 
(c)"  the cities should not be from the same geographical zone in consecutive years; 
(d)  a balance should be found between capital cities and provincial cities; 
(e)  for a specific year a pair of cities may be designated jointly. 
5.  European Cultural Month 
The designation procedure for the  European Cultural Month could be examined  at the time  of the 
review of that event planned for the second half of 1993. 
-165-Council Regulation (EEC) No. 3911/92 
of 9 December 1992 
on the export of cultural goods 
(OJ No L 395 of 31.12.1992) 
- 167-COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3911/92 
of 9 December 1992 
on the export of cultural goods 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from  the Commission (1 ), 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social 
Committee (l), 
Whereas, in view of the completion of the internal market, 
rules  on  trade  with  third  countries  are  needed  for  the 
protection of cultural goods; 
Whereas,  in  the  light  of the  conclusions  of the  Council 
meeting on 19 November 1990; it seems necessary to take 
measures  in  particular to  ensure  that exports of cultural 
goods are subject to uniform controls at the Community's 
external borders; 
Whereas such  a system should require the presentation of 
a licence  issued  by  the competent Member State prior to 
the export of cultural  goods covered  by  this  Regulation; 
whereas this necessitates a clear definition of the· scope of 
such  measures  and  the  procedures  for  · their 
implementation; whereas the implementation of the system 
should  be  as ·simple  and  efficient  as  possible;  whereas  a 
Committee should  be  set  up  to assist  the  Commission  in 
carrying  out  the  responsibilities  conferred  on  it  by  this 
Regulation; 
Whereas,  in  view  of the  considerable  experience  of the 
Member States'  authorities  in  the  application  of Council 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1468/81  of  19  May  1981  on 
mutual  assistance  between  the  administrative  authorities 
( 1)  OJ  No C 53, 28. 2.  1992, p.  8. 
(2)  OJ  No C 176, 13. 7.  1992, p.  31. 
( 1)  OJ  No C 223, 31.  8.  1992, p.  10. 
of the Member States and cooperation between the latter 
and the Commission to ensure the correct application of 
the  law  on customs or agricultural  matters {'4),  the  said 
Regulation should be applied to this matter; 
Whereas the Annex to this Regulation is aimed at making 
clear  the  categories  of cultural  goods  which  should  be 
given  particular protection in  trade with third  countries, 
but is not intended to prejudice the definition, by Member 
States,  of  national  treasures  within  the  meaning  of 
Article 36 of the Treaty, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Without  prejudice  to  Member  States'  powers  under 
Article  36 of the  Treaty, the  term  'cultural  goods'  shall 
refer,  for  the  purposes  of this  Regulation,  to  the  items 
listed in the Annex. 
TITLE 1 
Export licence 
Article 2 
1.  The  export  of cultural  goods  outside  the  customs 
territory  of  the  Community  shall  be  subject  to  the 
presentation of an export licence. 
2.  The export licence  shall  be  issued  at the request  of 
the person concerned: 
by  a  competent  authority  of  the  Member  State  in 
whose  territory  the  cultural  object  in  question  was 
lawfully and definitively located on 1 January 1993, 
( 4 )  OJ  No L 144, 2.  6.  1981, p.  1.  Regulation  as  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  945/87  (OJ  No  L  90,  2.  4.  1987, 
p.  3). 
-169-or, thereafter, by a competent authority of the Member 
State in  whose  territory  it  is  located  following  either 
lawful  and  definitive  dispatch  from  another  Member 
State,  or  importation  from  a  third  country,  or 
reimpQrtation  froin  a  third  country  after  lawful 
dispatch from  a Member State to that country. 
However, without prejudice to paragraph 4, the Member 
State  which  is  competent  in  accordance  with  the  two 
indents in  the first  subparagraph may  not require export 
licences  for  the  cultural  goods  specified  in  the  first  and 
second  indents of category A1  of the Annex where  they 
are  of  limitee:l  archaeological  or  scientific  interest,  and 
provided  that  they  are  not  the  direct  product  of 
excavations,  finds  and  archaeological  sites  within  a 
Member State,  and 'that their presence  on the  market is 
lawful. 
The export licence may be refused, for the purposes of this 
Regulation,  where  the  cultural  goods  in  question  are 
covered  by  legislation  protecting  national  treasures  of 
artistic,  historical or archaeological value in  the Member 
State concerned. 
Where  necessary,  the authority referred  to  in  the second 
indent of the first  subparagraph  shall  enter  into  contact 
with the competent authorities of the Member State from 
which  the  cultural  object  in  question  came,  and  in 
particular the competent authorities within the meaning of 
Council  Directive  93/ .. ./EEC of ... on the  return of 
cultural objects unlawfully removed from the territory of a 
Member State (l  ). 
3.  The  export  licence  shall  be  valid  throughout  the 
Community. 
4.  Without prejudice to the provisions of this  Article, 
direct export from the customs territory of the Community 
of  national  treasures  having  arttsttc,  historic  or 
archaeological  value  which  are not cultural goods  within 
the meaning of this  Regulation  is  subject to  the  national 
law of the Member State of export. 
Article 3 
1.  .Member States shall furnish  the Commission with  a 
list  of the authorities empowered to issue  export liceQces 
for cultural. goods. 
2.  The  Commission  shall  publish  a  ·list  of  these 
authorities and any amendment to that list in the 'C' series 
of the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
( 1)  Not yet adopted at the time of this publication; in accordance 
with Article  11  below, the present Regulation will  enter into 
force  on  the  third  day  following  that of publication  of the 
Directive  in  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European 
Communities. 
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Article 4 
The export licence  shall  be presented,  in  support of the 
export declaration,  when  the customs  export formalities 
are carried out, at the customs office which is  competent 
to accept that declaration.  · 
Article_5 
1.  Member States may restrict the number of customs 
offices empowered to handle formalities for the export of 
cultural goods  .. 
2.  Member  States  availing  themselves  of the  option 
afforded  by  paragrah  1  shall  inform  the  Commission  ofj 
the customs offices duly empowered. 
The Commission shall publish this information in  the 'C' 
series  of  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European 
Communities. 
TITLE 2 
Administrative cooperation 
Article 6 
For  the  purposes  of implementing  this  Regulation,  the 
provisions  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1468/81,  and  in 
particular  the  provisions  on  the  confidentiality  of 
information, shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
In addition to the cooperation provided for· under the first 
subparagraph, Member States shall take all necessary steps 
to  establish,  in  the  context  of  their  mutual  relations, 
cooperation  between  the  customs  authorities  and  the 
competent authorities referred to in  Article 4 of Directive 
931 . . ./EEC (2). 
TITLE 3 
General and final  provisions 
Article 7 
The provisions  necessary  for  the  implementation  of this 
Regulation, in  particular those concerning the form  to be 
used  (for  example,  the  model  and  technical  properties) 
shall  be  adopted  in  accordance  with  the  procedure  laid 
down in Article 8 (2). 
Article 8 
1.  The  Commission  shall  be  assisted  by  a  committee 
composed of the representatives of the Member States and 
chaired by  the representative of the Commission. 
( 2 )  See  footnote to Article 2 (2). The committee  shall  examine any  matter concerning  the 
implementation of this  Regulation raised  by  its chairman 
either  on  his  own  initiative  or  at  the  request  of  a 
representative of a Member  Stat~. 
2.  The representative of the Commission shall  submit 
to the committee a draft of the measures to be taken. The 
committee shall  deliver its  opinion on the draft within a 
time limit which the chairman may lay down according to 
the urgency of the matter, if necessary by taking a vote. 
The opinion shall be. recorded in the minutes; in  addition, 
each Member State shall have the right to ask to have its 
position recorded in the  mi~utes. 
The  Commission  shall  take  the  utmost  account  of the 
opinion  delivered  by  the  committee.  It  shall  inform  the 
committee  of the  manner  in  which  its  opinion  has  been 
taken into account. 
Article 9 
Each  Member  State  shall  determine  the  penalties  to  be 
applied  for  infringement  of  the  provisions  of  this 
Regulation.  The penalties  shall  be  sufficient  to promote 
compliance with those provisions. 
Article 10 
Each  Member State shall  inform the Commission  of the 
measures taken pursuant to this Regulation. 
The  Commission  shall  pass  on  this  information  to  the 
other Member States. · 
Every three years the Commission shall present a report to 
the European Parliament, the Council  and the Economic 
and  Social  Committee  on  the  implementation  of  this 
Regulation. 
The  Council  shall  review  the  effectiveness  of  the 
Regulation after a .period of application of three years and, 
acting  on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  make  any 
necessary adaptations. 
In  any event, the Council, acting on a proposal from  the 
Commission,  shall  examine  every  three  years  and,  whre 
appropriate, update the amounts indicated in  the Annex, 
on the basis  of economic and monetary indicators in  the 
Community. 
Article 11 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on the  third  day 
following that of publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities of Directive 93/ .. ./EEC (1). 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 9 December 1992. 
For  the Council 
The President 
W. WALDEGRA  VE 
(I)  The  Directive  on  the  return of cultural  objects  unlawfully 
removed  from  the  territory  of  a  Member  State,  already 
referred to in Articles 2 (2) and 6, has not yet been adopted at 
the time of this publication. 
- 171-ANNEX 
CATEGORIES OF CULTURAL OBJECTS COVERED BY ARTICLE 1 
A.  1.  Archaeological objects more than 100 years old which are the products of: 
- excavations and finds on land or under water 
archaeological sites 
archaelogical collections 
2.  Elements  forming  an  integral  pan  of  amst1c,  historical  or  religious 
monuments which have been dismembered, of an age exceeding 100 years · 
3.  Pictures and paintings executed entirely by hand, on any medium and in any 
material ( •) 
4.  Mosaics other than those in categories 1 or 2 and drawings executed entirely 
by hand, on any medium and in  any mattrial (  1) 
S.  Original engravings, prints, serigraphs and lithographs with  their respective 
plates and original posters (  1)  · 
6.  Original sculptures or statuary and copies  produced  by  the same process as 
the original (1 ), other than those in  category 1 
7.  Photographs, films  and negatives thereof (1) 
8.  Incunabula and manuscripts, including maps and musical scores, singly or in 
collections (  1 ) 
9.  Books more than 100 years old, singly or in  collections 
10.  Printed maps more than 200 years old 
11.  Archives,  and  any  elements  thereof, of any  kind  or any  medium  which  are 
more than SO  years old 
12.  (a)  Collections (2)  and specimens from zoological, botanical, mineralogical or 
anatomical collections; 
(b)  Collections (2)  of  historical,  palaeontological,  ethnographic  or 
numismatic interest 
13.  Means of transport more than 7  S years old 
(')  Which  are more than 50 years old and do not belong to their originators. 
970S 00 00 
9706 0000 
970S 00 00 
9706 00 00 
9701 
6914 
9701 
Chapter 49 
9702 00 00 
8442 so 99 
9703 00 00 
3704 
370S 
3706 
4911 91 80 
9702 00 00 
9706 00 00 
4901 1Q 00 
4901 99 00 
4904 00 00 
490S 91  00 
490S 99 00 
4906 00 00 
9705 00 00 
9706 00 00 
9706 00 00 
3704 
370S 
3706 
4901 
4906 
9705 00 00 
9706 00 00 
9705 00 00 
9705 00 00 
9705 00 00 
Chapters 
86-89 
(Z)  As  defined by  the Court of Justice in  its  judgment in  Case 252/84, as follows:  'Collectors' pieces within the meaning of 
heading No 97.05 of the Common Customs Tariff are articles which possess the requisite characteristics for inclusion in a 
collection, that is to say, articles which are relatively rare, are not normally used for their original purpose, are the subject 
of special transactions outside the normal trade in  similar utility articles and are  of high  value.' 
-172-14.  Any  othe~ antique item's not included in  categories A.1  to A.13 
(a)  between  SO  and 100 years old: 
- toys, games  Chapter 95 
- glassware  7013 
- articles of goldsmiths' or silversmiths' wares  7114 
- furniture  Chapter 94 
- optical, photographic or cinematographic apparatus  Chapter 90 
- musical instruments  Chapter 92 
- clocks and watches· and parts thereof  Chapter 91 
- articles of wood  Chapter 44 
- pottery  Chapter 69 
- tapestries  5805 00 00 
- carpets  Chapter 57 
- wallpaper  4814 
-arms  Chapter 93 
(b)  more than 100 years old  9706 00 00 
The  cultural  objects  in categories  A.l  to  A.14  are  covered  by  this  Regulation  only  if  their  value 
corresponds to, or exceeds, the financial  thresholds under B. 
B.  Financial thresholds applicable to certain cetegories under A (in ccus) 
Value:  0 (Zero} 
1  (Archaeological objects} 
2  (Dismembered  monumen~s) 
8  (Incunabula and manuscripts) 
11  (Archives} 
15 000 
4  (Mosaics and drawings} 
S (Engravings} 
7  (Photographs) 
10  (Printed  m~ps) 
50 000 
6  (Statuary) 
9  (Books) 
12  (Collections) 
13  (Means of transport} 
-;- 14  (Any  other object) 
150 000 
- 3  (Pictures) 
The assessment of whether or not the conditions relating to financial value are fulfilled must be made when an 
application for an export licence is submitted. The financial value is that of the cultural object in the Member 
State referred to  in  Article  2 (2) of the Regulation. 
The date  for  the  conversion  of values  expressed  in  ecus  in  the  Annex  into  national  currencies  shall  be 
january 1993. 
-173-Common position 
adopted by the Council 
on 9 December 1992 
with a view to the adoption of a Directive 
on the return of cultural objects unlawfully 
removed from the territory of a Member State 
- 175-COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE  93/ ·  /EEC 
of 
on  the return of cultural objects 
unlawfully removed  from  the territory 
of a  Member  State 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community,  and in particular Article 100a thereof, 
Having  regard to the proposal  from the Commission,  (l) 
In co-operation with the European  Par;Liament.,·· < 2> 
Having  regard to the Opinion of  the Economic  and Social 
Committee,  (3)  ·  · 
(1)  OJ  No  C  53,  28.2.1992,  p.  11  and amendment  transmitted on 
(2)  Opinion delivered on 11 June  1992  (not yet published in the 
Official Journal  of  the European Communities)  and Decision of 
(not yet published in the Official Journal) . 
(3)  OJ  No  C  223,  31.8.1992,  p.  10. 
-177-Whereas Article Sa  of  the Treaty provides  for the establishment,  not 
later than 1  January 1993,  of  the internal market,  which is to 
comprise an area without  internal frontiers in which the free 
movement  of goods,  persons,  services and capital is ensured in 
accordance with the provisions of  the Treaty; 
Whereas,  under the  ter.ms  and within the limits of Article 36  of  the 
Treaty,  Member  States will,  after 1992,  retain the right to define 
their national treasures and to take  the necessary measures  to 
protect them in this area without  internal frontiers; 
Whereas  arrangements  should therefore .be  introduced enabling Member 
States to secure the return to their territory of cultural objects 
which are classified as national treasures within the meaning of the 
said Article 36  and have been removed  from their territory in breach 
of the abovementioned national measures  or of Council 
Regulation  (EEC}  No  ...  /92  of  on the export of cultural 
goods  (l);  whereas  the  implementation of  these arrangements  should 
be as simple and efficient as possible;  whereas,  to facilitate co-
operation with regard to return,  the scope of the arrangements 
should be  confined to items belonging to common  categories of 
cultural object;  whereas  ~he Annex  to this Directive is consequently 
not  intended to define objects which rank as  "national treasures" 
within the meaning of  the said Article 36,  but merely categories of 
object which may  be classified as  such and may  accordingly be 
covered by the return procedure  introduced by this Directive; 
(1}  OJ  No  L 
-178-Whereas  cultural objects classified as national  treasures and 
forming  an integral part of public collections or inventories of 
ecclesiastical institutions but which do  not fall within these 
common  categories should also be  covered by this Directive; 
Whereas  administrative co-operation should be established between 
Member  States as  regards  their national  treasures,  in close liaison 
with their co-operation in the field of stolen works  of art and 
involving in particular the recording,  with Interpol and other 
qualifie~ bodies  issuing similar lists,  of lost,  stolen or illegally 
removed cultural objects  forming part of their national treasures 
and their public collections; 
Whereas  the procedure  introduced by this Directive is a  first step 
in establishing co-operation between Member  States in this field in 
the context of  the internal market;  whereas  the aim is mutual 
recognition of  the  ~~levant national  l~ws;  whereas provision should 
therefore be made, _in·particuiar,  for the Commission to be assisted 
by an advisory committee; 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  /92  introduces,  together with this 
Directive,  a  Community  system to protect Member  States•  cultural 
goods;  whereas  the date by which Member  States have  to comply with 
this Directive has  to be as  close as possible to the date of entry 
into force of  that Regulation;  whereas,  having regard to the nature 
of their legal systems  and  the scope of the changes  to their 
legislation necessary to  implement  this Directive,  some  Member 
States will need a  longer period, 
-179-HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DIRECTIVE: 
Article  1 
For the purposes of this Directive: 
1)  "Cultural object"  shall mean  an object which: 
- is classified,  before or  af~er its unlawful  removal  from the 
territory of a  Member  State,  among  the  "national treasures 
possessing artistic,  ·histori~·or archaeological value"  under 
national legislation or administrative .procedures within the 
meaning of Article 36  of the Treaty, 
and 
- belongs to one of the categories listed in the Annex or does 
not  be~ong to one of "tnese  categor~es but  forms  an integral 
part of: 
- public collect.ions  l~sted.  ·in the inventories of museums, 
archives or libraries'  conservation collection; 
For· the purposes. of  this.Di~ectiv~,  "public collections" 
shal.l mean  collections whic}?.  are· the prope.rty of a 
Member  State,· local or regional  aut~ority·within a 
Member  State or an institution situated in the territory of  a 
Member  State and defined as pUblic in accordance with the 
le~islation of that Member  State,  s~c~ institution being the 
property of,  or significantly financ.ed. by,  that Member  State 
or a  local or regional aut.hority; 
=  the inventories of ecclesiastical institutions. 
-180-2)  "Unlawfully  removed  from  the territory of  a  Member  State"  shall 
mean: 
- removed  from  the territory of  a  Me1nber  State in breach of its 
rules on the protection of national  treasures or in breach of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  ...  /92,  or 
- not  returned at the  end of  a  period of  lawful  temporary  removal 
or any breach of another condition governing  such  temporary 
removal. 
3)  "Requesting Member  State"  shall mean  the Member  State from 
whose  territory the cultural object has  been unlawfully 
removed. 
4)  "Requested Member  State"  shall mean  the Member  State in whose 
territory a  cultural object unlawfully removed  from  the 
territory of another Member  State is located. 
5)  "Return"  shall mean  the physical return of the cultural object 
to the territory of  the_ ·requesting Member  State. 
6)  "Possessor"  shall-mean.the  perso~ physically hold~ng the cultural 
object on hi_s  own  account. ·· 
7}· "Holder"  shall mean  the person physically holding the cultural 
object for third parties. 
Article 2 
CUltural objects which have been uniawfully removed  from the 
territory of a  Member  State shall be  returned in accordance with· the 
procedure and in the circumstances provided for in this Directive. 
- 181-Article 3 
Each Member  State shall appoint  one or more  central authorities to 
carry out the  tasks provided for in this Directive. 
Member  States shall inform the  Commission of all the central 
authorities they appoint pursuant to this Article. 
The  Commission shall publish a  list of these central authorities and 
any  changes  concerning  them in the C series of the Official Journal 
of  the European Communities. 
Article 4 
Member  States'  central authorities shall co-operate and promote 
consultation between the Member  States'  competent national 
authorities.  The  latter shall in particular: 
1)  upon application by the  requesting Member  State,  seek a  specified 
cultural object which has  been unlawfully removed  from its 
territory,  identifying the possessor and/or holder.  The 
application must  include all information needed to facilitate 
this search,  with particular reference to the actual or presumed 
location of the object; 
2)  notify the Member  States concerned,  where  a  cultural object is 
found  in their own  territory and there are reasonable grounds  for 
believing that it has  been unlawfully  removed  from  the territory 
of another Member  State; 
3)  enable  the  competent authorities of  the  requesting Member  State 
to check that the object in question is a  cultural object, 
provided that the  check is made  within 2  months  of the 
-182-notification provided for in paragraph 2.  If it is not made 
within the stipulated period,  paragraphs  4  and  5  shall  cease to 
~pply; 
4)  take any necessary measures,  in  co-op~ration with the 
Member  State concerned,  for  the physical preservation of  the 
cultural object; 
5)  prevent,  by  the necessary interim measures,  any action to evade 
the return procedure; 
6)  act as  intermediary between the possessor and/or holder and the 
requesting Member  State with regard to return.  To  this end,  the 
competent authorities of  the requested Member  States may,  without 
prejudice to Article 5,  first facilitate the  implementation of an 
arbitration procedure,  in accordance with the national 
legislation of  the requested State and provided that the 
requesting State and  the possessor or holder give their formal 
approval. 
Article 5 
The  requesting Member  State may  initiate,  before the competent  court 
in the requested Member  State,  proceedings against  the possessor or, 
failing him,  the holder,  with the aim of securing the return of a 
cultural object which has  been unlawfully removed  from its 
territory. 
Proceedings may  be brought only where  the document  initiating them 
is accompanied by: 
a  document  describing the object  covered by the request and 
stating that it is a  cultural object; 
- 183-a  declaration by the competent authorities of the requesting 
Member  State that the cultural object has been unlawfully removed 
from its territory. 
Article  6 
The  central authority of  the requesting Member  State shall forthwith 
inform the central authority of  the requested Member  State that 
proceedings have been initiated with the  ~im of securing the return 
of  the object in question. 
The  central authority of the requested Member  State shall forthwith 
inform the central authorities of  the other Member  States. 
Article  7 
1.  Member  States shall lay down  in their legislation that the 
·re~urn proceedings provided for in  thi~ .Directive may  not be brought 
more  than one year.after.the requesting Member  State became  aware  of 
.the location of the·cultural object a·nd·of  the identity of its 
possessor or holder. 
Such proceedings may,  at all events,  not  be brought more  than 
.30 years after the'object was  u~l~wfully removed  from  the territory 
.of  the  r~questing Member  St~~e.  However,  in the  case of objects 
forming part of public collections,  referred to in Article 1{1),  apd 
ec~lesiastica~ goods  in the Member· States -~here they are subject to 
special protection arrangements  under national  law,  return 
proceedings shall be subject to a  time-limit of  75  years,  except  in 
Member  States where proceedings are  n~t subject to a  time-limit or 
in the case of bilateral agreements  between Member  States laying 
down  a  period exceeding  75  years. 
-184-2.  Return proceedings may  not be brought if removal  from the 
national territory of  the requesting Member  State is no  longer 
unlawful at the time when  they are to be initiated. 
Article  8 
Save as otherwise provided in Articles  7  and  13,  the  competent  court 
shall order the return of  the cultural object in question where it 
is found  to be  a  cultural object within the meaning of Article 1(1) 
and to have been  removed unlawfully from national territory. 
Article 9 
Where  return of  the object is ordered,  the  competent  court in the 
requested State shall award  the possessor such compensation as it 
deems  fair according to the circumstances of the case,  provided that 
it is satisfied that the possessor exercised due  care and attention 
in acquiring the object. 
The  burden of proof shall be governed by the legislation of the 
requested Member  State. 
In the case of a  donation or succession,  the possessor shall not be 
in a  more  favourable position than the person from whom  he acquired 
the object by that means. 
The  requesting Member  State·· shall pay such compensation upon return 
of  the object. 
- 185-Article 10 
Expenses  incurred in implementing a  decision ordering the return of 
a  cultural object shall be borne by the requesting Member  State. 
The  same  applies to the costs of  the measures  referred to in 
Article 4(4). 
Article 11 
Payment  of  the fair compensation and of the expenses  referred to in 
Articles  9  and 10  respectively shall be without prejudice to the 
requesting Member  State's right to take action with a  view to 
recovering those amounts  from the persons  responsible for the 
unlawful  removal  of  the cultural object  from its territory. 
Article 12 
Ownership of the cultural object after return shall be governed by 
the  law of the requesting Member  State. 
Article 13 
This Directive shall apply only to cultural objects unlawfully 
removed  from  the territory of a  Member  State on or after 
1  January 1993. 
Article 14 
1.  Each Member  State may  extend its obligation to return cultural 
objects to cover categories of objects other than those  list~~  - the Annex. 
2.  Each Member  State may  apply the arrangements provided for by 
this Directive to requests  for the return of cultural objects 
unlawfully removed  from  the territory of other Member  States prior 
to 1  January 1993. 
-186-Article 15 
This Directive shall be without prejudice to any civil or criminal 
proceedings that may  be brought,  under the national  laws  of the 
Member  States,  by  the requesting Member  State and/or the owner of a 
cultural object that has  been stolen. 
Article 16 
1.  Member  States shall send the Commission every three years,  and 
for the first time  in February 1996,  a  report on the application of 
this Directive. 
2.  The  Commission shall send the European Parliament,  the Council 
and the Economic  and Social  Committee,  every three years,  a  report 
reviewing  the application of this Directive. 
3.  The  Council  shall review the effectiveness of this Directive 
after a  period of application of three years and,  acting on a 
proposal  from the Commission,  make  any necessary adaptations. 
4.  In any event,  the Council acting on a  proposal  from the 
Commission,  shall examine  every three years and,  where  a.ppropriate, 
update the amounts  indicated in the Annex,  on the basis of economic 
and monetary indicators in the Community. 
Article 17 
.The  Commission· shall be assisted by  t~e Committee set up  by 
Article 8  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  ...  /92. 
- 187-The  Committee  shall examine  any question arising from  the 
application of the Annex  to this Directive which may  be tabled by 
the Chairman either on his own  initiative or at the request of the 
representative of  a  Member  State. 
Article 18 
Member  States shall bring into force  the laws,  regulations and 
administrative provisions necessary to comply with this Directive 
within nine months  of its adoption,  except as far as  the Kingdom  of 
Belgium,  the Federal Republic of Germany  and the 
Kingdom  of the Netherlands are concerned,  which must  conform to this 
Directive at the latest twelve months  from  the date of its adoption. 
They shall forthwith  inform the Commission thereof. 
When  Member  States adopt  ..  these measures,  they  sha~l contain a 
reference to this· Directive .or shall be accompanied by such 
reference on the occasion of their official publication.  The 
methods  of making.such.a reference shall be laid down  by the Member 
States. 
Article 19 
This Directive is adqressed to the Member  States. 
Done  at Brussels, 
-188-
For the Council 
The  President ANNEX 
Categories referred to in the second  indent of Article 1(1)  to which 
objects classified as  "national treasures"  within the meaning of 
Article 36  of the Treaty must  belong in order to gyalify for return 
under this Directive 
A.1.  Archaeological objects more  than 100  years  old which are the 
products of: 
- land or underwater excavations and  finds; 
- archaeological sites; 
- archaeological collections. 
2.  Elements  forming  an integral part of  ar~istic, historical or 
religious monuments  which have been dismembered,  more  than 
100 years old. 
3.  Pi-ctures and paintings executed entirely by hand,  on any medium 
a:n~ in any material.  < 1> 
4.  Mosaics other than those in category 1  or category 2  and 
qrawings  executed entirely.by hand,  on any medium  and in any 
material.  < 1> 
5.  O~iginal engraving's,  prints,  serigraphs and lithographs with 
their respective plates and original posters < 1>. 
6.  Original sculptures or statuary and copies produced by the 
· s.ame  process as the original  (l)  other than those in 
category 1. 
(1)  which are more  than fifty years old and do  not belong to their 
originators. 
-189-7.  Photographs,  films  and negatives  thereof.  (t) 
8.  Incunabula and manuscripts,  including maps  and musical  scores, 
singly or in collections.  (l) 
9.  Books  more  than 100  years old,  singly or in collections. 
10.  Printed maps  more  than  200  years old. 
11.  Archives  and any elements  thereof,  of any kind,  on any medium, 
comprising elements more  than 50  years old. 
12. (a)  Collections  a>  and specimens  from  zoological,  botanical, 
mineralogical or anatomical collections; 
(b)  Collections  a>  of historical,  palaeontological,  ethnographic 
or numismatic interest. 
13.  Means  of transport more  than 75  years old. 
14.  Any  other antique item not  included in categories A.1 to A.13, 
more  than 50  years old. 
The  cultural objects in categories Al  to A14  are covered by this 
Directive only if their value corresponds to,  or exceeds,  the 
financial  thresholds under B. 
(1)  which are more  than fifty years old and do not belong to their 
originator.  . 
(2)  as defined by the Court  of Justice in its judgment  in 
Case  252/84,  as  follows: 
"Collectors'  pieces within the meaning of  Heading  No  99.05  of 
the Common  CUstoms  Tariff are articles which possess  the 
requisite characteristics for inclusion in a  collection,  that 
is to say,  articles which are relatively rare,  are not normally 
used for their original purpose,  are the subject of special 
transactions outside the normal  trade in similar utili-ty 
articles and are of high value." 
-190-B.  Financial  thresholds agglicable to certain categories under A 
(in ecus) 
VALUE:  0  (Zero) 
1  (Archaeological  objects) 
2  (Dismembered monuments) 
8  (Incunabula and manuscripts) 
- 11  (Archives) 
15  000 
4  (Mosaics  and drawings) 
5  (Engravings) 
7  (Photographs) 
- 10  (Printed maps) 
so  000 
6  (Statuary) 
9  (Books) 
- 12  (Collections) 
- 13  (Means  of transport) 
- 14  (Any  other item) 
150  000 
3  (Pictures) 
The  assessment of whether or not  the conditions relating to 
financial value are fulfilled must  be made  when  return is requested. 
The  financial value is that of the object in the requested Member 
State. 
The  date for the conversion of the values expressed in ecus in the 
Annex  into national  currencies shall be  1  January 1993. 
- 191-Organizational rules 
governing the European literary prize 
and the European translation prize 
(modified the 21  October 1991) 
- 193-Ai• end conditions 
European  literary prize - Organizational  rules 
(modified) 
1.  An amual prize will be awarded  to an author who has ll8de a significant contribution to contt!q)Orary 
European  literature.  The  prize will  be  awarded  for a  single work  m,  which  MY  belong  to any  literary 
genre  m.  It lUSt  have  been  published  in the three years  preceding  the opening  date for  the saissfon 
of entries. 
2.  candidates lUSt  be  nationals of a M.-,_r State of  the European  C~fty.  However,  nationals of 
European  countries  which  are  not  lled;)ers  of  the  Camulity  are  also el  i;ible,  in confo.-.ity  with  the 
resolution of  18  May  1989  concerning  books  and  reading  01• 
3.  The  l herary work aust be submitted in one of the official languages of  the European COIIIIU1ity  w. 
A prize· of  ECU  20  000  will  be  awarded  to the author.  In accordance  with  copyright  laws  and  agreements, 
Community aid to stimulate translation of  the  prize·~inning work  into the other official languages  of the 
C~ity,  up to a maxi nun of  ECU  25  000,  will be ;ranted at the initiative of the publisher(&) holding the 
translation rights.  Requests  lUSt  be  submitted no  later than two  years  after the prize has  been awarded. 
This  Community  aid constitutes a special category,  with  separate financial  arrangements,  in the fr...work 
of the pilot project for the translation of  literary works,  and  requests should be  fof'IIUlated  in confor~~ity 
with  the annex  of  this (reproduced here as  an  annex  for  information). 
OniMi zatf  on 
1.  Each  Menb!r  State may  nominate  up to three separate works  for consideration by the European  jury. 
It wfll  be  for each  Member  State to determine  their selection procedure  for this purpose. 
2.  The  selected works  will  be made  public by the Secretariat referred to in 4 below. 
3.  The European  jury will conprise nine lnelllbers,  who  will be chosen each year by the Comnission acting 
on  the basis of  proposals  from  the Member  States and  on  the advice of  the Comnittee  on  Cultural  Affairs. 
A ..-,.r  1 s  term of  office may  be  renewed  no  more  than twice. 
4.  .  The  decision of  the  jury is final.  It will  establish its own  rules of  procedure. 
5.  The  administrative secretariat of  the prize will  be  provided  by  the Commission.  It will  work  in 
close cooperation with  the authorities of  the European  City of  Culture. 
6.  The  Commission  will  submit  to the Committee  on  Cultural  Affairs the timetable for  the procedures 
relating  to  the  award  of  the  prize,  in particular:  the  opening  date,  the  deadline  for  Member  States• 
submission  of  the  three  works  to the European  jury,  the deadline  for  fonming  the European  jury and,  fn 
agreement  with  the authorities hosting the European City of Culture,  the date of the prize·;ivfng ceremony. 
7.  Before  the end  of  1992  the Committee  on  Cultural Affairs will examine,  in the light of experience 
gained,  any  adjustments  to these arrangements  that it considers necessary. 
8.  The  Commission  will  publish  these  arrangements  for  the  European  literary Prize  in the Official 
Journal  of  the European  Communities  for  infonmation. 
"' The  work  will  be assessed solely on  the basis of  its l herary quality. 
m E.g.  novel,  short  story, drama,  essay,  poetry,  etc. 
01  Such  entries should  be  included  in the  lists of  works  submitted  by the  Member  States of  the Community 
(see below  •organization•). 
~•  As  the Treaties of  the  European  Comunities  are also drawn  up  in  Irish,  literary work  in  this  language 
may  also be submitted. 
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Annex to the pilot project for the trMSlation of literary YOrb 
(reproduced in comection with  the paragraph  "Amcx.nt•  of the organizational  rules) 
SUpporting tnfonnation to be provided in the s\bnission by the p&A)l isher intending to pml  ish a translation 
of a  eonte.porary literary work 
- Asaes.-ent of the anticipated .arket 
-Evidence that CORIIU'\ity support will uke a uterial difference to the translation's c:oanercial viability 
•  At.-.-ent tn principle between  the rights holder(s) and the pml  fsher of the tranalatfon 
•  Projected eontpletion and p&A)lication dates and price,  as well  as draft contract for the translation and 
..  aurences concerning  the competence of the translator 
- Marketing plans 
- Assurances that no  other pml  ic fU'lding  has been  obtained by the pml  isher 
•  Assurances that both  the translator and  the European  Community  will  receive a  clear acknowledgement. Ai• !!!d conditions 
European translation prize - Organizational rules 
(modified) 
1.  An MnU&l  prize will be awarded to a translator for an outstanding trenslation of a significant work 
of cont~rary  European Literature '
11
;  the prize wtll be awarded for a  trMSlatfon pblished in the three 
years preceding the opening date for the sW.ission of entries. 
2.  candidates lUSt be nationals of a  Meaeer State of the European Colllunity.  However,  nationals of 
European  ccuatries  which  are  not  IReflbers  of  the  Coca.nity  are also  el  igfble,  in  conforwity  with  the 
resolution of 18  May  1989  concerning books  and reading m. 
3.  The translation should be submitted in one  of the officfal languages of the European COIIIIU"\fty  01• 
A prize of ECU  20  000  will be awarded  to the translator. 
Prpanigtfon 
1.  Each  Member  State 11ay  select up to three translations for consideration by the European  jury.  It 
will be for each  Member  State to determine the selection procedure for this purpose. 
2.  The  selected translations will  be  made  public by the Secretariat referred to in 4  below. 
3.  The European jury will CQq)rise nine members,  who  will be chosen each year by the Conmission acting 
on the basis of  proposals from  the Member  States and  on  the advice of  the Committee  on  Cultural Affairs. 
A lftellt)er•s  term of office 11ay  be  renewed  no  more  than twice. 
4.  The  decision of  the jury is final.  It will establish its own  rules of procedure. 
5.  The achinistrative secretariat provided by the Commission for the European Literary Prize will also 
be responsible for administering the European Translation Prize. 
6.  The  Commission  will  submit  to the Committee  on cultural Affafrs the timetable for  the procedures 
relating  to  the  award  of  the  prize,  in  particular:  the  opening  da~e,  the deadline  for  Member  States• 
sutnissfon of the three translations to the European  jury, the deadline for fanning the European  jury and, 
in agreement  with  the  authorities  hosting  the  European  City  of  Culture,  the  date of  the  prize-giving 
ceremony. 
7.  Before the end  of 1992  the Committee on Cuttural Affairs will examine,  in the light of experience 
eained,  any adjustments to these arrangements  that ft considers necessary. 
8.  The  Commission  will publish these arrangements for the European Translation Prize in the Official 
Journal of the European Connunities for  information. 
'
11  The  work  will  be  assessed solely on  the basis of  its literary quality. 
'~Such entries should be  included  in the  lists of  works  submitted by  the Member. States of  the Community 
(see below  'Organization11). 
01  As  the Treaties of  the European  Comunities  are also drawn  up  in Irish,  literary work  in this  language 
may  also be submitted. 
- 197-ANNEXES 
- 199-Solemn Declaration on European Union 
signed by the ten Heads of State and government in Stuttgart 
on 19 June 1983 
(extracts concerning education and culture) 
-201-3.3  Cultural cooperation 
With a view to complementing Community action 
and  stresSing  that,  in  consideration  of  the 
membership  of  their  States  of  the  Council  of 
Europe,  they  maintain their firm  support for an 
involvement in its cultural activities, the Heads of 
State or Government agree to promote, encourage 
or  facilitate  the  following,  taking  account  of 
respective constitutional provisions: 
•  development of the activities of the European 
Foundation and the European University Institute 
in Florence; 
•  closer  cooperation  between  establishments  of 
higher education, including exchanges of teachers 
and students; 
•  intensified exchanges of experience, panicular-
ly  among young people, and development of the 
teaching of the languages of the Member States of 
the Community; 
•  improving the level  of knowledge about other 
· Member  States  of  the  Community  and  of 
information on Europe's history and culture so as 
to promote a European awareness; 
•  examination of the advisability of undertaking 
joint action to protect, promote and safeguard the 
cultural heritage; 
•  examination  of  the  possibility  of  promoting 
joint activities in the dissemination of culture, in 
particular as regards audio-visual methods; 
•  more extenSive  contacts  between  writers  and 
artists of the Member States and wider dissemina-
tion  of their  works both  inside  and outside the 
Community; 
•  closer  coordination  of  cultural  activities  in 
third countries, within the framework of Political 
Cooperation. 
-203-Report by the Committee 
on a People's Europe 
approved by the European Council meeting in Milan 
on 28 and 29 June 1985 
(Chapter 3- Culture and communication) 
-205-3.  Culture and communication 
3.1.  It  is  also  through  action  in  the  areas  of 
culture and communication. which are essential to 
European identity and the Community•s image in 
the minds of  its people, that support for the advan-
cement of Europe  can  and must be sought. The 
European cultural heritage is not however confined 
to  the  territories  of the  Member  States  of the 
Community. nor, for that matter, to the frontiers of 
the  States  of the  Council  of Europe.  We  must 
therefore avoid any exclusivity in this area and seek 
cooperation with other European countries. 
3.2.  The Committee is pleased to note that the 
meetings  of the  Council  and  the  Ministers  for 
Culture  of the  Community  are  continuing  on a 
regular basis  and that progress has  been made in 
this  area,  including  the  decision  on an  annual 
European city of  culture, beginning with Athens for 
1985. 
3.3.  The  Committee  has  chosen_ from  amongst 
the various aspects of culture, four areas of action 
which deserve the special attention of  the European 
Council. 
3.4.  Television ('the audiovisual area') 
Developments  in  technology  will lead to an  in-
crease  in  the  number  of channels  and  hours  of 
broadcasting  and  create  a  substantial  additional 
need for audiovisual productions. This will present 
both a challenge - the need for increased produc-
tion - and an opportunity so that the most can be 
made of the cultural wealth of Europe. 
3.5.  The Committee proposes that the European 
Council should invite the Council and the Minis-
ters for Culture to bring the current discussions to 
a successful conclusion before the end of the year 
on the best means to encourage at Community level 
European  audiovisual  co-productions in order to 
promote a truly European and competitive industry. 
This  concerns  the  financing  of co-productions 
when  made  by  European  cinema  or  television 
producers from at least two Member States. 
3.6.  The introduction of  a system of  advances on 
receipts for Member States' co-productions would 
be one way of achieving this goal.  Schemes which 
could be started by programming organizations in 
certain Member States for the allotment of  a certain 
proportion of  their general programming funds for 
European 'IV co-productions would be of signifi-
cant assistance in this direction too. 
3. 7.  In celebration  of a  hundred  years  of film-
making, the Committee proposes that 1988 should 
be declared 'European Film and Television Year'. 
3.8.  In  order  to  bring  the  peoples  of Europe 
closer together, the Committee proposes that the 
European  Council  recommend  to  each  Member _ 
State  of the Community and  to the Community 
institutions  that  they  consider  which  legal  and 
technical  steps,  taking  into account the di1fering 
situations that exist in this field, should be taken so 
that every citizen may have access to the greatest 
number of programmes  broadcast by  the various 
channels of the  Community countries, in confor-
mity with the Treaty. 
3.9.  The Committee has noted with great interest 
the  current  initiatives  and·  experiments  in  joint 
television programmes. 
The Committee proposes th8t the European Coun-
cil ask the Ministers for Culture to consider. at the 
Community level  and together with  broadcasting 
authorities  and  with  the European  Broadcasting 
Union. the possibility of building on such experi-
ments  or other  initiatives,  bearing  in  mind  the 
potential importance for  the  knowledge of Euro-
pean  cooperation  and  development  of a  truly 
European television channel, emphasis being laid 
on the need for broadcasting to be multilingual. 
3.10.  Academy of Scieace, Techaology and Art 
Europe needs an institution with international in· 
fluence to highlight the achievements of  European 
science and the originality of  European civilization 
in all its wealth and diversity. 
To this end, the Committee proposes to the Euro-
pean  Council  that  there  should  be  a  European 
Academy of Science, Technology and Art, having 
regard to the following considerations: 
(i) the Academy should be an independent body; 
its role should be to award prizes in the main areas 
of  science, technology and art and to give opinions 
in these fields for the different Community institu-
tions; 
-207--208-
(ii) the Academy would be composed of  personali· 
ties eminent in the various disciplines and indepen· 
dent  from  political  authority.  The  first  College 
would be composed of  two members designated by 
each Head of  State or Government These members 
would themselves select their peers to make up the 
Academy which would comprise about forty mem· 
bers. The Member States. assisted by the Commis· 
sion and in close cooperation with the group of  the 
first members nominated by the Heads of State or 
Government, would draw up the framework for the 
oJ:PDization of  the Academy. 
3.11.  Euro-lottery
1 
To make Europe come alive for the Europeans, an 
event with popular appeal could help promote the 
European idea. 
The European Council could therefore request the 
Commission to examine whether there would, for 
instance, be scope for organizing a Euro-lottery and 
how  it could  be  set  up, taking  into account the 
different laws and practices of  the Member States. 
The lottery would serve to finance  projects in the 
field of  culture. The draw and the announcement of 
results  would  be  public  and  would  be  televised 
throughout the Community.  The  result  might be 
expressed eventually in ECU. 
3.12.  Aeeess to museu• aDd cultural events 
In addition,  the  European  Council  should  ask 
Member States to ensure that all special conditions 
and reductions for admission to museums, similar 
institutions and cultural events generally available 
to the young are extended to young people from all 
Member States. 
1 Mr WiUiamson staled that this proposal would not be in  line 
with the United Kingdom practice of not operating State lott-
eries. Treaty on European Union 
(done at Maastricht on 7 February 1992) 
Part three, Title IX "Culture" 
-209-'TITLE IX 
CULTURE 
Article 128 
1. The cOmmunity sh~l contribute to the flowering 
of  the  cultures  of  the  Member  StateS,  while 
respecting their  nation~ and regional diversity and 
at  the  same  time  bringing  the  common  culwral 
heritage to the fore. 
2.  Action  by  the  Community  shall  be  aimed  at 
encouraging  cooperation  between  Member  States 
and,  if  necessary,  supporting  and  supplementing 
their action in the following areas: 
-improvement  of  the  knowledge  and  dissemi-
nation  of  the  culwre  and  hiStory  of  the 
European peoples; 
- conservation  and  safeguarding  of  cultural 
heritage of European significance; 
- non-commercial cultural exchanges; 
- artistic  and  literary  creation,  including  an  the 
audiovisual sector. 
3.  The  Community  and  the  Member  States  shall 
foster  cooperation  with  third  countries  and  the 
competent international organizations in  the sphere 
of culture, in .particular the Council of  Europ~. 
4.  The Community shall  take  cultural  aspects  into 
account in  its  action  under other provisions  of this 
Treaty. 
5.  In order to contribute to the achievement of the 
objectives referred to in this Article, the Council: 
- acting in accordance with the p"rocedure referred 
to  in  Article  189b  and  after  consulting  the 
Committee of the Regions, shall  adopt incentive 
measures,  excluding  any·  harmonization  of the 
laws and  regulations of the Member States. The 
Council  shall  act  unaniptously  throughout  the 
procedures referred to in Article 189b; 
- acting  unanimously  on  a  proposal  from  the 
Commission, shall adopt recommendations.' 
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